


MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED MIL
LION CARTRIDGES were reloaded on
DILLON machines last year. That may
be more ammo than was reloaded on all
other progressive loaders combined! So
if it is volume loading you're after - - get
a DILLON.
The DILLON RL-450 is the least expen

sive, fastest-selling progressive reloader
on the market today. The RL-450 is
changing the way shooters reload. In
the past, only the professional reloader
could afford a progressive machine,
Now the DILLON RL-450 puts efficient,
progressive reloading of both rifle and
pistol calibers in reach of most shooters.
Production rate of the RL-450 is in
excess of 400 rounds per hour. If you
hate to waste time reloading, the
DILLON RL-450 is the machine for you.
Comes complete for one caliber, with
powder measure and large and small
primer feed, (except dies). $365.00

"The reloading machine for
shooters who HATE to
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ODI'S VIKING II .45 AUTO, Mason Williams
Has Seecamp DA conversion COVER: S&W M686 .357 Magnum engraved by

Jock Jones, general manager of the Ken Hurst Fire
arm Engraving Company. Grips by Guy Hogue.
Photo by Nick Karras of Son Diego, California.
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BERETTA'S M84 AND M85 .380 AUTOS, Masaad Ayoob
Author favors the M84
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THE 1983 SECOND CHANCE SHOOT, Jon Winokur
Combat match emulates "street" scenes

THE 1983 IPSC NATIONALS, Jon Winokur
Rob Leatham tokes top honors

THE 1984 CUSTOM PISTOLSMITH DIRECTORY

KENNETH E. JOHNSON: CUSTOM 'SMITH, Len Davis
He has accurized nearly 8,500 autos

DO-IT-YOURSELF PISTOLSMITHING, Russ Gaertner
Many new tools are described

CUSTOM PISTOLSMITH SURVEY, Len Davis
Most respondents give 'smiths high marks

HANDGUN MARKET DOWN, BUT NOT OUT, Jerry Rakusan

NEW SILHOUETTE TARGETS, Len Davis

COP TALK, Massad Ayoob .

HANDGUN LEATHER, AI Pickles

SILUETAS, Philip C. Briggs

HANDLOADING, Dan Cotterman .

PISTOLSMITHING, John G. Lawson .

COMBAT SHOOTING, Mickey Fowler .

SPEAK OUT
WHAT'S NEW
HANDGUN MARKET .

INDUSTRY INSIDER, Jerry Rakusan
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AN OFFER YOU CAN'T REFUSEI
When you place $2,000 in a 6 year Certificate
of Deposit with Central Bank & Trust you will
receive a set of Smith & Wesson Pistols in a
handsome walnut presentation case. And, as a
bonus we will include a Limited ,Edition
Shooter's Knife from Smith & Wesson.

To Reserve Your Set, fill out the coupon and
send it in with your check or give us a call at
307-332-4730 and talk to Mike Brown. He will
be happy to fill you in on this unique oppor
tunity, or one of our other packages, which
include:
A Colt John Waynel"Duke" Commemorative 22 LR

$1,250 for 6 years

B. Colt Python 357 Mag & Colt Diamondback 22 LR

$3,100 for6 years (includes: Nickel finish, Rosewood
grips, Walnut case)

C. Colt "Gold Cup" 45 ACT & Colt "Ace" 22 LR Auto
$2,750 for 6 years.

D. Colt "Silver Snake" Python-Limited Edition
$2,650 for 6 years (only 250 made)

Model 29 44 magnum, Model 17 22 L.R. Both with
Target Stocks, Trigger & Hammer and Limited addition
Shooters Knife in walnut presentation case.

• All deposits insured by FDIC
• No early withdrawls allowed
• All State & Federal firearm Regulations adhered to
• Guns transferred through Lander Ace Hardware
• Merchandise in lieu of interest

The Bank With Imagination

CENTRAL BANK & TRUST

Member FDIC

P.O. BOX 69 - 285 Main
LANDER, WYOMING 82520

Phone (307) 332-4730
Founded in 1890
Assets 34 million

--------------------------
Mail to: Central Bank & Trust Enclose signed copy of your dealer's License 1

P.O. Box 69 to speed up delivery. Normal delivery 4-6 1
285 Main St. weeks. 1
LANDER, WY 82520

My check for is enclosed. Name 1
for D Smith & Wesson Package Address 1

D A City State 1
D B Phone Zip

I ~ g . S,pply limited. Teem, "bjeet to ehaoge. I
1 ----------------------



COPTAUC
MASSAD AYOOB

'LET THOSE WHO RIDE DECIDE'
WHAT TYPE HANDGUNS TO CARRY

laws formed a political action group called
ABATE to fight laws that dictated their
headwear. Their slogan was, "Let those
who ride decide." In police sidearms as
well, that's a cry I can rally to: let the men
and women in blue decide for themselves
what handgun they'll trust their life to, as
they ride on patrol on today's mean streets.

It is said that policework is paramilitary,
and that rigid military discipline and uni
formity are therefore necessary. I say that's
a crock. True, we who wear the badge are
as accountable to the governmental body

Devolvers vs. autos for police service is a
.l'.continuing debate, with firepower on
one side and reliability on the other.

I see cops who were forced to carry auto
matics they didn't feel comfortable with to
the day they took their 20-year retirement
because they feared jamming and just
didn't like the complexity of the gun. I also
know cops willing to marshal the forces of
the union and sue over having to carry
wheelguns that they feel would dan
gerously handicap them in shootout
situations.

Although I've been identified as a strong
supporter ofautoloaders for police, I'm ac
tually in the middle. I don't like the auto as
a general issue gun, but I'm all in favor of it
in the hands of a good cop trained in com
bat pistolcraft.

Motorcyclists who didn't dig helmet Author, left, discusses reports with Deerfield (N.H.) Police Chief Paul Dewey.

OWN THE
THAT OFFICIALLY GU

Model 92SB
9mm Parabellum

Double Action Semi-Auto

1S-Round Staggered
Magazine

Call toll-free for nearest Beretta Dealer.

Monday through Friday. 8 AM to 4,30 PM. Eastern Time.
Maryland residents. call 301-283-2191.



that employs us as any soldier ever was to
his; but there's a fundamental difference.
We don't function in platoon or battalion
strength; we're out there doing the job vir
tually alone, one or two at a time. "Ours is
not to reason why, ours is but to do or die"
is a philosophy that may have served sol
diers in the time of Kipling, but has no
relevance to policemen today; we must
reason why, or we'll become robots, and
maybe dead robots at that.

ENTER UNIFORMITY
Uniformity is overdone. There are three

state police agencies in the country today
Washington State Patrol, Iowa State Pa
trol, and Michigan State Police-that
require left-handed men to carry their
guns in right-handed holsters for the sake
of "uniformity." This is the same mentality
that insists all officers must carry the same
gun.

Where does that uniformity stop?
Should all cops be six-feet-two with eyes of
blue, and have an IQ of exactly 11O?
Should those with an IQ of 130 have shock
treatments until they come down to an ac
ceptable level?

We can get into some complex issues
here. Illinois State Police found, when it
issued its officers 9mm S&W automatics,
that scores went up on the average and up
significantly among previous poor
shooters; but scores also went down among

Continued on page 66

Poly-Choke has vent
rib for Ruger autos

The Poly-Choke Co., Inc. has come
out with another ventilated rib-this one
for Ruger MK 1 and MK 11 bull barrel
autos.

All ribs are available in a do-it
yourself kit, which enables the shooter to
mount the rib in but a few minutes with
professional results, without machining
or fitting.

Suggested retail price: $24.95.
For more information, write to the

company at 150 Park, Avenue
(Dept. AH), East Hartford, CT 06108.

Federal adds new .41
Mag load to its line

Federal Cartridge Corporation has
added a new .41 Remington Magnum
cartridge to its line.

It's loaded with 21O-grain semi
jacketed hollowpoint bullet to fill the
needs of handgun hunters and metallic
silhouette shooters.

The 21O-grain bullet is of straight ogive
design, which maximizes the bearing
surface for greatly enhanced long-range
accuracy.

The lOO-yard energy is 495 foot
pounds.

The large, tapered hollowpoint yields
substantial mushrooming, while the long
bearing surface keeps the core intact for
driving penetration and high weight
retention.

Muzzle velocity from a four-inch
vented barrel is 1,300 fps.

For more information write to Bill
Siems at the company, 2700 Foshay
Tower (Dept. AH), Minneapolis, MN
55402.

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The American Handgunner maga

zine is always looking for new contribu
tors to its editorial columns. Drop us a
line if you feel you have a story idea
worth publishing.

HANDGUN
lARDS CONNECTICUl:

The Connecticut State Police put the Beretta
92SB through the Third Degree before selecting
it as the firearm to protect its officers. Gruelling
tests for firepower, reliability, safety, accuracy
and reloadability got it on the job. And switching
law enforcement handguns isn't done casually.
This 15-round 9mm semi-automatic proves out
just plain better than its competition.

Ask a friend in law enforcement. where
their lives are on the line day in. day out. Or trot
down to your Beretta dealer.

The superb. affordable Beretta 92SB. Now a
law unto itself.
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It's the only magazine that gives
you regularly featured articles
on:
* Pistolsmithing
* Reloading
* Handgun Hunting
* Self Defense
* Combat Course Shooting
* Customizing
* Conversion Tips
* Siluetas
* Cop Talk
* Competitive Shooting
* Test Reports
It's the only magazine that

gives you the opportunity to win
a one-of-a-kind Customized
handgun each issue, with its
Custom Gun Giveaway Contest.

GUARANTEE: You'll enjoy AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER. If you don't agree, we'll refund
the unused portion of your subscription in full, at
any time.

FREE!
This all-fabric American Hand
gunner 1st Patch with each paid
subscription.

If you own a handgun, you need AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER magazine. It's written for
the competitor, sportsman, collector, hunter
or lawman. If you're one of these, or just
enjoy fine handguns, you can share in the
knowledge and expertise of men who excel
in writing about them in the AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER magazine. ,
••••••••••••••••••••

SUBSCRIBE NOW
It's bi-monthly.

********************
CALL TOLL FREE! To order your subscription
NOW call 800/824-7888, Operator 40.
From California only call 800/852-7777, Operator 40.

Your name, address and BAC/Visa or MasterCard
number and expiration date is all it takes. Or we'll bill
you later.

(Above 800 numbers for subscription ordering only.)

r---------------------------
I American Handgunner Dept. 120
I P.O. Box 16439 San Diego. CA 92116 I
I Yes, please send me the subscription ordered below. I understand
I that I will receive the American Handgunner 1st Patch FREE for .
I my paid subscription.

1 0 1 year $11.95 0 2 years $19.95 0 3 years $27.95
I Amount enclosed $__ 0 Bill me. Allow 4 to 6 weeks forIdelivery. Foreign subscribers add $6.00 per year.

I Credit Card charge: 0 BAC/Visa 0 MasterCard
I No. Expiration date _

I Name -------------------
I Address _

I City State Zip ---.,.--
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ACTIVE LEATHER CO. LISTS NYCPD
AS ONE OF ITS BEnER CUSTOMERS

AL PICKLES

Every time I review the cutrent state of
the gun leather industry I marvel at

<ts ability to keep coming up with innova
tions. Just how many ways are there to
holster a handgun?

Active Leather Inc. of New York is a
new company, but only in the sense that it
has gone commercial. The owner, Bob
Angell, has been into leather rigs for years
but his operation was primarily one of
custom designing holsters and carry sys
tems for plain clothes law enforcement
people who had special problems or needs.
In his "area of operation the demand was
quite high.

He offers a number of holster styles,
mostly shoulder rigs; some are convertible
to belt carry. Their uniqueness lies in the
fact that there is no stitching.

The Active Leather rigs, at least the ones
I have examined, are made of one-piece
quality leather that is folded and moulded
to the shape of the particular gun, then
held closed with snaps which do double
duty as fasteners for the nylon web shoul
der straps. In some models, there are
enough snaps available to alter the carry
mode: horizontal, vertical or, in some
cases, upside-down.

After 'confirming for myself that the
leather was, indeed, good quality, I specu
lated that since no heavy machine stitching
is involved in the manufacturing process,
then the manufacturing costs and reflected
prices must be lower. Not so, says Angell. It
seems the price of the high-quality Dot
Brand snaps-some complete rigs use nine
or more-offsets any savings on machine
stitching. Angell also indicated that the
time involved in properly affixing the
snaps may even exceed sewing time.

UNDERCOVER CARRY
The Active rigs are unlined and Angell

wants to keep them that way, unless a cus
tomer wants a special order. His reasoning
is sound for undercover carry. Lining adds
to bulk and width of a holster; it is already
hard enough to conceal a pistol while
dressed in light summer clothing. While
autoloaders are easier to conceal than re
volvers, most of his customers have been
NYCPD detectives who are generally not
allowed to carry autoloaders. When carry
ing a revolver, you need all the help you
can get.

Active holsters cover the range of popu
lar revolvers and autoloaders; its styles, or
models run from adjustable mode,
shoulder/belt convertible, horizontal

upside-down, to a shoulder rig sporting a
pair of holsters for Smith & Wesson N
frame revolvers: Who, you might ask,
would want to carry two .44 Magnums in
shoulder holsters? Well, there have been
times when I wished I had a pair of forty
fours, if only for balance.

Putting remote possibilities aside,'
however, handgun hunters on the prowl
for dangerous game often carry a back-up
gun. Ask Larry Kelly, president of Mag
na-port and handgun hunter supreme, if
he carries a second gun when he goes after
Alaska brown bear. The point is, when you
are sure there may be trouble, go prepared.

Active's horizontal upside-down rig,
dubbed the Model 3, is the only one I can't
get the hang of This is, of course, absolute
proof of its value. It undoubtedly suits
someone just perfectly; none of us is ex
actly alike.

The Active Leather holsters are being
marketed by SILE Distributors Inc., Dept
AH, 7 Centre Market Place, New York,
NY 10013.

THE9MMAUTO
Although I am not enraptured by the

idea of a 9mm Luger (9xI9) becoming our
armed service handgun caliber, or even a
police cartridge, I do know that common
sense and politics are not necessarily com
patible and we will probably end up with a
9mm handgun.

With that qualification up front, I am
Conhnuedonpoge65

(>eSantismanufacfures a complete une of holsters ahd
acce!>sorles, creatively deSigned to fill the specific ..•.... ,

neeld,S bf gun enthusiasts and law enforcement personnel.

51£
Av?ilable at your favorite Firearms or Sporting Goods Store,£ ~ or mail $2 for catalog. Dealer inquiries inVited.

IY,...£zrII:: HOLSTER & LEATHER GOODS Dept. AH-1&4, , I.~ .iii 155 JERICHO TURNPIKE· MINEOLA, NY 11501· 516-742·7900
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.'LUErAS
PHILIP C. BRIGGS

REVOLVER SILHOUETTE SHooTING
IS CHALLENGING, LOTS OF FUN

left a choice; it was felt that in the standing
position it was the shooter, not the pistol,
that made the difference.

The revolvers had already begun to
change under the forced draft of the sport.
Some of it was evolutionary-such as
longer barrels and better sights-but some
new revolvers appeared as both competi
tors and manufacturers alike found that
designs that had, until then, stood the test
of time weren't up to a steady diet of
magnum loads.

H andgun silhouette shooting started
with revolvers, and although the

sport has gone on to create and popularize
specialized single-shot pistols of awesome
capability, the revolver still accounts for
the bulk of the competition.

The revolver in use now has evolved tre
mendously in the past few years, but
beyond that it has remained popular for a
myriad of good and sufficient reasons, in
cluding more grins per grain of powder
than any other pistol. .

The second National Match in EI Paso,
in the fall of 1976, marked the appearance
of the first funny gun: specialized, cus
tomized single-shots, designed to win. The
seeds of change had been sown, but for
tunately, the members and leadership of
the just-formed IHMSA (International
Handgun Silhouette Association) had the
foresight to establish a separate class for

the funny guns, and establish classes for
out-of-the-box, stock-as-a-stove produc
tion guns. I say fortunately, because it is
these classes,~tandingand production

freestyle, that kept the revolver in the sport
as it grew.

The superiority of the rapidly refined
T / C Con tender was not to be denied
though and, in 1981, IHMSA created a
separate production class for revolvers.
Although the freestyle competition was di
vided, the standing position shooters were

THE .357 SUPER MAG
The Super Blackhawk sprouted a longer

tube, as did a couple of look-alike single
action revolvers (with bull barrels and
target sights). The brand new Ruger Red
hawk and Dan Wesson .44 Magnums
appeared and began to work their way into
the winners circle.

But the new class focused development
on the revolver, and brought forth even
more change. A new cartridge, the .357
Super Mag (developed by IHMSA presi
dent Elgin Gates), was adapted to the
revolver-first by Ruger, then by United
Sporting Arms and Dan Wesson. The
Blackhawk SRM and the Seville sport
special frames, 10Vz inch bull barrels and
target sights; Dan Wesson's already sub
stantial .44 frame was lengthened, but in
the process gained so much weight that
only eight-inch barrels (with ventilated
shrouds) will make the required weight.

THE HANDGUN
THAT ALTERED
THE GAME!

CONTENDER
Pistol Shobtin' was once a close-up thing. Way down range was fifty yards and most
handgun cartridges had.lost their "zap" by the time they made the journey. Designed

specifically for hunting, Contender has tbtally altered the history of handgunnlng.
Its superb'accuracy, coupled with its unique interchangeable barrel system and

wide selection of meaningful calibers has extended the range.of the hunting hand
gun to over 200 yards. Whitetails, Mule Deer, Antelope, Gnzzly, Elk, you na~e

the North American big game animal and Contender has the trophy to show for It.

The first "out of the box" production pistol to shoot a perfect score in Metallic
Silhouette, Contender Is now available In .357 Rem. Maximum.

IF YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT HANDGUNNING write for our new
free, 34 page catalog. One glance through the Contender section and you'll

-.i/r!!t. see why Contender is the leader in down range performance.

THO' M'PSO'N/CENTER ARMS Farmington Road, PO. Box 2426, Dept. T AH-1
Rochester, New Hampshire 03867
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Silhouette shooters find revolvers are cheap to keep, being perfectly happy with
a diet of cast bullets like these 320-grainers from an SSK Industries mold.

Smith & Wesson finally woke up and
introduced a silhouette version of its
Model 29, with a IQ3,4 inch barrel and a
special, adjustable front sight (its market
ing people are still out oftouch,judging by
recent ads on the gun; hardly anyone uses
the pictured reclining, Keith-type position
and the site photographed for the ad is ob
viously neither a range, nor an informal
practice area).

By the fall of 1981, the ultimate goal of
many Revolver-class shooters was
reached. Southern Californian Dave
Wittman, a long-time pistol shooter, fired
not one, but two 40 back-to-back straights.
He has been an IHMSA competitor from
the start, and had been actively trying to
do the deed since the class was introduced.
With a new Super Blackhawk 101/2 inch .44
Mag, one he'd just bought because it
seemed exceptionally well assembled, he
went straight at a local NRA match, and
followed it up the next week with another
at an IHMSA match.

REVOLVER 'STRAIGHTS'
The next straight, fired with a Dan Wes

son .357 Mag, followed before the end of
the year; to date there have been several
more; the most recent, was fired with a
Blackhawk SRM. Still, straights are the ex
ception in the Revolver classes, requiring
the most favorable alignment ofyour stars,
the wind, the chambers and the loads.

Scores have uniformly risen these past
two years, so much that in the top classes

you'd better shoot in the mid-30s if you
want to pick up some brass (plated plastic).
There are several reasons for the growth.
The silhouette-style revolvers are better
suited to the sport, and have added a few
targets. But, manufacturing and econom
ics being what they are, we're talking
good-but not match-level-accuracy.

Special components have been created
for the revolver shooter; the change is not
due to FMJs, but rather to the realization
that the competitor must take the time to
develop loads that maximize his revolver's
accuracy.

The big factor in the increase is the

shooter. Once a few top shooters demon
strated the revolver's potential, the bar
riers were down and everyone learned that
careful attention to basic marksmanship
principles can produce amazing results.
(I've been shooting .44 Mags for 20 years
and I'm still impressed with the scores I've
been able to shoot these last two years.)
Still, scores in the 30s aren't easily come by.
You have to work extremely hard to do
well (I find I can't take turkeys reliably un
less I believe they'll fall; we're talking high
levels of concentration here.)

The revolver that the International class
Continued 01/ page 74

/
I

Available at all authorized Safariland Dealers Worldwide.
New spring retention, front draw holster for large
semi-auto and revolvers. Unique spring design

plus Safari land's patented Sight Track and
standard Orthopedic Suede lining result in the

newest and finest shoulder holster in design and
function. New style shoulder harness assures

comfort and stability to wearer. Safety strap for
\ added security.

\

MODEL 1000 LARGE

\

SEMI-AUTOMATICS: 45 Auto, Browning
fll Hi-Pwr., S&W 39 & 59, and Browning
, BDA. Available plain brown lined $62.95.

\

MODEL 1001 REVOLVER
SHOULDER HOLSTER:

Available plain brown lined
4" Revolvers $62.95.

6Y2" Revolvers $69.95.
6%" SA-7V2" SA-8%" 74.95.

Call our toll free order line
(800) 423·7148

(except CA, Alaska, Hawaii). Sorry we cannot
accept any C.O.D. orders. Master Card or Visa

welcome. CA res. add 6 % sales tax. Add
10% for shipping and handling.

Send $1.00 for our complete pocket size 4 color
catalog.

1941 S. Walker' Dept AH· Monrovia
California 91016 (213) 357-7902

SHOULDER HQlSTERS
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER • JANUARY I FEBRUARY 1984 II



DAN ConERMAN

HAND10ADING

TESTS SHOW THAT BULLET LUBES
DO LlnLE TO ENHANCE ACCURACY

NEW HORNADY BULLET
For those of us who enjoy downing me

tallic silhouettes, there's a new bullet in the
Hornady JTC/Sil (Jacketed Truncated
Cone/Silhouette) series. It's in .38 caliber
and weighs 180 grains. The objective, ac
cording to communications from company
spokesmen in Grand Island, is to provide
shooters the advantages of a full metal
jacket, without the disadvantages ofjacket
separation. The jacket on this one is re
versed, so as not to expose lead on the
base. Plus factors include lessening the
possibility of skirt separation in revolvers,
and the forming of a better base in the ri
fling for improved accuracy.

Jacket thickness on the new Hornady
has been increased. This modification is
supposed to reduce deformation of the
harder-alloy core as the bullet enters the
forcing cone, which should result in better
accuracy.

Letters, frequently accompanied by test
samples of reloading products, continue to
arrive. We decided to test some new bullet
lubricants this time, and have arrived at a
conclusion or two definitely worth
mentioning.

First, if you want to learn anything
about the performance of a component,
you compare it to others by keeping every
thing else the same. In other words, in a
test involving different lubricants, the
load, the gun and the testing conditions are
held in the strictest possible control, while
only the lubricants were changed. That's
how all this began, but we discovered
nothing conclusive until we varied some
thing other than the lubricants.

just over 23 percent higher, while velocities
averaged 9.37 percent lower.

The .357 Herrett offers certain rewards,
if you like to tinker and experiment. The
originator informs me that due to the 14
inch twist in most barrels chambered for
the round, he has never been able to de
velop accurate loads with bullets weighing
under 140 grains; good results can be ob
tained with bullets weighing up to 200
grains.

FIVE LUBRICANTS TESTED
On hand for testing were five lubricants,

one Ruger Blackhawk .44 Magnum with a
61/2-inch barrel, and three interested hand
loaders: Mike Banks of West Covina, Cal-

Continued on page 68

Vel., Press.
/4" bbl. (c. u.p.)

Powderl
grs.Bullet

.357 Herrett
IMR

l70-gr. Sierra FMJ 4227/20.1 1,735 fps 45,000
.35 Remington

IMR
l70-gr. Sierra FMJ 4895/37.8 1,920 fps 34,100
If you think of higher pressures in terms

of having made a negative investment in a
handload, especially when the positive
payoff/velocity is not forthcoming, then it
will be apparent that the .35 Remington is
the better cartridge.

The pressure/velocity ratio cited is
generally sustained throughout the Du
Pont table. Take, for example, a 158-grain
bullet. Herrett's .357 produced 2,045 fps,
with a pressure of 44,900; the .35 Reming
ton produced 2,030 fps, with a pressure of
34,500.

Qf the loads tested-three each,
propelling 158- and l70-grain bullets from
both cartridges-revealed that the Herrett
produced almost 23 percent higher pres
sures with the 158-grain bullet, while deliv
ering an average of 9.56 percent less ve
locity. Checking the l70-grain bullet, the
Herrett produced pressures that averaged

H ere's a homebrewed cartridge-a
wildcat-that performs well: the .357

Herrett, of which I've made several.
You start with .30-30 brass, then file and

trim (or cut) each case down in length,
after which you chamfer, charge, and fire
form. It's a fairly critical procedure, and
there is an inevitable loss of brass as a re
sult of imperfections wrought during the
remanufacturing process.

Now, if that was the only way we could
get hot performance for .357 diameter bul
lets, I wouldn't be offering an alternative,
as I do in this column.

There's a similar round that's been with
us for more than 75 years and is capable of
performance at least equal to the hand
made .357 Herrett. It's the old, reliable .35
Remington, which is something of a sled in
terms of rifle performance, but which
amounts to a terrific round for medium
size game or silhouette shooting with
single-shot handguns.

Of special significance in this compari
son is the fact that the smaller Herrett
round tends to generate somewhat higher
chamber pressures than does the .35
Remington, although velocity is not raised.

Compare velocity-yield versus pressure
penalty with these DuPont laboratory
loads:
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US ARMY SPECIAL FORCES
MEDICAL HANDBOOK

The U.S. Army Special Forces are
known to train the world's most
accomplished medics, and this
book is the reason why. It has
everything: comprehensive info on
disease diagnosis and treatment,
emergency war surgery and para
medical akills, pediatrics, obstet
rics, orthopedics, emergency den
tal treatment, and more. 4 x 7.
solteover. illus., 400 pp. $14.95

QUICK OR DEAD
by William L. Cassidy

A true classic on the skillful art of combat handgunning! Here are the proven techniques
employed by gunfighters throughout history. "The book is interesting, readable and
original, a rare combination in this field," writes Colin Greenwood in Guns Review.
"... like eating a plateful of fudge brownies. It is too mUCh, too rich, too historical and
just too damn true, "writes Mason Williams in Law and Order. Regardless of your level of
shooting proficiency, you can benefit from William Cassidy's reportage and analysis of
the modern masters of close-quarter shooting-Cooper, Fairbairn, Applegate, Askins,
Jordan and FitzGerald. Learn ways of improving your speed and accuracy, grip, body
posture and delivery. This is the one book essential to serious handgunners everywhere.
5'h x 8'h, hardcover, illus.. 160 pp. $12.95

SILENCERS IN THE 1_
erellt Delil"S, Grell' Desilnft'l

by J. Dnid Truby
Now, an in-depth, fUlly illustrated report on the newest
developments in suppressor technology. J. David Truby
provides all-new info on the innovative designs of today's
suppressor designers, plus explosive data on those who
use them. His investigative research gives definitive
comparisons of models, prices, features, kits, indepen
dent manufacturers, and silencer technology. You'll not
read this privy info anywhere else! 8 1h x 11, softcover, 132
photos, 120 pp. 112.00

HIT MAN
A Technic" M.nuol'or

Independenl ConlrKlon
Rex Feral kills for hire. Now he
dares to tell his secrets. Learn how
a pro makes 8 living at his craft
without landing behind bars. Find
out how he gets assignments,
creates a false identity, makes a
disposable silencer and more.
Feral reveals how to get in, do the
job and get Qutalive. 5 1hx 8lh, sott
cover, ill us., 144 pp. 110.00

HOME WORKSHOP SILENCERS I

Fantastic. large-format guide to making an smg or pistol
silencer in the'home workshop. Over 50 9" x 12" working
machinists drawings are presented, all of superb quality.
Shows step-by-step construction for three different fire
arm silencers, all of very advanced design. Improvised
materials and machining techniques are suggested, and
the text is written clearly and concisely. An excellent
addition to your silencer bookshelf!. Note: Home Work
shop Silencers I is for entertainment and historical pur
poses only 9 x 12, solteover. illus.. 72 pp. $12.00

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF
COMBAT HANDGUNNING

by Chuck 7ay/or
All aspects of combat handguns
and their use are covered in this
complete manual. Hundreds of il
lustrations show using survival
handguns, preparing the handgun
for combat. caring for handguns,
and handgun stopping power. An
important firearms book for sur
vivalists and combat handgun
owners. 81h x 11, softcover, illus.,
200 pp. $12.95

S.W.A.T. TACTICS
by leffrie lacobs

"It's better to have a S.W.A.T. team and not need it, than
to need it and not have it," writes Jeffrie Jacobs. Here is a
practical manual for police departments having or form
ing a S.W.A.T. team. Police typically work with limited
manpower, low budgets and few training facilities. This
book shows how these obstacles can be overcome. illus
trated with diagrams and 130 photos, topics are equip
ment selection, organizing a team, fitness, climbing and
rappelling, tactical training and more. 8lhx 1,. softcover,
illu5 .• 98 pp. $10.00

THE AR-7 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
A comprehensive home workshop guide forthe gun buff
and hobbyist machinist. Over fifty working machinist's
drawings, photos, and full-scale templates show exactly
how to convert the AR-7 .22 survival rifle into a full-auto
silenced machine pistol or rifle. Step-by-step instruc
tions detail how to modify the weapon'soriginal receiver,
fabricate new sear and safety, as well as make a simple,
efficient silencer grou~ assembly. 91h x 12, softcover,
machinist's drawings,photos, full-scale templates,
72 pp. $12.00

REMINGTON 1100 EXOTIC WEAPON SYSTEM
Need more firepower? How does a twelve-gauge
machine gun sound? Now you can convert your Reming
ton 1100 semiauto into a selective-fire assault shotgun
that will blow any other small arm off the map! This
detailed manual has over 70close-up photos, machinist's
drawings and full-scale templates. The conversion pro
cess retains all original parts (except for safety) and can
be accomplished with hand tools. Only 11 new parts are
required. Equipped with a ten-shot magaZine and assault
stock. your full auto 1100 will be a survivalist's shotgun
without peer. 9 x 12, illus., solteover, 88 pp. 112.00

THE MINI-14 FXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM

Use this new home workshop guide to convert your Mini
into a selec~ive-flre, silenced. SWA.T-type weapon! Pro·
vides complete workshop plans, 50 close·up photos,
and full-scale templates. This conversion process re
quires no machining or special tools. Once completed, it
takes just five minutes to drop in the Automatic Connec
tor (the book's secret!) or remove It as needed. Also
includes detailed plans for a quick-and-easy caliber .223
silencer. The finest selective-fire conversion manual
Paladin has ever published! 9 )( 12, softcover, photos,
templ.tes. 72 pp. 112.00

GET EVEN:
Th~ Compl~'e Book of Dirty Tricks
A hilarious overview of the meth
ods people use to gel even with bIg
bUSiness. government. and ene
mies. More sophisticated and In
volved tricks are Included. such as
ones devised by CIA and Mafia'
members and political dIrty tricks
ters Over 80 sections present dIrty
tricks ranging from Simple to elab
orate In nature. S'h )( 8'1;>. hard
cover. 180 pp. $11.95

.,...

$10.00

$10.00

$12.95
$14.95
$12.95
$16.95

.. 124.95

THE RUGER 1022 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
Here is a conversion system you can bet your life on!
Now you can transform your Ruger 1022 into a selective
fire, close-combat gun you can trust. With simple hand
tools, you can build the parts that will convert your trusty
Ruger 1022 into a selective-fire weapon that can fire over
1,000 rounds per minute on full auto-all without modify·
ing the receiver or trigger housing in any way. Just drop
in the conversion parts, and you're ready for whatever
or whomever-comes. Over 60 explicit photos. machin
ist's drawings and full-scale templates accompany the
detailed instructtons for making this conversion fool
proof. 9 x 12. solteover. illus .. 96 pp. $12.00

NEW 1.0. IN AMERICA $10.00
NINJA DEATH TOUCH. $10.00
S.W.A.T. TEAM MANUAL $12.00
HOW TO AVOID ELECTRONIC

EAVESDROPPING
COMBAT SURVIVAL.
UP YOURSI
SECRETS OF THE NINJA.
DEATH DEALER'S

MANUAL.
SURVIVAL EVASIOr<l &

ESCAPE.
TRAINING THE

GUNFIGHTER

$12.95
$14.95
$ 8.95

$ 4.95
1 4.95,

$14.95

$ 4.95
1 4.95
$ 4.95

....... $ 4.95

I HATE YOU!
An Angry Moln's Guide to Revenge

by M. Nelson Chunder
Make fun where there is none and
get your revenge at the same time.
In the same genre as Get Eyen and
Up Your.!, I Hate Youl will ensure
you get the last laugh! Humorous.
yet effective, over one hundred
sixty schemes show how to strike
out at those who have done you
dirty. 51h x 8V2, hardcover. 182 pp.

$12.95

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

SURVIVAL POACHING
THE COMPLETE BOOK

OF INTERNATIONAL
SMUGGLING

WAR STORY.
YOU CAN'T MISS
SUPPRESSORS VOL. I

RUGERMKI .
VOL. II RUGER 10/22 ....
VOL. III AR-7
VOL. IV UZI.
VOL. V INGRAM
MAC 10/11
VOL. VI KG-9, KG-99.

p------------------I t PALADIN PRESS Send S~~(~~~lI PO BOX 1307-KPA CATALOG.

I ~~n~~~~~;-~?o 80306 =c,.
I Call TOLL FREE for credit card orders: 1-1100-824-7888;I Ask for Operator #249. Alaska & Hawaii, 1-BOO-B24-7'J19.IPle..e send me the 'oIlowing lilies: I

IBill my: 0 VISA 0 Ma...,C"d ihp. Date II
SU8TOTAl

ICard No Please Include I
:;~:ESS an:~::~;,~gge I
CITY STATE ZIP___ TOTAL _I._---------------------------.._-----------------...-..
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U. S. hopes in the 1984 Summer Olympics shooting matches will rest heavily on
this man's shoulders. He is Sgt. Eric Buliung of the Army's Marksmanship Training
Unit, Fort Benning, Georgia. Buliung took a gold medal in the free pistol matches
at the Pan-American Games in Caracas, Venezuela in August. Shooters constitute
the second biggest group of athletes for the Olympics, behind track and field.
Olympics shooting events will take place this August on a 65-acre site in the Prado
Recreational Area near Chino in San Bernardino County, California. A pre-Olym
pics shoot is scheduled to be held on. the range, now under construction, in April to
give the facilities and staff a shakedown before the Olympics get underway.
Photo by Tracey AttI•• (NIlA)

Tunnel-point ammo
is now available

Neutralizer Police Munitions now has
available a unique type of positive
expanding revolver ammunition,
especially designed for hunting and
defensive use.

Both calibers-.38 Special and
.357 Magnum-contain a 158-grain
power-swaged lead alloy tunnel-point
bullet.

The hollow point extends down into
the bullet body .540 inch; it has a nose
cavity diameter of .203 inch.

The .38 Special tunnel-point ammo is a
low pressure load, well below accepted
+ P pressure levels. The velocity is
894 fps when fired from a four-inch
S&W revolver; bullet expansion exceeds
.67 caliber, when fired into gelatin.
Weight retention is 100 percent,
according to the manufacturer.

The .357 Magnum tunnel-point ammo
also is a low pressure/low velocity load,
capable of just under 1,000 fps when
fired from a S&W four-inch barrel
revolver. Bullet expansiDn exceeds
.71 caliber. Weight retention also is
100 percent.

The size, interior angle and depth of
the cavity coalesce to provide a
structurally weakened bullet that
guarantees super-fast expansion of
awesome proportions, even when fired

Continued on page 17

DAN WESSON .357 MAXIMUM__

SUPER AGe
A whole new power and accuracy tor target and
hunting peIiormance. A double action revolver
you've got to shoot.
Description- Model No: 40
Interchangeable barrel assemblies: 6".8". 10".
Shroud types: vent. slotted vent (8" only). vent
heavy
Wgt.: mod. 40 V8S. under 48 ozs.
Cylinder length: 2.075" to accommodate the .357
Maximum cartridge.
Overall length: 14.375" with 8" barrel.
Sight radius: 10.50" with 8" barrel.

Iv ...

Gh~~ IToratOO

Rifling: 6 lands and grooves. right twist 1: 14.
Sights: New rear sight with interchangeable rear
blade. adjusts in countable detents for elevation
and windage. Interchangeable tront blades.

The unique 8" slotted shroud dissipates heat.
reducing heat distortion. Qualities tor 48 oz.
IHSMA weight limit. improves balance.

Each Dan Wesson SuperMag is delivered with
an extra barrel. plus a Sto rebate certificate tor
an additional barrel should you ever need it.

Available through Dan Wesson distributors and
dealers.

14

Dan Wesson Arms, Inc., 293 Main Street, Monson, MA 01057, (413) 267-4081
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PIsro1SMlrHING
JOHN G. LAWSON

• Perfect for
Duty Issue

• Control Inventory
Costs

• Easy to Distribute
• Low Cost

18 Round Duty Box
By Super Vel®

SUPER VEL
.~

Minimum Order One Case. Freight Prepaid.

How to Order: Send FFL or Dept.
Order Form with Check to:

Super Vel$
P.O. Box 757. Salem. NH 03079

1-800·432·8800
or Call 603-898·9372

Cartridga Bullet S/Box $ICase

38 + P 110JHP '5.45 '109.00

38 + P 125JHP '5.45 '109.00

357 MAG 125JHP '5.95 '119.00

357 MAG 150JHP '5.95 '119.00

NEW!

working for little or nothing on a commer
cial basis; it would mean nothing,
however, when working on one's own
handguns.

USED MACHINE TOOLS
. In the machine tools category, you

should buy the very best lathe you can
afford. Some very good small lathes are
avaiilible, arid th~re are always good buys
in used machine tools. One company that
will ship used machine tools to any part of
the country is Tacoma Machine Tool
(Dept. AH, 1523 Broadway, Tacoma, WA
98402). TMT has a good selection of used
lathes and milling machines in stock, with
a fair proportion in the smaller sizes best
adapted to pistolsmithing.

A good drill press is a must. The Unimat
converts to a small, accurate drill press
suitable for certain types of work.. Some of
the larger Maximats are proportionally
larger in capacity. If possible, you should
obtain a proper floor model drill press.

Recently, I had to drill the barrel and
bushing out of a Government Model Colt,
the parts having been expanded by firing a
bullet into the barrel with a bullet already
stuck near the muzzle. The hapless shooter
who brought in the gun helped me hold
the pistol as douds of smoke rose from the
screaming drill, despite copious lubrica
tion. The barrel and bushing are made of
hard steel; obviously, this is not a job well
suited to a sinall drill press. The press I l1se
currently sells for about $1,400. In the dirri
and distant past, I did such jobs on the
lathe, holding the part in a milling attach
ment. This latter setup may even have
some advantage over a drill press, if the
milling attachment includes a large vise.

BROWNELL'S CATALOG
A one-half horsepower grinder is a wel

come addition to any shop, since it is ver
satile enough to sharpen lathe tools, drill
bits and shape parts. It's a machine tool
that will perform literally thousands ofdif
ferent things, quickly and efficiently.

If you don't have a copy of Brownell's
catalog, which lists virtually every
medium- and small-sized tool a pistol
smith or general gunsmith needs to do
both common and unusual jobs, then send
them $4 and be prepared to spend some
time reading-and wishing. Brownell's
address is Route 2, Box I, (Dept. AH),

Continued on page 62

While much competent work cari be ac
complished with simple or makeshift tools,
most work can be done better-and
definitely faster-with proper tools.

I was in a friend's pistolsmith's shop the
other day and was astounded to see that his
only power tools were a Unimat lathe and
a Dremel. I couldn't sleep that night, so I
sat up in my chair and made a list ofall the
jobs I am normally called upon to do, not
ing whether I could accomplish them on
the equipment my friend has available.

It amazed me how rriany types ofwork I
would be able to handle with this primary
setup, though I hasten to add that a great
deal of ingenuity would be required for
some phases. It would require also a spe
cial attitude toward the work, in that the
machine's built-in limitations would have
to be kept constantly in mind. Having
analyzed every step of an operation before
cutting any metal, i realized that good
work could be performed, although vir
tually every run-of-the-mill job would take
on a laborious aspect that could mean

Pistolsmithing is a generic title that
encompasses autoloading handguns,

revolvers, single-~hot pistols and other
highly-specialized firearms.

In order to work at a competent level,. a
good selection of hand and machine tools,
oriented to generalized work, and a much
larger number of special tools-such as jigs
arid fixtures designed for specific pistol
and revolver jobs-are required. These
days, this amounts to a sizeable outlay
of cash.

A vertical milling machine puts 'smith
in big leagues with its versatility.

EXPERT PISToLSMITH PROVIDES·
TIPS ON HAND, MACHINE TOOLS
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fell out. With more than 10 years of
growth, few if any in the gun business ex
pected such a drastic sales slump.

With predictions of a drop in sales reve
nue of from 15 percent to 20 percent in
1982, and an even greater drop seen in the
first quarter of 1983, the immediate future
of the handgun industry does not look
good.

There are, however, some positive signs
that indicate the industry, although reeling
from a devastating blow, is not going to roll
over and play dead.

Most business leaders predict a general
improvement in the market, as the nation's
economic picture brightens. Estimates on
how long this will take run from an op
timistic six months to several years.

The growth of the handgun business
from 1973 to 1981 was brought about by
several factors. Probably first and foremost
was the increased sales·of personal protec
tion firearms. Strangely enough, this
increased awareness of the public to guns
for self-defense was not only created by
the media's coverage of crime, but also by
its coverage of anti-gun legislation.

SHOOTING SPORTS
There was also a perceptible increase in

the handgun market, due to shooters' par
ticipation in recreational and competitive
marksmanship.

While it may appear that the number of
shooters who actively compete in combat
or practical pistol shooting and handgun
metallic silhouette matches represent only
a small part of the total handgun market,
their impact on the total market is
substantial.

Part of the increase in the market during
this period can also be attributed to the in
troduction ofnew models. The burgeoning
growth of stainless steel handguns is one
example.

It is a well-known fact that in a de-
pressed market period, when people are
not buying big ticket items, they continue
to purchase parts and accessories for them.
This is also true in the handgun market,
where new companies were created on
only one or two accessory items. Again, the
growth of the recreational and competitive
shooting sports spawned the need for vir
tually everything, from truly effective ac
cessories to just plain gimmicks.

Unless George Orwell's predictions
come true, and 1984 sees Big Brother re
move the accessibility of handguns from
the majority of citizens, the handgun busi
ness should recover at least as fast as the
national economy.

Whether it will ever attain the growth
rate of the late 1970s will depend heavily
on several factors. Crime, or at least the
perception by the public of a need for self
protection, continued growth of the
handgun shooting sports, and the possible
introduction of new ones will all determine
the future of the American --M-
handgun market. ~
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NOT THISI

(Includes both. front and rear Sights)

SEE THIS!
• Quicker target pick-up
• Clearer sight pictures
• Smooth styling .~
• Fine adjustment',::; ...
• Low Profile '1.--111

$59.00

BOOM YEARS
According to corporate figures and ex

cise tax receipts (estimated), the handgun
market boomed from 1973 until 1981, when
sales almost tripled from $87 million to an
estimated $280 million. Things went along
smoothly until the ,spring of 1982, when a
weakening of the market was first
perceived. Shortly thereafter, the bottom

~€.~ Buckhorn Combat
.45 Automatic Sight

"'[!J

In a recent Wall Street Journal story, one
expert said that one possible reason for
bad business is that the sales of used guns
seems to be increasing. Are the prices of
used guns that much lower, especially
when discounting of new ones is so
prevalent?

Another expert blamed the strength of
the U.S. dollar, which has reduced export
sales for many manufacturers.

Yet another expert postulated that the
size of the gun market itself is shrinking.
This was reaffirmed by many dealers who
pointed out that even self-defense guns are
not selling.

PRICE COMBAT GUNS
CUSTOM .45 COMBAT WORK

Reliable - Accurate - Tastefully
executed combat modifications

performed on the .45 auto.

Write for details and price list.
WESTERN GUN EXCHANGE

Gunsmith - Bud Price NEW ADDRESS: Open 9:00·5:00 Daily
24 years experience 119 COMMERCE ST. Closed Sunday
NRA Life Member COMMERCE. OK 74339 Phone (918) 6754688

For the PPC Shooter
who wants to shoot
plates and pins:

Aimpoint Mount
For the 1"' diameter
bull barrel revolver

• Quick Interchangeability
with PPC ribs

• No hole drilling or
qunsmithing necessary

• Used at '83 Bianci Cup
by winning LAPD team

• Used by John Pride, 2nd
place winner '83 Bianci Cup

Immediate Shlppmg With Cashiers Check or Money Order

Personal Checks must clear first! Include $3.50 for shipping. Calif. residents include 6% tax.

PPC and pin gun revolvers - Combat.45 and Bull barrel J frame
Smith & Wess€lns built

JARVIS GUNSMITHING
4418 Larkstone Circle I Orange, California 92669 I (714) 538-2603

When ordermg specify BILL DAVIS or ARISTOCRAT(lb.

By Jerry Rakusan

HANDGUN MARKET
IS DOWN, NOT OUT

I don't know which was worse, the days
in World War II when there were no

guns but a lot of buyers with money, or the
last few months when there were plenty of
guns but no buyers.

There is no question that the handgun
market is experiencing a depression unlike
anything encountered before. Many man
ufacturers have reduced production staffs
and many wholesalers are either in deep fi
nancial trouble or have already left the
scene. Discounting what were once popu
lar and hard-to-find handgun models is
common throughout the nation.

The reasons given-other than the
generally depressed state of the economy
are as varied as the experts who expound
on them.
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You may be a writer
and not realize it

"You can write!"
I said that to a couple of current con

tributors to the American Handgunner
last year and they didn't believe me.
They were, however, willing to give
it a try. .

Their initial efforts floundered
somewhat; but with a little editorial
guidance, we now count them as es
teemed members of our growing cadre
of freelance writers.

So why not give it a try-you readers
out there-as they did. Nothing
ventured, nothing gained....

Just .send for our writer's guidelines
and Tips for Writers.

You may be a crackerjack wordsmith
and not realize it. Quien sabe?

Of course you must be highly knowl
edgeable when it comes to the myriad
subjects we cover in each issue.

No, we will not reveal the names of
our newest contributors, who joined the
ranks of such pros as Al Pickles, Mason
Williams, Phil Briggs, Massad Ayoob,
John Lawson, Stanley Trzoniec, Jon
Winokur, J. D. Jones, Russ Gaertner,
Claud Hamilton, Greg Moats and
Michael ~ane, to name a few.

Let's hear from you!
It may-just may-be the beginning

of a new career for you. And a profit
able one at that. (L. D.)

Continuedfrom page /4

from a two-inch barrel .38 Special.
The tunnel-point bullet was specifically

designed to maximize the potential of
short-barrel revolvers, "and help
preserve the life of the American police
officer."

The company said the low chamber
pressure of its new ammunition "makes
it ideal for use in small-frame revolvers,
where tensile strength and controllability
in double-action fire are important
factors.

"Our loadings are designed not to exit
the human frame, which assures a high
degree of safety to the general public.

"Excellent 25-yard groups can be
achieved, using standard police service
revolvers."

Price for the .38 Special cartridges is
$17.60 a box (50), retail; $18.40 for the
.357 Magnum.

The ammunition may be purchased
directly from Neutralizer Police
Munitions, 5029 Middle Road
(Dept. AH), Horseheads, NY 14845.

INFO 'QUICKIE'
You aspiring combat shooters, before

you master speed and firepower,
concentrate on accurately-placed shots.
The name of the game, really, is sight
alignment and trigger squeeze. Old
stuff, but true.

B-Square introduces
mount for Redhawks

B-Square Company has introduced a
no-gunsmithing mount for Ruger
Redhawk revolvers with barrel dovetails
only.

The new mount is for Aimpoint and
similar devices only.

-------...,

The mount clamps to the barrel
dovetails with stainless steel clamps and
large socket-head screws. It will
withstand heavy recoil and continuous
firing.

It is not necessary to remove the
sights.

Suggested retail price: $49.95.
For more information, write to the

company at POB 11281 (Dept. AH), Fort
Worth, TX 76109.



axis; it gives slightly better recoil control.
Another point in its favor is the positive
disengagement of the safety. The thumb
on-sanity technique is slightly quicker in
leather-slap type competitions when the
pistol is drawn and fired from waist level,
because the thumb is positioned to fire the
piece without repositioning it as soon as it
makes contact with the safety.

One problem with this technique is the
possibility of not depressing the grip safety
when firing. Many competitors will pin, or
deactivate, the grip safety; or install a flat
mainspring housing to eliminate this po
tential problem. Care must be taken not to
exert strong inw(ird pressure wi th the
strong hand thumb on the side of the slide.
This could interfere with the slide's
operation.

The strong hand thumb locks down on
the middle finger and feels more comfort
able to some shooters. One advantage is
that there is no problem in depressing the
grip safety. This techf1iqu~ is used by many
top shooters who feel it is slightly better for
precision shooting. Some competitors put
the index fingl;r of the weak hand up on
the front of the trigger guard. This gives
slightly better recoil control, and is most
effective if the trigger guard is stippled, or
checkered.

The finger should be positioned as high
as possible and pressure must be ex~rted

straight back; any pushing or pulling by
the index finger to the right or left will
cause shots to be off-t(irget. If you choose
to use this method, have a friend observe
you shoot and check to see if the finger
stays in contact with the trigger guard. Ifit
bounces off during recoil, more pressure
must be applied. Leaving th~ index finger
of the weak hand under the trigger guard,
wrapped around the strong hand, gives a
little less recoil control; but it is faster to
assume on the draw, and consistent hand
r.eplacement is easier to achieve than with
the index finger in the up position.

Championship performance has been
achieved by shooters using all of the above
grip styles. In advising a new shooter who
hasn't decided on which grip to use, I'd
recommend the following: Grip the pistol
with the web of the strong hand as high as
possible on the grip safety, allowing clear
ance for the slide to operate. Place the
strong hand thumb on top of the safety
and leave it there while firing. Wrap the
weak hand finger around the strong hand
with the weak hand index finger under the
trigger guard. Grip the pistol as firmly as
you can, without setting up muscle trem
ors. If you are gripping it too tightly, the
front sight will appear to vibrate.

Q. Plea$e explain aimedfire, point shoot
ing and instinct shooting with the handgun.
How does each method relate to competition
and self-defense shooting?

A. Aimed, or sighted, fire is the most
accurate way to shoot the handgun. Sight
alignment (focus on the front sight) hold,
trigger squeeze and follow-through are all
vital parts of aimed fire. Probably 90 per-
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International Shootist Inc.
P.O. Box 5254
Mission Hills, California 91345
Ph. (213) 891-1723 . .

springs rated at from 18 to 20 pounds. I
don't like the way the pistol recoils with the
heavy springs. It feels like holding on to a
pogo stick and wants to jump more in my
hand. Another drawback of heavy recoil
springs is the increased possibility of
"stovepipes" if a light powder charge is en
countered. I find that spring type buffers
give the same effect. The best way to cut
down on pistol wear is to reduce practice
loads two-tenths of a grain or more from
match loads.

Q. I have observed a number ofdifferent
grip styles by top combat shooters while fir
ing their .45 autos. What grip style do you
recommend?

A. L-et's look at the plus and minus fac
tors of different grip styles. Those who
leave the strong hand, thumb-ori.-the
safety have the advantage of being able to
get up higher on the grip safety, because
the hand is higher in relation to the bore

TED BLOCKER'S CUSTOM HOLSTERS
PR,OUDLY INTRO:OUCES ....

ff!Jlli IloJJoIlo @@ljJ]lPliffllffll@/iY!fjfj(fj
Mike Dalton and
Mickey Fowler
say, "In today's
competition, this
is Ule 'State of the
Art' in leather

~ equipment.[~

L_

Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters"-..,.,.,---
P.O. Box 821
Rosemead, California 91770i.'q) .
Ph. (818) 442-5772 .~;;,

This rig was designed and made for International Shootist Inc. under the expert gui
dance of Mike Dalton and Mickey Fowler to handle the most grueling demands of top
level practical pistol competition, and exceeds all LPS.C. requirements. This is the rig
you have seen used by the LS.I. team lead by Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton at world
class events. All 1.S.1. rigs feature full contour double thick belt, holster includes 18
gauge steel liner, metal lined hip plate, sight rails, adjustable tension device, muzzle
rake for strong side or cross draw. Revolutionary Tef-Lok double mag pouch which has
teflon coated spring retainers. Holster can also be ordered for strong side butt forward
and is available for Colt Commander Mark IV, Gold Cup, Hard Baller, Brgn. H.P, Safari
Arms, Pin Gun, guns with 6" or 7" long slide, guns with full Bomar Rib at no additional
charge. The competition rig as shown sells for $126.95 plus 5% shipping and handling.
Calif residents add 6% sales tax. This standard model can be delivered in less than 30
days. If ordering direct from Ted Blocker you may use Master Charge or Visa. Please
include your card number and expiration date. '

MICKEY FOWLER

COM8Ar SHOOriNG

Editor's note: Mickey answers three
questions here, received from r~aders ofhis
regular column in this magazine, If you
have any you would like him to field, send
them along and we'll forward to him. (LD.)

IT'S ALL IN THE GRIP; FOWLER GIVES
TIPS ON WHICH ARE BEST-AND WHY

Q. In your opinion, how effective are
heavy recoil springs and recoil buffers in
prolonging the life of the Government
Model.45 auto? Is there less felt recoil with
stock springs? For IPSe competition I'm
using 200-grain bullets, which chronograph
at around 880 fps in my IPSe loads.

A. I use standard Colt recoil springs,
which rate at about 16 pounds. These
springs, when used in conjunction with a
Wilson Skok Buff give the frame and slide
adequate protection from the pounding of
loads which approximate factory haridball
ammunition. Some IPSC shooters use
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Over 100 sizes in stock, to fit
99% of all guns made since
1861! Each holster blocked
to make, model, bbl. length.
Proven design, patented
years ago. Holster snaps off
belt loop for convenience,
safety. Made with the finest
9 oz. top grain cowhide in
Russet or Black, smooth or
basketweave. Model H.

The most secure shoulder
holster you can own. Your
gun is strapped in-two
ways. But-the draw is
Iightnin' fast because the
holster swivels so you can
draw straight out. Molded,
heavy top grain cowhide.
Russet color body and
sueded leather lining. Big
frame, long bbl. revolvers
only. Model S.

S.W.A.T.
SHOULDER
holster for
big revolvers

GUARANTEED
to fit YOUR GUN

Lightest, most
secure
ANKLE holster
Secured two ways from shift·
ing. 1. By elaslic "sa·spend·
er" above. 2. By padded
strap at holster. Both Velcro
closing, adjustable. Gun held
secure but releases quick by
thumb·break snap. Smooth
tan cowhide. Order Ankle.

Made for .25•.32, .380 and dbl.
bbl. Remington·style Derringer
and 2 in. small frame revolvers.

\ Flap gives positive protec·
1 lion against gun jouncing
i loose, and from weather.
I Cover is heavy "jungle"
'. duck. Lining is vegetable·

tanned cowhide. Select bind·
ings won't crack at 20° be·
low. Sizes for nearly all guns,
from .25 Auto through 8'14
in. Magnum. Model UC.

Black
516.35

$1825
With "sa.spend-er"

S23.60

Adjustable spring keeps gun
ultra-secure but allows
quick draw. Special "slip
off' tab lets you remove hoi·
ster from belt or pants.
Black top grain cowhide,
smooth or basketweave.
Black Clarino. For revolvers
up to 4 in. bbl. length.
Model DW.

America's No.1
SHOULDER
holster

Two models. With stainless
steel spring, thumb· break
plus security strap. And
without. Both are soft, natu·
ral brown, heavy gauge,
sueded leather, with
chromed steel spring clip.
For nearly all guns from .25
to.45 auto.

Secret agent design for max·
imum concealment. Fits all
but a few unusual guns. Gun·
grip· bulge eliminated by
cross strap on front, plus
loop on holster bottom that
snaps to belt. Spring clip
holds gun secure, allows
quick release. Oil finish
leather. For lined holster
add $9.00. Model K.

INSIDE·THE
PANTS holster

The SLIP·OFF,
SPRING·secured
holster

Exactly fits ali standard
Ruger, Colt, S&W revolvers.
Wet· molded at 5400 psi to
actual makes, models, bbl.
lengths. Hand·selected,
hand· rubbed top grain
cowhide in smooth Russet.
Comes unlined, or lined
with sueded cowhide. Fits 2,
2'12, 4, 6, 8% in. revolvers,
.45 auto. Model BB.

$695 Model ES
with
thumb-break

For Law Enforcement Guns
Fits your
revolver like a
GWVE

Over 4 in. bbl.
S31.95

~~UE~ B~S. Special Collection of

with Safety Strap '25.35

Over 4 in.
bbl. S24.95
Lined s29.95
Over 4 in. s32.95

,. Available in your Police Store. 'When ordering (1) .tate hol.ter model (2) .tate make, model, bbl.length of gun (3) .tate colorand finish
for Models Hand DW.•Add S2.50 per holster for hdlg. & shipping. 'Get Brauer mini·catalog SI.OO. 'Check or M.D., no C.O.D.
'Missouri add 5% tax. 'Prices and specifications subject to.change without notice. 'Money back )fnot satlaOed.

See
Slip-off
Tab

$2285

~HOLSTERS~

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The American Handgunner maga

zine is always looking for new contribu
tors to its editorial columns. Drop us a
line if you feel you have a story idea
worth publishing.

cent of all competitive shooting matches
use aime.d fire, in various degrees of refine
ment, as the primary technique for shoot
ing high scores.

An accomplished practical shooter, with
good lighting conditions, can get off a
sighted shot as fast as the pistol can be
brought to eye level; by using and practic
ing the proper grip and stroke (pushing the
pistol at the target, so the sights come up to
eye level already accurately aligned), shots
can be fired-including time from the
holster with hands held shoulder-high-in
around one second. Aimed fire is effective
in some defensive situations, such as mid
to long-range or hostage situations, which
require pinpoint shot placement. Enough
light must be available to see the sights.

My definition of point shooting is bring
ing the pistol or revolver to a point just
below eye level and fully extending the
arms toward the target. My eyes are
focused on the spot on the target I want the
bullet to strike. As soon as the arms reach
full extension the trigger is squeezed in a
quick but controlled manner.

Point shooting has limited use in com
petition. Comstock-scored matches, at dis
tances of 10 yards or less on IPSC sil
houettes or in dim light situations where
the front sight is not visible, are effective
uses of point shooting in competition. In a
close-range, self-defense situation, point
shooting gives you the advantage of being
able to keep your eyes on the possible
assailant.

In dim light, unless your gun is
equipped with a nuclear front sight, point
shooting is the only effective way to shoot.
Ifyou develop the proper stroke to the tar
get by practicing aimed fire you will have
no difficulty in learning point shooting.

Instinct shooting, sometimes called hip
shooting, has limited use; but it should be
learned. Only one hand-usually the
strong one-is used to hold the gun. Your
elbow should be bent about 90 degrees
from the ground, with your forearm
against your side. The elbow should be
slightly behind your back with your wrist
locked and your forearm parallel to the
ground. You still must squeeze the trigger
in a quick, controlled manner.

At ranges of more than five feet, instinct
shooting is unreliable. In competition, its
value is in the quick-draw events on large
targets at close range. For defensive shoot
ing situations, it is the fastest way to get off
a shot from the holster. It also has great
value when firing shots from close quar
ters, where an assailant could possibly
grab your gun if you used the ~
point shooting method. ~
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P. O. BOX 40e29
SANTA BARBARA

CA. 93103-le29

SEND 1100 FOR INFORMATION AND8Jt to PICTURE

ALAMO

DONALO K. JUDD. INC.

TARGETICOMBAT PISTOLSMITHING THE 45 ACP

GUARANTEEO ACCURACY AND PERFORMANCE
COLT ... S&W ... RUGER

LONG SASE FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST
P.O. BOX 50366 915-694-1766
MIDLAND, TEXAS 79710 NRA LIFE MEMBER

Leather
Goods

The finest in Police Leather
for over 40 years.

P.O. Box 12736, San Antonio, Texas 78212

Custom kit provides everything you need to mount
the rib yourself. No machining or fitting. Profes
sional results in just a few minutes. Rib ramp is a
definite aid in aligning sights. Get yours now.
Available for all Ruger Blackhawks and the 6'12
super single six. S&W
model 19 4", Colt New TO 7112" $16.95
Frontier 6", Ruger Secu- OVER 7V:" $19 95
rtty SIX 4" and 6" 2.

FROM THE

'?~-~.CO., INC.

Box 2496. Hartford. CT 06101

.VELOCITY TEST
YOUR RELOADS

WRITE FOR FREE ~. ¥.

TEST REPORTS: ~__~~~~~~
CUSTOM CHR. Co. BOX 1061-A, BREWSTER, WA 98812

·FROM $79 !

DON JUDO 45 ACCURACY JOBS

A computerized flame tracing machine
cuts eight targets simultaneously, all to
precision measurements. Sturdy bases are
welded to each target.

Bob Yonce, general manager of Target
Masters, told the American Handgunner
that his company's full-scale metallic sil
houette targets for big-bore handgun
shooting are designed for any caliber "up
to and beyond .44 Magnum:'

For .22 handgunners, the company
makes smaller, one-quarter-inch-thick
steel targets for silhouette shooting at 22.9
meters (25 yards), 45.8 meters (50 yards),
68.7 meters (75 yards) and 91.6 meters (100
yards). These are 3/8 inch scale models,
designed to IHMSA (International Hand- BULLET SPEED METER
gun Metallic Silhouette Association) speci
fications.

Yonce said Target Masters manufactures
also metallic silhouette targets in 1/10, 1/5,
and 1/2 scale models.

"We design them to either IHMSA or
NRA specs;' he added.

The, IHMSA is the sanctioning body for
virtually all handgun silhouette matches
held in the U.S. Its president is Elgin Gates
of Idaho Falls, Idaho.

Another excellent product made by Tar
get Masters is its quarter-size torso
springer, which measures 7Y2 inches wide,
17 inches high and 1/4 inch thick.
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By Len Davis

T here's nothing quite like a large-cali
ber handgun slug striking-dead-on

a half-inch thick steel plate silhouette tar
get in the form of a ram at 200 meters (220
yards).

And the thrill is similar when firing at
the smaller metallic silhouette targets at 50
meters (55 yards), the chicken; 100 meters
(1l0 yards), the javelina; and 150 meters
(165 yards), the turkey.

We recently received a set of these four
targets from Target Masters, which cuts
them from high-quality steel (not scrap),
then deburrs them to remove all rough or
sharp edges before they are painted a flat
black.

Here are some great
silhouette targets!

l~

RR8.2
HANDGUN

COMBO
The amazing RR8-2
handgun combo opens
from a compact 4'1'" to a
full 7%" stainless steel
cleaning rod. The RR8-2
handgun combo comes
complete with .22. .38.
.45 caliber phosphur
bronze brushes and
brass jags. and a delrin
bore guide in a heavy
duty zip-lock plastic
case.

Once piece solid stain
less steel cleaning Rods
also available.

NEW

THE ADCO COMPANY
P.O. BOX 6565 OEPT. 999 ST. PAUL. MN 55106

t#,.~

NRA. Law Enforcement. and Service
Tested Fast loeding • Lightweight. In
expensive holds six cartridges securely
• Lays flat no rattling • Saves pocket
wear. Safe not bulky like en bloc speed
loaders. Precision molded of special syn
thetic rubber. One size fits all (not 22).
Made in U.8A.
When pulling from pocket or pouch, the
six rounds are immediately ready for
loading. Insert cartridges into revolver
chambers and push through loops with
a slight tilt, upward, of the KWIK KLiP.
With practice, it is possible to load car
tridges in pairs, loading cylinder in less
than six seconds. CAN ALSO BE USED
FOR MOST RIFLE CARTRIDGES FOR
FLAT, NO RATTLE, LESS POCKET
WEAR.

$2.25 each. plus $.50 postage/handling
3 for $6.00 postage paid

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
OR MONEY REFUNDED

Write for our complete catalog of
Gun Maintenence Products.

RlG~ PRODUCTS. DEPT. A8·1
P.O. BOX 1990

SPARKS. NEVADA 89432.1990
© 1983 MITANN INC.

(Olson)
KWIK·KLlP REVOLVER LOADERS

Wholesale & retail inquiries invited

PATENTED AND MANUFACTURED BY
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1865 NEW HIGHWAY. FARMINGDALE, NEW YORK 11735 • (516) 752·8544

TM

OPTIONS:
• 6-Stitched Loops - Add $3.00
• Knife or Magazine Pocket-

Add $7.00

FROM YOUR DEALER OR FROM COBRA.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
COMPLETE LINE SEND $2.00~

Exclusively by . ..~

WEAPONS WEAR

Fits 2-3"
Revolvers
Small & Medium
Automatics

FROM eloRAGUJ'ttJSKIN'

DESIGNBY~~

Patent Pending Design
Features Include:
• Unique Two Point Ankle

Harness Attachment for
Floating Holster Effect

• Padded Ankle Harness
• Pop-Up Knife/Magazine

Pocket
• Stitched Cartridge

Loops
• Break-Away Steel

Reinforced Safety
Hammer Strap.

Available in Basic
Holster Model:
$22.95 + $3.00 Shipping

LIGHTWEIGHT MOISTURE
RESISTANT - 100% NYLON
CORDURAANKLESYSTEM

Handgun action jobs may
shorten the gun's life
A short time ago. a 190332-20
Colt Single Action Army was brought
into my shop It had four notches
filed into the backstrap and quite a
story about It being taken from a
cattle rustler in Montana.

The bluing was gone and the
exterior badly rusted. The action's
solid clicking, while cocking, was a
sound that is music to a pistolero's
ears The action was tight. smooth; a
no creep, crisp trigger pull-just the
best feeling single-action that you
could Imagine.

You can approach this feel with a
modern revolver, but it will never
quite equal the total effect that the
old Colt conjures up. The steel may
not be quite as good as modern
steels, and some of the working parts
may have been repaired over the
years, but it is still one of the
outstanding actions I have found in
any revolver.

Part of the reason for this is years
of wear and more handfitting of
parts, both at the factory and by
gunsmiths.

If you take a modern revolver as is,
out of the box, and shoot it for 80
years or so, you will probably have an
action that approaches the old Colt.

You can also take the revolver out
of the box and send it to a
pistolsmith for an action job, and
approach the action of the old Colt.
In either case, the revolver's
contacting parts are smooth and

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER WELCOMES
letters to the editor of no more than 350 words.
They must include the writer's full name and
address and be typewritten. Letters may be edited
for purposes of cfority or space. Editor.

SPEAK
our

The abrasion-resistant steel target,
mounted on a 30-inch steel "post" with a
triangular-shaped "spade" at its base, is
pushed into the ground at any distance
beyond 30 yards of the firing point.

It will "take" any caliber handgun bullet
up to .44 Magnum, according to Yonce.

When the reactive-type target is hit, it
swings back and then returns to an upright

. position with an audible "clang."
Target Masters produces many other

type targets for the shooter, including
falling plates and "non-destructible,"
swinging beer cans. We recommend
you send for a copy of its catalog and
retail price list. The company's address
is 8341 Canoga Ave., Canoga ~
Park, Dept. AH, CA 91304. ~
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You will solve the problems of slippage and inconsistant hold by simply installing a pair of Bullshooters
Fingergroove Grips on your gun.

Your scores will improve automatically as the fingergrooves insure proper hand placement and totally
eliminate shifting of the weapon especially during rapid fire.

These features, combined with the natural pointing and handling characteristics give the advantage you
need in hunting or competitive shooling.

worn down, and the total life
expectancy of the moving parts is
somewhat shortened. As the trigger
pull is lightened and the contacting
parts become smoother, the safety
factor of the revolver is also
lessened. This is of great importance
to the pistolsmith, who has to
impress upon his customer that the
action Job may make the gun less
safe and shorten its working life to
some degree.

I have seen some fine revolvers
misfire and fail to cock properly, not
because of an improper action Job,
but because the edge the pistolsmith
had given it so carefully had worn off
and the handgun malfunctioned.

When considering an action Job on
a handgun, the owner must be well
advised on exactly what the future
holds in store for the wearing
properties of the firearm, and how
the safety of the firearm will be
affected.

Collin Weisz
Underwood, North Dakota

Part-time cop requests
info on .45 auto ammo
I am reading your May / June issue
and am impressed!

I had a subscription to your
magazine last year; I found, in my
opinion, that it was getting away
from the average handgunner's
interests. He-or she-cannot spend
hundreds of dollars for custom-made
guns. I let my subscription lapse.

If the issues I passed up were as
good as this one, shame on me!

I am a part-time police officer; as
such, I am interested in whatever will
help keep me alive. I carry a Colt
Government Model .45 on duty, and
I have a question for you. What type
of ammo would you carry" on duty?"
Is the round-nose or Jacketed hollow
point best? What about the
230-grain flat point? I carry the JHP.
but I am wondering about the flat
point; is the "shocking power"
greater, more suitable, for the street?

I will continue to read your
magazine now; thanks for coming
back to earth.
Kenneth W Post
Johnstown, PA

Editor's note: To answer your
question, you can't do much
better than the J H P ammo you
carry. My ..cond choice would
be the 23()..grain flat point,
although I certainly would not
knock round-no.., military ball
ammo. Whatever, you'll get all
the "shocking power" you need
with any of the.. bullets
provided your shots are well
placed. (L. D.)
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Detonics
$24.95
$35.00
$85.00

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-528-1142
ORDERS ONLY

Copyright, © 1983 BEWB CORP.

BULLSHOOTERS' new FLUORESCENT
Sight Insert Kit ... An acrylic resin with
5fluorescent colors; red, yellow, orange,
blue, green, and opaque white. Aliquid
that hardens in 10 minutes, without heat.
Inserts won't fall out, withstand hot
bluing. Our Fluorescent kit includes side
forms, mixing bOWl, and complete, illus
trated instructions on Iront Ind rllr sight
inserts. Immediate shipment, satislaction guaranteed.
20 INSERT 1COLOR KIT (ANY COLOR) $8.95
20 INSERT FLUROESCENT 6COLOR KIT .. $16.95 Ppd.
150 INSERT FLUORSCENT 7COLOR KIT .. $38.50 Ppd.
300 INSERT FLUROESCENT 7COLOR KIT . $59.00 Ppd.
LUMINOUS PIGMENT (FOR 20 INSERTS) . $15.00

FLUORESCENT COLORS!

BEAUTIFUL CONTROL
NOW AVAILABLE FOR COLT PYTHON,

S&W, N, L & KFRAME REVOLVERS
AS WELL AS AUTOMATICS

r--

"100% PROFESSIONAL" Shooting Industry, Sept. 1980
"IF YOU WANT TO INSTALL INSERTS WITH PROFESSIONAL LOOKING RESULTS ...
THE BULLSHOOTERS' INSERT KIT IS WHAT YOU'RE LOOKING FOR ... 1981 American
HandgunnerAnnual

GENUINE BULLSEYE SPRING KITS
Ruger d/a Revolvers (.357 & .44) $8.60 Colt Automatic Pistols $14.45
Dan Wesson (.357 & .44) $8.60 Browning Hi-Powers $13.50
Smith & Wesson J Frame $8.60 Smith & Wesson Mod. 39 & 59 $13.50
Smith & Wesson N, K, & L Frame .. $11.50 Ruger New Model Single Actions .. $11.50
Colt Python & Old Style Trooper ... $11.50 '

rMad~~I BULLSHOOTERS'SUPPLY =
:

iMasterCa,_ rei 1241 East Prince Road/P.O. Box 13446 VISA
~ Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924

Bullshooters' Supply is a division of the B.E. W.B. Corp.

NEWI BULLSHOOTERS
White Outline Rear Sight Blades
Fit: Colt, Micro, Ruger, Virginian Dragoon

$4.95 Each
Only $3.50 ea. when ordered with any insert
kit.
Also Available with a Luminous Outline,
same prices.

Now you can have beautiful control in Cocobolo, Zebrawood, Rosewood, or other unusual exotic woods,
like the exhibition grade Bocote illustrated above. Quality engineered, finely finished, your new Bull-
shooters' Fingergroove Grips will give you positive, beautiful control. Revolvers

Hi-Powers
S&W39&59

$33.00
$45.00
$85.00

Colt
Walnut $24.95
Standard Grade Exotics $39.95
Exhibition Grade Exotics $85.00
Send $1.00 for our complete brochure. Dealer inquiries welcome.

SUPERIOR CONTROL
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE UGLY.
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• RIFl:ES • SAC

Authentic, schematic reproduction of your
favorite gun on highest quality T-shirts. When
ordering, please specify:
Design: M-14

Thompson Center Contender
Ruger Redhawk
Ruger Mini-14
M-1 Garand
1911 A-1 .45 Auto
...and others

GREAT G-UNS!

(

1"'0 'QUICKIE'
What's the most important aspect of

handgun ~hpoting?Safety-flrst, la~t

and always. '

Interarms counsel sheds
more light on Walther ~5
Our thanks for Donalp M. Simmons'
superb test report on the Walther P5
in the March I April American
Handgunner.

One mirlOr point which Mr.
Simmons did accurately state. but
which might stand clarification.
Discussing the advanced P5
automatic safety system. he writes
that "the only time the firing pin can
be impinged by the hammer is at the
end of the trigger pull. when either
the hammer is at full cock or the
hammer has been brought to the
firing position by a long pull on the
trigger." The statement is correct. il"!
that the pistol remains "on safe"
unless and until the trigger is literally
at the end of its pull..

That is, even when. the hammer is
fully cocked and the trigger retracted
to its single-action position, the firing
pin is still locked against forward
movement and lowered out of the
way of the hammer (opposite a safety
recess milled in the hammer face).
Only when the trigger is pulled the
last 3/16 inch of travel is the firing
pin unlocked and raised into position
where it can be struck by the
hammer face.

This state-of-the-art system
obviates the need for a conventional
manual safety, and lends an
extremely high degree of security to
the handling of the pistol (for
example, if dropped while cocked)
an increasingly critical concern of law
enforcement agencies.

Your readers may be interested to
know that after extensive tests, the
Dutch police have adopted the P5 as
their official sidearm and will receive
some 30.000 from Walther. In
addition, the police of two states of
the Federal Republic of Germany are
now re-equipping with the P5
European police prefer-indeed.
insist-that the magazine catch
release be on the butt. rather than
behind the trigger. According to
Walther. this is to avoid the possibility
of the holster rubbing the magazine
catch .and disengaging the magazine
while the pistol is being carried
potentially embarassiog if it's not
discovered until the pistol is drawn
and fired, and the second round
doesn't feed.
Michael J. Parker
Vice President and Counsel
Interarms (North American Group)
Alexandria, Virginia

See YOur Local Gun Dealer

HKS Products, Inc.
7841 Foundation Drive
Florence, Ky. 41042

Leather Cases
Single, Double and Triple genuine
leather cases available for all HKS
Speedloaders. Black, Brown or Tan.
No. 105 Single $13.95
No. 103 Double $18.95
No. 102 Triple $18.95 (No Flap)

•Newest
Model
ForH&R
.22L.R.'fJ .
9-Shot .

Modei 22-HR

HKS Speedloaders Fit Nearly
Every Revolver-----....

• SMITH & WESSON
.38, .357, 22..J, 22-K, .41 Mag.,
.44 SPl"(:., .44 Mag., .45 Auto Rim,
.45 Colt Long, .9MM

• COLT .38, .357, .22
• RUGER .38, .357, .44 Mag.,
~rity Six, Speed Six, Red Hawk

• DAN WESSON
.38, .357, .22 LA.,.44

• CHARTER ARMS
.22, .38, .357,.44 SPl"(:ial, .22 LR.

• H&R .22 LA., 9-Shot
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CLARK AIMPOINT
SCOPE MOUNT
6 oz. aluminum mount made specifically for the Aimpoint.
Replaces left grip on the .45 auto and designed to put the Aim
point scope directly over the bore. Mount clears guns with rib
sights attached. Right or left handed. Mount has 2 extra pre
drilled holes with screws for positive anchoring. Liquid metal
anchoring kit supplied to be used at shooter's option. Use of
screws, metal kit or both, controls all mount movement. Complete
with full instructions. $37.00 plus $1.50 postage.

CLARK ;,45 GRIP SCOPE MOUNT
also available

$27.00 plus $1.50 postage

(Please specify Aimpoint or scope.)
Available from Gil Hebard and Brownell

Dealer Inquiries Invited. Write or call for additional information.

Jam~sC.Clark
PISTOLSMITH

Rt. 2, Box 22A· Keithville, Louisiana 71047· (318) 925-0836

THE ULTIMATE
IN COMBAT ACCURACY

The "L1nkless" Colt System
Porinfo pack. Send $1.00 to:

JIM & PHIL'S GUNSMITHING
753 Gibson's Shopping Center

Alamogordo, New Mexico 88310
1-505-434-1388

Reader extends thanks
to AH columnist Lawson

Our department sponsored a Lethal
Threat Management Course March
28-April 1, taught by Massad
Ayoob, an American Handgunner
columnist

John G. Lawson-another AH
columnist-drove five hours round
trip from his home in Tacoma to
speak to the 21 law enforcement
officers who attended a short course
on the care. maintenance and
modification of pistols and revolvers.
Lawson's presentation was most
interesting and he kindly answered a
myriad of questions in a profeSSional
and straightforward manner.

Lawson is an asset to the
gunsmithing profeSSion and to your
fine magazine. Please let him know
that we appreciate his time and effort
on our behalf.
Mike Kestner
Firearms instructor
Sheriff s Office
Vancouver, Washington

Editor's note: Your comments are
appreciated. Both men are real
"pros," and we are glad to have
them on our team of regular
contributors.

A Must For The All Around Shoote!'!!

Used by the Top-10 Finishers at the 1983 IPSe Nationals

Mid South Institute of Self-Defense Shooting

503 Stonewall $6995
Memphis, TN 38112 ONLY plus shipping $2.00

u. S. COp denounces
French police ammo

As I read the article on the
"New French Police Ammo" In the
May / June issue of the American
Handgunner, I was pleased with the
results, until I read one sentence:
"Under the same conditions, THV
.38 Special ammo totally defeated
Kev/ar body armor. which resists
conventional .44 Magnum loads".

As a police officer I shudder when
I hear of any handgun round that will
penetrate the vest that I wear on
duty. It is unfortunate that many
officers die at the hands of criminals
who, somehow, got the officer's
sidearm away from him / her But it is
a reality every officer must deal with.
A police officer should only carry a
load that his own body armor can
withstand.

For this reason, I strongly disagree
with the French official who said.
"It is the ideal police load".

Due to the fact that such a load
could defeat the Kev/ar body armor. I
feel such dangerous loads should be
restricted from U S. markets.

PL. Mundy
Visalia, California

• 9 Separate compartments
to protect and organize
your shooting gear

• Two removable 16" x 9"
full padded/zippered
pouches to completely
protect your guns.

• Made from durable Dupont
Cordura nylon.

• Test weighted at 300 lbs.
SIZE: 18 "L, 12"W, 12"H
WEIGHT: 3V2 pounds

SHAW'S PRO SHOOTERS
CASE

designed by John Shaw
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Edited by Harold A. Murtz
A look at the epitome of parabellums,
a "baby" Luger; an investigation of the
varmint rifle as a specialized gun in all its
applications; shooting comparison of
the WW II and current production
P-38"s; much more. Gun tests on
the Thompson-Center T.C.R. 83 single
shot, Browning's new Lighting Bolt,
the Sterling Mark 6 Police Carbine, Bill
Ruger's Redhawk, Remington's new
Model Seven, many more. Extensive
catalog section of guns and accessories
with current retail prices and specs. 344
8%"x 11" pages(including 8 pages infull
color). .

SUCCESSFUL DEER
HUNTINGBy Sam Fadala
Sam Fadala's 30 years of personal
experience in bagging deer combined
with what he has learned from scores
of other successful hunters adds up to
literally hundreds of years of experience
which he now passes along to the
reader. Fadala is a direct man, not one
to shy away from debunking much of
the pure nonsense which has been re
peated in book after book. Recognizing
that there is no one way to bag a deer
and no one rifle that will do the iob,
Fadala tells what has worked best for
him.and for others of proven skills.
He covers it all, from habitat, hunting
techniques, guns and equipment, to
butchering in the field and preparing
the harvest for the table. A truly useful
book that will guide the reader to a more
successfull:1unt. 288 8%" x 11" pages.

$11 95

#GL8046

1984 GUN DIGEST 1984 GUNS
38th Edition ~\t~' ILLUSTRATED
Edited by Ken Warner 16th Ed.-t.-on
The perennial best seller with over 40
feature articles by such greats as
Matunas on a handgun power rating
system, Hacker on muzzleloaders,
Bowman on 1he Colt Sharps, both
Simmons and Warner on the Benelli
76, Serven on collecting, Cooper on the
scout rifle, Lott, Sell and Ordorica on
rifles for serious shooters, Reynolds on
mini-revolvers - dozens more. Reports
on rifles, shotguns, handguns, metallic
sights, black powder guns, chokes and
brakes, scopes and mounts. Fully
revised and updated catalog section
featuring all firearms currently
manufactured or imported in the U.S.
today. Special 8-page color section.
472 8%" x 11" pages.

1984 GUN DIGEST
HUNTING ANNUAL r\
Edited by Robert S.L. AndersOn ~~~ ..
For the active hunter, the man who
wants to improve his hunting skills in
whatever game he pursues. Share the
hunting experience with the great
shooter/writers of today: Leonard Lee
Rue III, Ed Matunas, Frank Petrini,
Sam Fadala, Rick Jamison, Dick Eades,
Ted Gorsline, Gene Hill, Don Lewis,Jim
Woods, Hal Swiggett, John Amber, Clay
Harvey, Jack Lott - we've got 'em all
from Adams to Zutz in this brand new
annual covering all the game from
aoudad to zebra and the firearms,
cartridges and loads needed to bring
them to harVest. A truly well-balanced
book that's sure to b~come a collector's $10 95item in this its first edition.
224 8'12" x 11" pag.es.

#AP4716

Gun Digest Boo~Of

AUTOLOADING
PISTOLS
By Dean A. Grennell
Comprehensive study of the rapid-fire
handgun from 1893 to the present.
Explores and illustrates the various oper
ating principles of autoloading or
"automatic" pistols. Covers rimfire, com
pact, military and police, competition,
hunting/high performance, assault and
some classic autos. Chapters on bullet
making, wildcats, reloading, holsters,
sights, ammo, firing techniques, auto
magazines. Value trends in auto pistols.
How to improve a not-so-great auto
with add-ons and more. The complete
catalog section contains all currently
manufactured autoloaders available in
the U.S. and abroad. 288 8'12" x 11"
pages.

#CH8826

Gun Djgest Book Of .

COMBAT
HANDGUNNERY
By Jack Lewis & Jack Mitchell
Complete coverage of all facets of this
mentally and physically taxing sport: its
history, the basics of learning to shoot,
training and exercises for competition,
shooting techniques, law enforcement
and FBI training and techniques. Chap
ters on customized autos and accessor
ies, also competition revolvers. Detailed
descriptions of the top competitions
the Bianchi Cup, the Steel Challenge
and the World Championships - in
cluding diagrams of each event, inter
views with past winners and tips on
how to shoot each course. A survey of
top holster designs. The most popular
factory and reload ammo. Care and
maintenance. Directory of suppliers.
288 8%" x 11" pages.

SEE DETAILS ON FOLLOWING PAGES__~
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#KV9846

KNIVES '84
Edited by Ken Warner
Custom grinder Bob Engnath tells how
to make a knife. Ashley Halsey, Jr., talks
of. his collection of Indonesian krisses
and other oriental swords and daggers.
M. Serge Jorion writes on French Opinel
knives. State of the Art coverage on the
use of Damascus steel blanks by mak
ers who do not forge their own steel, the
testing of knives and knife making stan
dards, and new thinking on knife steels.
Trend reports on the good over-the
counter buys for all cutlery purposes.
Sections on commercial hunters' knives,
boots and'fighters, even Bowies, from
the big factories. Art.icles on heavy duty
slip-joint and lockback folders. Beauti
fully illustrated displays of custom de
signers and their work. Plus an expanded
directory of all available knife and ac
cessory sources. 256 8112" x 11 U pages.

#TT7'636

THE TRAPPER'S
HANDBOOK
By Rick Jamison
All the ins and outs of successful trap
ping from making scent to marketing
the pelts. Much information not available
in other books. Discusses the various
kinds of traps:securing·devices, cover
ings and other equipment. How to find
furbearers, whether land.or water dwell
ing. Covers coyote, red and grey fox,
skunk, opossum, badger, muskrat, mink,
beaver and raccoon. EaCh animal is
discussed in detail from its habits and
habitat to the specifics of trap type,
stretcher required, skinning, fleshing and
caring for the pelt. Helpful tips and solu
tions to trapping problems. Chapters on'
the catch stick, live trapping, snaring
and home-made traps. Much_ more.
224 8'12" x 11" pages.

Lewis presents a thorough and know
ledgeable account of today's hunting
rifles, the pros and cons, from single shot
to semi-auto. A study of calibers, match
ing the cartridge to the game, with major
emphasis on deer rifles. Varmint rifles
and how to use them. Improving accu
racy in the field. Cures for flinching. Tech
niques for sighting whether with iron
sights or scope. Comparison of the ef
fectiveness of magnums to standard
calibers. Stocking, triggers, trajectory.
Why the pre '64 Winchester Model 70
seems to be favored over all others and
how it compares with the current feather
weight version. A critical look at the 30-06.
Much more. 256 8'12" x 11" pages.

Gun Digest Book Of

THE HUNTING
RIFLE By Jack Lewis

Gun Digest Book Of

~ SCIi~~b~~D MOUMTs ~i!.~
~ At last, a thorough reference book ex- ........='~~~

clusively devoted to subjects most times •
given short shrift in books on firearm·s.
Bell starts with the basics: a brief history
of lenses, how lighi is transmitted through
a scope. Covers early American scopes,
those of the early 1900's and late 20's
on up to the present. Backgrounds of
major manufacturers with personal
comments on individual scopes .such

. as the Weaver 3~0, the Lyman Alaskan
and Supertargetspot, the Weaver K2.5
and K4, Zeiss. Mountmakers such as
B-Square, Jaeger and Leupold. Features
on Leatherwood Auto-Ranging Tele-

#SM4316 scopes, Wally Siebert's power boosting #HR3926
technique for action-mounted benchrest $1'0

9
.
5$995 scopes and the T.K. Lee center dot.

Much more. 224 8112" x 11" pages.

f-~\\\o(\ PISTOLS OF
~ THE WORLD

By Ian v. Hogg &John Weeks

This fully revised, single volume
encyclopedia begins in 1870 and
follows the development of the hand
held firearm into the highly sophisti
cated weapon we know today. Never
before has the spectrum of repeating
handguns been presented with such
authority and in such detail. 2000
handguns are described and over 600
illustrated, providing a'comparative,
visual history of the appearance and
workings of every model worthy of
note; appendices give basic.data for
the pistols and their ammo. In addition,
a cross-index facilitates ready location
of any individual pistol.
304 8.'/2" x 11 " pages.

Gun Digest Book Of

MODERN GUN VALUES
~4th Editiond. By Jack Lewis

This updated and expanded edition of
the book that's become the standard for
valuing modern firearms is 16 pages
larger than its predecessor and covers
all non-military guns introduced between
1900 and 1981.AII guns are listed alpha
betically by manufacturer within their
proper sections for easy reference. In
cludes specifications, introduction and
discontinuance dates, helpful deSCrip
tions with large, accurate illustrations for
thousands of domestic and imported
firearms. All values have been fully up
dated to give the gun owner a current$1'295 reference whether he's bUYing, seiling,
trading or updating the value of his col
lection, 400 8112" x 11" pages.

USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!--~
\I
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Book #

C
Send These

FREE!

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
EXPLODED FIREARMS
DRAWINGS, 3rd Edition

Edited by Harold A. Murtz
Expanded to over 400 fire
arms. New drawings from Mar
lin, Interarm~ Weatherb)',
Savage; the Lharter AR-7;
UZI's submachine gun. 448
8W'x II"pages.

#'EX9336 ..... 512.95

CARTRIDGES OF THE
WORLD 4th Edition

By Frank C. Barnes
Completely up-dated. this en
cyclOpedic work covers the
dimenSions. performance para
meters, physical characterist
ics for over 1.000 different
cartridges in one, well-organ
ized book. 384 8~"x II" pages.

#CW5046 .... 512.95

$

$

$

Name

Address

Book # Book #

Please send the OBI books listed above.
TOTAL ENCLOSED $ -'-- _

1O-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
ALLOW 4-5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

OBI BOOKS, INC. Dept. L488
One Northfield Plaza, Northfield, IL 60093

PART I: AUTOMATIC PISTOLS
#FP8616 $10.95
PART II:. REVOLVERS

:I~r.r:6RiMFi·AE·AiFi.i:10.95
flI:RR8636 $9.95
PART IV: CENTERFIRE RIFLES
_CR8646 $9.95
PART V: SHOTGUNS
#SR8656 $9.95
PART VI: LAW ENFORCEMENT
WEAPONS #LE8666..... $9.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/
DISASSEMBLY

By J.B. Wood
Field-stripping and complete
takedown and reassembly of
201 popular firearms with
photos and text describing
each step. Each book con
tains 288-320' 8W' x 11"
pages.
ORDER INDIVIDUALLY

ABC'S OF RELOADING HANDLOADER'S DIGEST
2nd Edition 9th Edition

By Dean A. Grennel/ Edited by Ken Warner
Step-by-step instruction on Loaded with all-new how-to
powders, shells, shot and articles on every aspect of
loading density. Covers loading rifle'. yistol and
handgun, rifle and shotshell shotgun ammo. Covers tools.
procedures. New ballistic techni'l.ues and materials.
mfo and reload testing tech- ExtenSive directory of com-
niques. 288 8Y!" xII" pages. ponents. 3208~"x II" pages.

#AB.5636 59.95 #HA2096 510.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF MILITARY SMALL ARMS
HOLSTERS and other Gun OF THE 20TH CENTURY
Leather 4th Edition

Edited by Roger Combs By Ian V. Hogg & John Weeks
Extensive examination of the Fully revised comprehensive City ~ ---: _

illustrated encyclopedia of
past, present and future of small caliber arms used by State Zip _
carrying apparatus for all the world's armies today,
kinds of firearms: military, those used in two world wars, Offer expires February 28,1984.
shoulder,saddle,comp,etition, and those sure to be used in the U.S. & Canada only. Sorry, no APO's or FPO's.
more. 2:l6 8W' x II ' pages. '80's. 288 8W' x 11" pages. Check or money order must accompany order.
#HL4816 59.95 #ME9146 512.95 Please do not send cash. ,

L- ~__------L---------'c...::;=:...:...:..::...:..:...:...:..:....:::...:'-=.:..::.~~----- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - --_til:
HAVE YOU SEEN ALL 3 PAGES?

METALUC CARTRIDGE RELOADING FOR GUN DIGEST
RELOADING Edited by SHOTGUNNERS BLACK POWDER

Robert S.L. Anderson EditedbyRobertS.L.Anderson LOADING MANUAL
How-to articles by experts. The psychology of trap and By Sam Fadala
plus over 200 pages of load Skeet reloading. wildcatting. Extensive load table data on
table data on approx. 70 rifle home defense and slug reloads. the most popular black pow-
and pistol calibers. Emphasis patterning. much more. Plus der guns. plus articles on the
on modern rifle & handgun over 70 pgs. of load data for importance of the patch.
ca·rtridges. selected obsolete 10. 12. 16. 20. 28 and .410 pr·opellal)ts. much more. 224
ones. 3208\7"x II" pages. bore shotguns. Catalogsection. 8Wxll"JllIlleS.

224 8\7"x II" pages.
flI:Mq706 512.95 #RS2606 58.95 #BM9526 ,.59.95

1----------...,..,--------+--------'-'-'-'-''-'-'-'-'-'-.:......:.'-'---;.. ... -- ":' - - ---- - -,..- -,.. - ------- ---4
GUNSMITHING: THE GUN DIGEST BOOK OF TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE OF ONE!
TR1CKS OF THE TRADE PlSTOLSM~~Hj:~ Mitchell: POSTPAID! HERE'S HOW!

By J. B. Wood Covers smoothing. tuning, I Buy one of the OBI books shown in this ad and
Using ordinary workshop timing,J'oining, metal temper- II and get another OBI book FREE!
tools. Wood explains how to bl h
replace and repair broken parts ing, rebarrelling, trou es oot- I (a) Buy any book(s) in this ad at reta) I price.
without welding; repoint firing ing, accurizing, installin2lal- I (b) For each book you buy, you may select a
pins/auto pistol strikers; tering sights""makingrep!8ce- I second book from this ad ofthe same price

h / I ment pa.rts . l\.its for a 45 auto I
tighten s otguns revo vers; rebuilding ajunker pistol. 2881

1
or less FREE! .

more. 288 8W'x II" pages. 8W' x II" pages. I (c) We pay all postage and handling costs.

59 95 59 95 (d) This offer is restricted to purchases made by
#GS5166. ... ... . • #PS9546... .... . • I mail order from this ad only.

GUN DIGEST. BOOK OF GUN DIGEST BOOK OF: A B
RIFLESMITHING SHOTGUN GUNSMITHING I I'm Buying Retail

By Jack Mitchell By Ralph Walker I These Price
Covers locking systems, proven One of the nation s premier:
designs, triggers. safeties, shotgun specialists explains I
barrel rifling/crowning, bed- the principles and practices I
ding, bolt Jewelling, instal- of repairing. individualizing I Book #
ling scope mounts and sling andaccurizmgmodemscatter-I $
sWivels, metallic rifle sights, guns. Much here never I ----,,...-c:------------;O--:-"'7.'
stocks and forearms, much covered before. 256 8W' x Book # Book #
more. 256 8W'x II" pages. 11" pages.

1- #_R_G_2_8_16_._._.._._.._5_9_._9_5-+ #::..;S::.;G::.;2::.:::9..:..16"".c.:.,.:.,:..c..:..• .:..:••--,,5::.;:9=...;.:..:9=...;5:=...:1 B-oo-,-k-,-#,-----------:::-Bo-o..,...k"'7.'#

PISTOL AND REVOLVER GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
DlGEST,3rd Edition SINGLE ACTION
Edited by Dean A Grennell REVOLVERS By Jack Lewis
All-new. State of the art Covers historr and folklore.
recent trends, scopes and guns of "good' guys and bad
sighting systems, terminal guys, minis and maxis, com-
ballistics, combat competi- memoratives and collectibles,
tion, powders, factory loads, custom grips, holsters. loads,
what to collect!. reloading, much mote. Catalog section.
andmuchmore.21188W'x 11" 256 8Y!"x II" pages.
pages.
#PR5936 59.95 #SA4216 59.95
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I.P.S.C. COMBAT SYSTEM

The - "1:1'111 - belt is constructed of top
qLlality, heavy cowhide with a distinctive stitching
pattern, lined with non·slip suedep,nd finished
with a solid brass buckle. Price $40.00

This system is offered for the Pin Gun or the Colt
Government Model which also accommod,ates
the Commander, Browning High Power and all
Smith '& Wesson 9 mm. autos.' Black'or' russet.
Right or left hand modes. All of this at no extra
charge. We offer 30. day delivery on the complete
system or the components.

THE BELT

Complete System-Holster, Belt and Mag. pouch
$140.00. Please add $4.00 postage. Texas
residents, please ad<;l 5% tax.

If you use the complete - "1:1011 - System
and register It In your competition, we offer-

$2,00() c:ash in World Championship Competition
$ 750 Cash in World Female Championship

Competition
$ 500 Cash to each State Champion

Be surlil to contact Southwlnd Sanctions for com·
plete information.
·SOF, Steel Challenge, Bianchi Cup

THE HOLSTER

The - "1:1011 - holster is made of top grain
cowhide. It is handcrafted and fully leather lined
wjth asheet of twenty (20) gauge steel molded
within. A tension screw allows for the holster to
be adjusted for exact fit. It is constructed with
bonded nylon ~nd 10ckstitcMd for durability and
long wea~. The -,al:lnll - holster's finish is
89h.ieved by hand·rubbing tileetsfoot 011 to Ii rich
natural luster. Price $75.00, '

Ttle ,innovative design enables the shooter to
carry two cljps ... both facing ,forward. As with
the holster, thepouch alSo incorporates aten~ion
screw to enable personlll adjustment. PriCe $25.00

SOUTHWIND SANCTIONS PRODUCTS, INC. in conjunction with EL PASO SADDLERY CO. presents the
- ,a,I:IOII -.I.P~S.C. CUSTOM COMBAT SYSTEM. TI1e system was designed and develop'd by John
Sh~w, Mi_ter ,.P;S.C. Shooter; world champion· and noted author. John uses this system in all his com·

, petitions. Here are the reasons: ' '
~Man on man competition.

THE MAGAZINE POUCH

Retail Ordlilrs Only:

Dealer Information or Retail Orders:

P.O. BOX 27194

, (915) 544·l!233

EL PASO, TEXAS 79926

SOUTHWIND SANCTIONS
Post Office I30x 3304f
ForrWorth, Texas 76133
(817) 921-67~6

SbUTtlWlHD (&
SIINCTleNS,.
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(1) Phenomenal molecular bond- •
guaranteed will not chip or peel

(2) Extremely Hard satin finish (70
Rock. "COO) with super lubricity

(3) Excellent protection against
rust

(4) All internal and external parts
processed

Metaloy Industries, Inc.
Rt. 3, Box 211-D
Berryville, Ark. 72616

Fine products from...

~2,~~lJ:'~
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404
612/333-1208 © 1983 Orbex Inc.

Write:

Standard Jon-e~ Model 700 Jon-e®
will keep you warm and comfortable all
day long on just one filling. Jon-e®
gives heat without flame. Reusable.
Gives years and years of service.
Safe. Odorless. Starts easy. Simple to
operate. Comes with flannel bag and
fuel dispenser.
Model 700 Chrome Plated Steel
How Does A Jon-ii® Keep You
Warm? The platinum catalytic heating ele
ment reacts with the naptha-base fuel without a
flame during operation'. The generated heat
warms the chrome plated case which radiates
warmth through the carrying bag to your hands.

Look for Jon-e~Handwarmers and Acces
sories and Deer-Coy~Natural Deer Lure Scent
and other fine ORSEX products in Sporting
Goods, Fishing and Hunting Goods Stores and
Departments all over the U.S.

Giant-Jon-e®. Designed for those
whose ruggsd outdoor work or play in
cold weather demands a much greater
volume of heat; and for longer periods
too. Ideal for construction workers,
postmen, drivers, farmers and other
outdoorsmen. Works up to 36 hours
with one filling. Comes with flannel bag
and fuel dispenser.
Model 701 Chrome Plated Steel

1983 IPSC National
Champion Robert Leatham's
Metaloyed WILSON COMBAT
"Accu-Comp". .

Deer-Coy® natural deer
lure scent.

Attracts both buck and doe. Gives
close sure shots. A must for every
bow and gun hunter. Maqe from
natural deer musk and other ani
malglands.
All animal scent lures are more.ef
fective when activated by the heat
of a Jon-e~ HandWllrmer, It really
makes them work!
Model 706 comes with season's
supply and halldwarmer clip.

The ..dl!(etafoy" Finish - Available Exclusively lbru

WILSON'S GUN SHOP

Handguns probably are the least ex
pensive firearms with which to build a
collection. Be selective and limit your
choice of types to such categories as au
tos, revolvers, manufacturers, foreign,
domestic, obsolete and contemporary,
or by caliber. And shop around for
those ever-present bargains-they're
out there, even on today's market.

Back from my holidays. I have just
read the July / August issue of the
American Handgunner with the
Hammerli 152 electronic Free Pistol
depicted on the front cover and the
extensive report beginning on page
32. A very nice surprise. indeed.

I want to congratulate you and
Mr Baiocco for this fine article.
which contains a high degree of
information for the marksmen
interested in Free Pistol shooting.

I should be very grateful if you
could send me 40 copies of this
issue by ordinary mail. with invoice.

If you feel that I could be of
service to you. please feel free to
contact me any time.
r F Hediger
Hammerli. Ltd.
Switzerland

INFO 'QUICKIE'

Hammerli apPlauds piece
on its M152 free pistol

Angle of stock on .45
auto bothers AH reader
Why has no one designed and built a
.45 auto that points naturally? .

A pair of antique dueling pistols.
purchased in England many years
ago. point naturally. The German
Luger points naturally. Yet. after
seveQ decades of the Colt auto. with
all of the modifications gunsmiths
have originated. no one has ever
changed the angle of the stock to the
barrel to make it a natural pointer.

I have fired thousands of rounds
from the hip with a revolver. fewer
from a .45; but I'm still just a
"would-be" expert. My opinion.
however. is shared by a real expert:
Bill Jordan (see page 68 of his book.
"No Second Place Winner").

Seecamp. Swenson et al. please
note.
Phil Aurand
Albany. Oregon

SPEAK OUT
Continuedfrom page 24
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odi's
IKING II .45 AUTO·

By Mason Williams

E nter ... the safest and only stainless
steel, double-action .45 auto on the

market.
It's the new Viking II, which replaces the

Viking 1, introduced a couple ofyears ago.
The difference between Viking I and

Viking II is the new manual firing pin
safety, located beneath the rear sight, un
der the thumb of a right-handed shooter.

The safety moves from right to left and
left to right. Moving it to the left retracts
the firing pin just enough so that the face of
the hammer cannot possibly strike it. Mov
ing it to the right releases the firing pin.

The firing pin safety does not lock the
firing pin so as to allow the hammer to
strike it. The hammer literally cannot
touch the firing pin when the safety is
moved to the left.

Result: the safest automatic pistol on the
market today, one that doubles the value of

the pistol for the man who carries a .45
auto on duty, day in and day out.

The Viking's double-action mode is
based on a unique unit developed by Louis
Seecamp-one that turns a single-action
Colt auto into a double-action pistol. He
accomplished this not by altering the
Browning design, but by implementing it
with his own invention.

Over the last 20 years or so I have owned
and shot several of these conversion units
on both Government Model and Combat
Commander Colts.

OFF TO A SLOW START
In 1980 William A. Bertolini worked out

a deal with Louis Seecamp and his son;
LaITY, whereby he would manufacture an
all-stainless steel auto incorporating the
Seecamp~designedconversion unit.

Production was spotty for the first cou
ple of years, because the suppliers of parts
were not meeting specifications, so
Bertolini stopped production and re-

This 'O-shot group was fired in 7 sec
onds (including reloading) to determine
controllability of the Viking" auto.

30 AMERICAN HANDGUNNER .'JANUARY/ FEBRUARY 1984



vamped his entire operation. By 1983, the
plant went back into production and
turned out the Viking II, assembled from
parts that met Bertolini's exact
specifications.

Today, these pistols are among the best
finished, tightest and most accurate I have
seen in many years. I am surprised at the
quality control put into these handguns by
their manufacturer, Omega Defensive In
dustries (ODI) of Midland Park, New
Jersey.

Tom Quinn, aDIs plant manager told
me that 45 auto pistols are now coming off
the line both in Government Model and
Combat Commander sizes.

Except for ali-stain
less steel construc
tion and the Seecamp
double-action conver
sion, ifs a M9ll look
alike, but with a new
manual firing pin
safety.

Soon to follow, he said, will be 9mm
pistols, also in both sizes.

The pistol that Quinn sent me is one of
the early production Combat Commander
Viking II's and is the handgun I will report
on here.

The Viking is the first production pistol
to incorporate the Seecamp double-action
mechanism, which permits the shooter to
draw and fire the pistol just like a revolver.
The Seecamp conversion unit-which adds
nine parts to the gun-does not affect or
alter the original Browning mechanism.

Herein lies one of the wonders of this
pistol. By removing the double-action
mechanism the shooter has a single-action
pistol.

The double-action mechanism is excel
lent for a duty pistol. Just draw and fire it.
Unfortunately, this Seecamp unit does not
permit fine tuning of the trigger, however,
since this is essentially a street gun, a fine
trigger pull is not necessary. This applies
both to the original double:action of the
first shot and to single-action subsequent
shots.

These are the parts that were taken out of the Viking " auto to turn it into a
single-action pistol. Note the simplicity of the Seecamp conversion unit.

The firing pin safety has been moved to the left in the ON position. With the thumb
safety UP and the hammer at full cock~ the Viking " is extremely safe.
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GOOD DOUBLE-ACfION GROUPS
It is possible to turn in some very accept

able groups firing with the double-action
mechanism. Because most firefights take
place at distances ofless than 20 feet, there
is no need for a fine trigger pull. Nor is
there any need for match accuracy.

By removing the Seecamp double
action conversion unit and then installing
a regular GI or factory trigger, this gun
may be used in competition as a single-

action pistol. It takes about 10 minutes to
convert from double- to single-action.

When fired in its single-action phase,
the Viking II has proven to be excep
tionally accurate due not only to its close
fi'tting tolerances but also to its fine, clean,
four-pound trigger pull.

When fired in my Ransom Rest at 50
yards, Winchester Match wadcutter am
munition gave me a lO-shot group of just
under five inches. Federal Match gave me
lO-shot groups running about one-inch

larger. Surprisingly, Remington, Winches
ter and Federal ball 230-grain service
ammo turned in average groups close to six
i~ches.

At the start, Viking II would not func
tion reiiably with one ofmy handloads: 3.8
grains of Bullseye behind a 225-grain lead,
hard-cast bullet. It would however, func
tion well with 4.3 grains of Bullseye and
the 225-grain bullet. By the time I had
completed machine rest testing, function
testing and just plain fun shooting the Vik-
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ing II handled all my handloads without
any problems.

Instructions that come with the Viking II
advise firing at least 400 rounds through it
to loosen it up and break-in the fit of parts.
This is true of any finely assembled pistol.
The instructions further advise to keep key
points well oiled with a synthetic lubricant.
This has always been true of stainless steel
parts.

NO FUNCTIONING PROBLEMS
I have put close to 800 rounds through

this pistol, firing both handloads and any
factory ammunition I could .find around
the house. I had no problems with func
tioning that were traceable to the gun.

You want to load and holster the Viking
II with the Seecamp double-action unit
installed? Slam in a loaded magazine.
Throw the firing pin safety to the left, pull
back the slide and let it go forward cham
bering a cartridge. Throughout this action
it is impossible for the pistol to fire because
the hammer cannot strike the firing pin.

You do not want to carry the pistol
cocked and locked? Leave the firing pin
safety on and simply pull the trigger. The
hammer falls. You then shove the firing
pin safety to the right freeing the firing pin.
Holster the pistol. Because the firing pin is
shorter than the distance from the face of
the hammer to the face of the breech it
cannot fire the cartridge in the barrel

firing pin has been withdrawn and is
locked and retained in position by the slid
ing safety bar, and because the hammer is
down solidly on the steel block that sur
rounds the rear end of the nring, pin you
cannot have any qualms about carrying
the pistol in this manner. When drawing
the pistol you must first push the firing pin
safety to the right with your thumb as you
bring out the handgun. Then double
action it.

If you are even more timid, there IS one
other method of carrying the Viking II.
Once you have seated the magazine, move
the firing pin safety to the left, pull back
the slide and let it go forward. Leave the
firing pin safety to the left, then snap up

Viking II auto with double-action conversion unit removed,
and standard 61 trigger to replace original aDI trigger.

Much thought has gone into the design
of the hainmer and the grip safety spur, so
that there is little chance of a shooter's
hand being pinched by the hammer. The
grip safety has been disconnected: an ex
cellent idea. However, it can be reactivated
merely by removing a small screw.

The grips are made of teakwood. The
sights are fixed and slightly larger than
standard Government Model Sights, yet
are not too big to affect proper holstering
of the gun.

I would like to see the rear sight sent out
I:!yt!te factory deeply blued, and the front
sight fitted with either a red or yellow pias
ti~ insert.

chamber. If you wish to draw and fire the
pistol, do just that. No problems and no
fussing around and thinking about
safeties.

ANOTHER OPTION
Suppose you are a bit on the timid side.

You slam home the loaded magazine. But
you do not want to carry the pistol either
cocked and locked or with the hammer
down on a loaded chamber. Jlist move the
firing pin safety to the left, pull back the
slide and let it go forward, chambering a
cartridge. You then leave the firing pin
safety on, pull the trigger and drop the
hammer and holster the pistol. Because the

the thumb safety. This rams the conven
tional hunk of steel into the bottom curve
of the hammer, thus locking it. Leave the
hammer back at full cock and holster the
pistol. It would be difficult to make the
pistol any safer. Before firing, however,
you must first push the firing pin safety to
the right, then shove down the manual

. thumb safety. Only then can you fire the
pistol.

'ABSOLUTELY SAFE'
I personally like the manual firing pin

safety because it makes the slide absolutely
safe. When it is on to the left, it removes

Continued on page 47
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BIUTTJrS 1184
AID 1185 .380 AUTOS

By Massad Ayoob

Experience with a wide variety of .380
autoloaders tends to generally make

one less than 100 percent comfortable with
that type ofgun. I'm talking about the run
of-the-mine .380s the public buys, not the
neat, flawless .380s that gun writers always
seem to get to test.

Teaching how to use a handgun gives
one an opportunity to observe the relative
reliability of production models under the
duress of several hundred rounds fired.

The .380s that showed up at my Lethal
Force Institute in recent months included
an American-made Walther PPK/s that
fed Super Vel hollowpoints perfectly, but
shot more than a foot high at seven yards
(the student switched immediately to a
Ruger .38); a German PPK/s that shot
perfectly to point ofaim, but wouldn't feed
100 percent, even with hardball; an OMC
Backup that went 500 rounds without jam-

Writer favors the
M84, with its bulkier
grips, blockier sights
and 13-round maga
zine. He thinks the
.380 is 'absolutely
minimum in stopping
power' and comfort
ably light in felt recoil.

Beretta M8S and 2S-yard
group (left); gun has good
"fee'," right. Author com
pares M8S with S&W M66.

ming, but sustained three misfires, due to
light firing pin hits, and an HK-4 that ham
mer-bit the owner's hand, and wouldn't
feed hollowpoints.

But then there were Beretta M84s. One
student, a merchant who carries his M84
under his suitcoat daily, shot 100 percent
on the qualification course with his; a
newsman used his M84 to put all six hits on
a lOO-yard silhouette target during long
range familiarization; a petite female hav
ing difficulty with her man-size service re
volver switched to a cocked-and-Iocked
M84, cutting her groups by half in size and
proportionately doubling her confidence.
There was not a single malfunction over a
course that demands 300 to 500 rounds
apiece, with hollowpoints recommended.

The .380 is absolutely minimum in stop
ping power. I'm comfortable with a .357 or

Continued on page 56
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It can save you money...

By Russ Gaertner

T he idea of handgunners working on
their own guns is hardly revolutionary,

but recently it has been gaining ground.
The increasing popularity of books such

as the late George Nonte's Pistolsmithing,
and The NRA Guidebook to Handguns is
one tip-off.

New customizing kits come out every
day, and ~pecializedparts for accurizing
and improving handguns are getting to be
big business. Another tip-off.

Combat matches and silhouette shoot
ing competition give much impetus to do
it-yourselfpistolsmithing by putting the
emphasis on combining power with
accuracy.

Pistolsmiths can certainly help us with
their guidance and personal experience.
And new tools designed and made by
'smiths now let us tackle' tougher jobs, and
do them right the first time.

In the American Handgunner for
MarchiApril (1983), I described one such
tool: Brownells' Revolver Forcing Cone
Chambering Kit, which a shooter can use
to upgrade accuracy and performance.
This stirred up much interest among hand
gunners, so much so that I took a look at
other 'smithing tools, tried them out, and
now describe those which appear useful in

There are many new
tools on the market
designed to make
home pistolsmithing
a relatively easy task

the hands of serious, but untrained,
pistolsmiths.

I am not a pistolsmith, so I did a quick
survey of available tools. I tried to include
only the more generally useful ones. Not
even all these can be covered in the space
available in this story.

After narrowing my selection, I enlisted
the help of the man who is undoubtedly
deserving of the title, Mr. Gunsmithing
Supplier: Bob Brownell, head of
Brownells, Inc. (Montezuma, Iowa 50171).

Brownells' catalog is the prime source
for anyone interested in gunsmithing. You
can learn more about the subject by read
ing it ($3.25, refundable with $30 pur
chase) than by studying some heavy
books; and it's up-to-date.

Let me describe my experience with sev
eral of the newer tools and methods which
make tough pistolsmithing jobs easy and
precise. These include both customizing
and repairing operations. This story will
provide some tips to make jobs clearer and
help handgunners avoid problems as they
perform unfamiliar work for the first time.
Refer to the NRA book and your instruc
tion manual for disassembly steps, and use
the instructions supplied by the tool maker
for details of the work.

COMBATITARGET SIGHTS
Installing new combat or target sights on

.45 autos or similar guns probably is the
most popular customizing job. This is de
ceptively simple. It looks easy; but if not
done right, the sights may not line up prop
erly, or they may shoot loose.

The older method of soldering on the
front sight is one which amateurs were well
advised to leave to a 'smith. I ignored that
and silver-soldered a Micro target blade
on a Browning Hi-Power. After exhausting
my vocabulary of cuss words, I finally got
it right; but the clean-up and slide refinish
ing parts of the project were messy. I
learned that lesson the hard way.

A new front sight staking tool made the

Pressure is applied gradually to bent ejector rod of a S&W
M57 revolver until runout reads zero on dial indicator.

•

Seated with Loctite and staked in Auto Ordnance slide
dovetail, this MMC sight is low and will never shoot loose.



Wilson jig precisely positions New Model Blackhawk hammer
notch for honing with triangular-shaped Arkansas stone.

Cylinder alignment is checked with Brownell's Range Rod;
tip should pass smoothly down barrel, throat and chamber.

job easy and quick, with no refinishing.
Simply pick any tenon-type front sight-by
Millett, Micro, MMC or others-then
knock out the old factory sight with a
punch from inside the slide. The slot in the
slide (clean out any gunk or grease) ac
cepts the new sight tenon, and the MMC
tool fits onto the open front end of the
slide. A set screw in the tool holds the sight
in correct alignment, protected with thin.
cardboard, and fastens it in place. Then
tap a slotted wedge into the slot from the
front of the tool, swedging the tenon metal
up into the slot, filling it completely, for a
strong joint. Loosen the set screw, remove
the tool, and the job is done.

The tool costs $81.20. But a couple of
jobs will pay for it, considering what
pistolsmiths charge today.

Rear sights are not as tricky, but they too
must be done right. I recently installed a
MMC white-outline, adjustable lOw-pro
file sight on my Auto Ordnance .45 to use
with the factory front sight, which I gave a
yellow insert. No special tool is needed,
but this job is so often botched it deserves
mention.

I punched out the old fixed rear sight
from the left side of the slide (the narrower
side). Then I cleaned the slide dovetail and
tried the new base from the right side. It
would not enter the dovetail; but a few

strokes with a fine-cut needle file eased the
fit, leaving about II4 inch of resistance.
The dovetail was degreased and two drops
of Loctite placed in it. Using a nylon
punch, the sight base was driven into the
dovetail slot to the center mark of the slide.
Before the Loctite set, a small steel punch
was used to stake the base in the slide.
Metal from the slide need not fill the stak
ing notch, but it should touch both sides of
the notch.

FRONT SIGHT INSERTS
Then it was just a matter of adding the

leaf and spring and then the windage
screw, staking it to the nut, as the directions

Millett Handgun Boresighter has a .45 Hardballer longslide on
its barrel rod; the gauge measures height of the front sight.
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tapped into the sharp angle of the die from
both sides. My A5s have been throated but
they feed reliably with lighter loads after
reforming the lips. My Auto Ordnance clip

.(set for hardball), after forming, worked
just as well as more expensive stainless or
Gold Cup clips; it even fed Al Avenger
rounds perfectly in my converted Gold
Cup 045. The Novak die is priced at $29.95
and it can also be used to fix magazine lips
bent by being dropped.

use a yellow C-More target Patridge on a
Python with good results. Be sure to use
the exact size (.059 inch for Colt) drill bit in
redrilling the holes in the blade, to avoid
enlarging the pin holes in the base.

A 045 auto, even those which have been
throated for semi-wadcutter ammo, is re
liable only after the magazine has been re
shaped to move back the release point so
semi-wadcutter ammo doesn't jam on the
top of the chamber. An experienced
pistolsmith can do this in a minute with a
pair of pliers, but most of us need help. MILLETT BORESIGHTER

A simple tool, made by Creative Zeroing-in handguns can be wasteful of
Gun sm i thing and av ai/a ble fro m ammo and time-consuming. The new Mil
Brownells, is a bumping die which fits in- lett Boresighter is a precision gauge de
side of the magazine lips. A smoothfaced signed to measure sight settings and zero
hammer is used to flatten the front section them for high-velocity factory ammuni
of the lips. Then a rounded punch is Continued on page SO

Ron Power's custom-hardened stainless steel yoke bearings
(one on yoke stud) eliminates yoke looseness on this M57.

Tip of Brownells' Yoke Alignment Tool will not enter the cen- Brownells' Trigger Ad;ustment Pins fit holes on right side of
ter hole of this S&W M57 backplate (indicates yoke bent). fram~ to show exact hammer sear/engdgement for honing.

indicate. This made a fast, visible, low rear
sight which can be adjusted for any ammo.
It will never shoot loose.

Front sight inserts ~re becoming popu
lar. I have installed several Red Ramp
types. Recently, I tried a Bullshooters kit
with good results. Preparation of the sight
blade is important. Undercuts and holes
retain the insert. 1 work with the most fluid
mixes of insert resins I can handle to get
strong inserts without weak spots or voids.

Ifyou have a newer Ruger Blackhawk or
a Colt Python with a pinned sight blade,
the C-More plastic replacement blades
from Magnum Sales (30016 South River
Road, Mt. Clemens, Michigan 48045)
work well. They are almost indestructible
and come in ramp and Patridge designs,
five bright colors to a package ($14.95). I



THE J983IPSCIlATlOIIJII.S
Rob Leatham takes top honors, defeats 2nd place Brian Enos 
1983 Bianchi Cup match winner - by substantial margin. Women
shooters shine. Mickey Fowler, Mike Dalton not in top 20 this year.

ByJon Winokur

M ore than 300 topflight IPSC (Inter
national Practical Shooting Confer

deration) shooters from the United States
and Canada gathered near Moline, Illinois
over the July 4th weekend for the 1983
IPSC National Championships.

Rob Leatham of Mesa, Arizona
dominated the tournament and won the
Championship by a decisive margin over
second-place finisher and 1983 Bianchi
Cup match winner Brian Enos. Two-time
IPSe National Champion John Shaw fin
ished third.

There were actually two tournaments,
the overall match WQn by Leatham and,
for the first time; a sep-arate U. S. Women's
Championships. held prior to the main
match in which 31 women competed for
the title and a spot on the u.s. m>men~

World Shoot VI team.
Lee Cole of Fayetteville; Arkansas was

the winner. Kelly Steward of St. Louis,
Missouri was second and Sarah Van Val
zah of Columbia, Maryland was third.
(Van Valzah was also high female in the
overall competition).

The Milan Rifle Club's excellent ranges,
near-perfect weather, competent, courte
omran~officersandachallengin~~~

surprise course of fire combined to
produce one of the best Nationals yet.

The four-day tournament consisted of
six stages designed to incorporate the prin
ciples of practical shooting first promulg
ated by Jeff Cooper: Diligentia (Ac
curacy), Vis (Power), Celeritas (Speed).

Match I, Devil's Hole Defense, was a
quick and dirty affair, which put a pre~

um on speed. There were targets at4,5 and
7 yards, with a no-shoot "hostage" par
tially covering the target at 7 yards. Scor
ing was "limited Comstock?' Ross Carter
of Harrison, Arkansas won the stage, the
1983 Steel Challenge match winner,
Mickey Fowler, was second; John Shaw
was third.

TEST OF ACCURACY
Match II, Advanced Military Modified, is

an IPSC staple as a test of accuracy, with
targets at 10, 25 and 50 yards. Three com
petitors turned in identical scores of 246
out of a possible 250. Jim Zubiena of
North Hollywood, California was the tro

Rob Leatham, pictured here, practices regularly with Brian Enos out on the phy winner under a tie-breaking formula
Arizona desert. This practice paid off for them as they finished back-to-back. based on performance in o1Jler matches.
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Box score: Rogers, 6; Davis, 5; Bianchi, 4; Blocker, 3, and Sparks, 2.

TOP 20, THEIR LEATHER
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458.506
432.201
399.998
390.584
359.406
332.813
330.062
328.981
325.545
313.871
307.416
301.829
280.029
275.360
259.601
248.568
237.188
222.100
219.075
218.695

u.s. Women's Champion Lee Cole.

Cole, Lee
Stewart, Kelly
Van Valzah, Sarah
McHugo, Susan
Culbertson, Judy
Dardin, Constance
Geer, Roberta
Sayle, Sally
Fichman, Joanna
Divitis, Linda
Livingston, Ann
McClure, Kerry
Howard, K.I.
Rogers, Christie
Seney, Jennifer
Stamper, Susan
Predovich, Mary
Hadfield, Ollie
Chapman, Beverly
Anspach, Charlene

TOP 20 WOMENDavis
Davis
Davis
Rogers
Rogers
Davis
Rogers
Rogers
Bianchi
Rogers
Blocker
Blocker
Sparks
Blocker
Davis
Sparks
Bianchi
Bianchi
Rogers
Bianchi

MFG.HOME

Mesa, AZ
Mesa, AZ
Memphis, TN
Berryville, AR
Huntington, MA
Tucson, AZ
Jacksonville, FL
Austin, TX
Perry, MO
Roland, AR
N. Hollywood, CA
Madison, TN
Roggen, CO
Los Angeles, CA
E. Liverpool, OH

,. Vancouver, B.C.
Pontiac,IL
Fayetteville, AR
Harrison, AR
Caracas, Venezuela

98.0947
94.5906
91.6299
89.5124
89.0226
87.5070
86.4958
85.9798
85.9082
84.9871
84.6611
84.4982
84.0736
83.5534
83.4500
82.6597
82.5780
82.5624
82.4507
82.4197

SCORENAME

Rob Leatham
Brian Enos
John Shaw
Bill Wilson
Tom Campbell
Lee Souter
William Rogers
Chip McCormick
Eddie Brown
J. Michael Plaxco
Jim Zubiena
Rick Castelow
Ross Seyfried
Mark Day
John Sayle
Murray Gardner
Steve Duffy
Jason Cole
Ross Carter
Fred Boulton



one can do it; but how many people do it
right? How many people put the required
amount ofconcentration into it? That's the
key element I see missing in a lot ofshoot
ers: concentration.

And you have to make sure you don't
practice the wrong things. There are cer-.
tain basic skills common to most matches,
and people spend far too little time work
ing on them. If you want to do well in a
semi-surprise match, such as the
Nationals, you can't possibly simulate the
match beforehand-even if you did have
the resources. On Gasoline Alley, for exam
pIe, they had you shoot two 25-yard targets
over the hood of a car, crawl under the car,
and then shoot a moving target. You can't
set up that at home. But you can practice
putting two shots on each of two targets at
25 yards. A competitor should be well
versed in the basics before he shows up at a
match. At a minimum, he ought to be able
to place a shot on a target at 25 yards in
two-and-a-half seconds, and he ought to
be able to shoot quickly and accurately at

Continu~don poge59
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10 yards.
JW: Do you have a method to help you

remember the procedure in a surprise or
semi-surprise match?

RL: Not as such; but our league has a lot
of procedure-oriented matches. I never
have any idea what I'm going to shoot. I
just show up and whoever's running the
match that day will have set something up.
We don't have a formal coursebook, such
as the Southwest Pistol League has. So,
you get to the point where you can study a
course of fire for a few minutes, and then
go ahead and shoot it. When I shoot a
stage, I don't want to have any questions in
my mind. I run it over and over to the point
where I can actually see the sights aligned
on the target. Know the play beforehand,
and don't change it.

Itob Leatham, right, receives trophy from Guy Johnson, Milan Rifle Club prexy.

JW,: What's your advice to aspiring
National Champions?

RL: I see too many new shooters getting
too involved with equipment. Don't get me
wrong, I'm a gadgeteer to the end; but in a
match like this, I try to keep everything
simple.

My advice would be to get solid, good
quality equipment, something you'll be
able to build on. Buy a Colt MKIV, have a
trigger job done on it, and install decent
sights. I like adjustable sights, because I'm
constantly experimenting with different
loads.

As for practice, it's much simpler than
you might think. You don't have to do a lot
of 50-yard shooting or fire El Presidente
type matches. You can find perfection in
the simplest of shooting exercises. For ex
ample, the one-shot draw at 10 yards. Any-
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:crafts
~ e:A>fmy
be1ieve(that '1'10 one :per

son can exeel iJr-lill phases ofGUStomizing.
By employing selected specialists,
however, I can enlarge the scope ofmy ca
pability to bring innovative ideas to frui
tion, and at the same time bring maximum
expertise to all areas. It has always been
my practice to consult metallurgists,
machinists and fellow pistolsmiths to re
search the feasibility of new ideas; in that
way, I am assured of providing a combina
tion of the soundest and most technically
advanced custom pistols.

I chose the Llama Omni for this project
because of its well engineered design and
beautifully balanced feel, which bears sim
ilarity to other European automatics. The
ignition system is impressive, with a sepa
rate system for single-and double-action,
allowing the pistolsmith the latitude to ad
just one without compromising the other.

This Llama began as a basic fixed sight
9mm Omni with four factory magazines,
all provided by Stoeger Industries of
Hackensack, N.J. For the sake of sim
plicity, I will describe the customization of
this pistol from the top and work down.

The sights were replaced with a dual
crimp and low mount from Millett.

The rib on top, initially smooth, was re
cut and hand checkered at 40 LPI (lines
per inch).

The slide is milled narrower in the front
for holstering ease; all edges are hand
radiused to extend the life of the finish.
The rear of the slide is hand-checkered
at 40 LPI.

The safety latch is hand-checkered at 30
LPI; so is the gripping surface of the ham
mer, which also has been lightened by
drilling out.

The barrel bushing was custom-built by
Caraville Arms of Thousand Oaks, Cal-

40

iro
fit.
barn~ i ba:rrel was reo
~ Origi#ttl Jt1atte and en-
tum&{ in my shop.

The fulish on the Slide is" ~beaaed
sta,u,dard blue; preparation and applioa
tiob1)y Doug Canaday of Ridgetop
Guns}nithing, East Greenbush, N.Y.

The frame is rough-checkered on the
front strap for grip, and is entirely hand
radiused. The magazine well has been
opened up for easier insertion ofthe maga
zines. After initial work was completed,
the frame was sent to Bill Barron ofPerma
Chrome (Victoria, Texas), who handles all
of my plating. The finish is tough, uniform
and aesthetically appealing.

All friction bearing internal parts and
magazine chutes have been treated by
Electrofilm of Valencia, California with
Lube Lok 5306. This material drastically
reduces friction and is extremely rust resis
tant. After break in, the magazines func
tion as smooth as silk.

All internal functions have been tuned,
along with a reworked slide to frame inter
face for the utmost in accuracy.

The Llama Omni was test-fired with 50
rounds of lead bullet reloads. There were
no jams.

To carry the gun, Mike Taurisano of
Tauris Leather (New Hartford, N.Y.) has
provided a beautiful bench-made cor
dovan scabbard. Mike builds all types of
holsters to order, on request.

In addtion to Llama automatics, I offer
custom work on Sig, H&K, Beretta and.
Walther, as well as S&W and Ml9ll types.
Turnaround time is variable, but rarely ex
ceeds three months after I accept the con
tract.'Estimates are made at no expense.
Work for my fellow law enforcement of
ficers receives a courtesy discount.

I hope the winner of the Llama Omni
will enjoy this fine pistol for many
years to come.
Geoffrey B. Davis, Jr.
POB 160 Latham, NY 12110

!O InD COnlS!: Use a postcard,
follow sample; include name, address,
HOM-J/F,local dealer name and address.
Mall before February 1, 1984. Send to
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER, Box 16025,
San Diego, CA 92116.
Name-- ---:;-7-~--

Ad~~-----------.:~_
City & State ----''-'-'~__
BO• .JAJI./rD.1I.. Phone _

If I win, please ship my gun through the following dealer:

Dealer

Addreee

City State Zip

Contest void where taxed or prohibited by law. No pur
chase necees&ry. Winner must comply with aJl federal
and locaJ lam. Employees and agents ofPubllsher's De
velopment Corp. not eligible.



Here's what winner gets: the Llama Omn; 9mm auto, three
magazines and a fine holster made by Tauris Leatfter Company.
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MORE THAN 300 COMPETE...

'R11983
SECOND CRANCE
COMBA' SROO'
By Jon Winokur

T he 1983 Second Chance Combat
Shoot, held June 12-18 in Central

Lake, Michigan, was host to more than 300
shooters who competed in near-perfect
weather for more than $55,000 in cash and
prizes.

Jim Blackard of Claremore, Oklahoma
won the Five-Pin Event with a blistering
time of 19.0 (or 3.8 seconds per run) to beat
second-place finisher Michael Murray of
Dublin, Ohio by two full seconds.

Richard Davis, president and founder of
Second Chance, is an ex-Marine and in
vented the modern concealable ballistic
vest.

In 1971, in a dramatic demonstration of
his new product's capabilities, Davis shot
himself in the abdomen at point-blank
range while wearing an early model vest.

Knocking down bowl
ing pins at 25 feet in
split-second time is
fun and emulates
real-life "street"
confrontations.

,
To show that he could react immediately
after being hit, he jumped up and quickly
shot three discarded bowling pins off a
nearby table.

By 1975, the Second Chance vest had be
come the overwhelming choice among the .
nation's peace officers. Davis wanted to

thank his market personally, and decided
to put on a pistol match that would be fun.
He remembered the discarded bowling
pins from the demonstration and soon
thereafter the "N ational Street Combat
Shoot" (as it was then called) was born.
Only thirty or forty people showed up that
first year.

BIG STOP ON ORCUIT
Second Chance vests have saved the

lives of more American police officers
(nearly 300) than all other body armors
combined, and the "little backyard bowl
ing shoot" has become one of the biggest
stops on the handgun competition circuit.

This was my first Second Chance match.
The informal, carnival-like atmosphere,
was a welcome change from the high pres
sure usually associated with other major

Continued ?n page 72
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PROFILE

KENNETH E.jOHNSON

CUSTOM PISTOLSMITH
By Len Davis

of.45 accurizing-"at government ex
pense"-when he was assigned to take
several lots of 10 guns each, out of cos
moline, and told to find out exactly what
steps should be taken to make them shoot
more accurately. -

"We took each gun and fitted it with a
new barrel and bushing, before test firing:' -
he said.

A retired Chief Petty
Officer, he has ac
curized nearly 8,500
autos. He suggests
shooters do more
to hone their skills
and less to acquire
expensive and exotic
equipment

T here's too much emphasis placed to
day on the need for expensive, exotic

equipment for .45 auto shooters.
That's the opinion of 58-year-old Ken

neth E. Johnson of Poway Gun Works, a
fine, modern gun shop in Poway, Califor
nia. A retired Chief Petty Officer (USN),
Johnson has been accurizing .45 autos
since 1959, when he joined the Small Arms
Training Unit at Camp Elliott, now part
of Miramar Naval Air Station, near San
Diego.

Johnson has accur-ized .45 autos for
some of the nation's top competitive shoot
ers, including Donald L. Hamilton, U.S.
National Pistol Champion at Camp Perry,
Ohio in 1965, 1966, and 1969.

When Johnson is through with a gun-it
normally takes him about eight hours at
his work bench to accurize one-he guar
antees it to shoot "two-inches-or-under"
groups in a Ransom Rest at 50 yards, with
factory-loaded 185-grain SWC match
ammo. (The 10-ring at this distance has a
diameter of 3Y2 inches.)

The six-foot-one, 21O-pound affable
Swede from Afton, Iowa told the American
Handgunner that he learned the fine points

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· JANUARYIFEBRUARY 1984

"Then we took each gun and tightened
its slide, before test firing.

BARREL/BUSHING CRITICAL
"We then measured the groups fired by

the two lO-gun tests and learned that the
new barrel and bushing did more for ac
curacy than the slide tightening:'

With 19 years of U.S. Navy service-he
enlisted in 1942 at Dennison, Texas-under
his belt, two of them as a navy armorer,
Johnson tried out for the Navy rifle team in
1961.

His scores were high enough for him to
be named to the team that competed at
Camp Perry that year.

But after the National Matches were
over he decided his first love was accuriz
ing autos, not firing rifles.

After a brief tour of sea duty, during the
Cuban missile crisis, he retired from the
Navy in 1963 and accepted a Civil Service
post as a navy armorer in his old outfit, the
Small Arms Training Unit at Miramar.

He remained at Miramar, match-condi
tioning .45 autos, until 1973, when the unit
was transferred to the Naval Ammunition

Conti1l;ued on page 52
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CUSTOM
PISTOLSMITH
SURVEY
Most respondents give 'smiths high
marks. Complaints include excessive
turn-around time and excessive charges
for work performed.

By Len Davis

A national consumer survey by the
.L'\. American Handgunner gives the na
tion's custom pistolsmiths high marks.

Of 69 reader responses, 59 indicated
they were totally satisfied with all work
performed, which ranged from minor re
pairs and alterations to full-house action
jobs on revolvers and complete accurizing
of autos.

The 59 satisfied respondents expressed
glowing praise, with respect to turn
around time, work quality and prices
charged.

One significant factor a'rising from the
survey is the ratio' of work done on autos
and revolvers: 40 autos, 19 revolvers.

Of the 40 autos worked on, 35 were Colt
Government Model .45s and Gold Cup
models. The remaining five: an AMT
Hardballer .45, an Astra A-80 .45, a Colt
Super .38 and two Browning 9mm Hi
Power models.

One satisfied respondent wrote:
"I am a deputy sheriff on the western

slope of Colorado and have a working
knowledge of all my weapons.

"When I encountered a problem I was
not capable of correcting myself, with my
own tools, I turned to the American Hand
gunner Pistolsmith Directory. I was not
willing to entrust my duty weapon to just
any gunsmith in my area.

"I located one, gave him a call and was
satisfied with his competence over the
phone. He was very helpful, answered all
my questions and explained his recom
mendations to me in a manner I under
stood.

MANY PRAISES
"I have since had him work on my sec

ond Python, with complete satisfaction.
"He is well equipped to handle any

work, from minor to full-blown customiz
ing, and is the most competent 'smith' I
have ever met.

"I feel I would have been in a real bind if
I had not found him in the American
Handgunner directory:'

Another wrote:
"My custom pistolsmith, who advertises

in the American Handgunner, does ex
tremely high quality work and is interested
in pleasing his customers. He rechecked
my auto completely after 1,500 rounds had
been fired, at no extra charge. He replaced
broken parts after 5,000 rounds, also at no
extra charge."

Following are other comments made by
respondents:

"Delivery time was outstanding. Gener
ally, my pistol was ready in seven working
days, depending on what was involved.
For example, installing S&W sights and
hard chroming took only six working
days:'

"It is hard to find good pistolsmiths with
reasonable delivery times. I don't mind
waiting; but don't tell me six months and

Continued on page 63
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FRED SADOWSKI, 300 GUJIllmith Service,
4655W~ SL, Denver, CO 80216 (303)
893·2158. Combat and PPC revolvers/autos;
short-aetion Blackhawks.
CONNECfICUT
COU' CUSTOM GUN SHOP. ISO Huyshop
Ave., Hartford, CT 16102. Custom engraving,
tuning, griJ'l'.•
CAMPBELL H. IRWIN, Rte. 20, E. Hartland,
CT06027 (203) 653-3901. ActioIl wad:, _um·
ing revolver and pistols, barrel and cylinder
""nversions. Luger rebarreling, trigger work.
Colt warranty station. High Standardspeciali<t
PHIUP BRUCE MAHONY. White Hollow
Road, RRI. Box 223. Lime Rock, CT 0fi039.
.45 combat/accuracy work; trigger stopS for
odd model Ruger SA revolvers. General pistol
smithing.
FWRlDA
ACCURATE PLATING, 1937 Calumet St.,
#22, Clearwater, FL 33575 (813) 733-0923.
Specializing in .45 accurizing, sight alterations,
trigger jobs. All types of gun finishes.
CRAWFORD'S GUNSMfI1IING, Rte. 2, Box
llO. Altha, FL 32421 (904) 762-8164. Specializ
ing in IPSe pistols. Home of the Tink Comp, a
unique ""mpensator (completely removable,
DO pistol alterations needed to install, fits all
govt. models and Gold Cups witb 6" barrel,
and Commander with 5W' barrel).
JACK'S GUNS &: RELOADING (Jack
Abene). 3911 W. Waters Ave~ Ste. 3, Tampa. FL
33614 (813) 932-8824. PPC tuning/auto accuriz
ing. Barreling, industrial bard cbroming..
REED KNIGHT, 1306 29th, Vew Beach, FL
32960. Custom conversions, unusual jobs.·
LOG CABIN GUN TRADERS, INC. (Steven
D. Rupert), 91 Hwy., 17.92, De Bary. FL 32713.
Custom eombat IPSe .4Ss/Brown. Hi-Power;
custom ""mbat revolvers.·
SHERMAN'S CUSTOM GUNS (Walt Sher
man), 9621 Rose Rd.• Tallahassee. FL 32304
(904) 877·3390. Specialius in Colt Python ac
tions, but will do S&W or N frames.•
THE SHOOl1NG SHED (A. Carl Steinmetz).
1100 Sunset Strip (Suite 2), Sunrise, FL 33313
(305) 792-8885. Match, ""mbal, fulJ.bouse ""n
versions of Colt, S&:W and Ruger revolvers;
also IPSC conversionsofCoIl, Browning autos.·
Custom griJ'l'. Diseout to poIiee oIIicers.
GEORGIA
ALPHA PRECISION, INC. (Jim Sb'Ob), 1231
Sunderland Ct, Atlanta, GA 30319 (404) 453
0477. Custom .45.. barrels, cnrnpensalorsystem
for .45, blUing/plating. Brochure $2
BULLSEYE GUN SHOP, 509I-F Buford
Hwy~Doraville, GA 30340. CoII.4S aocurizing,
S&W K frame action jobs.•
RALPH W. INGLE, #4 Missing Link,
Rossville, GA 30741 (404) 866-)589. Engraving
in the traditional manner: hammer/chisel.
Color catalog $3.
STRAHAN &: SON, INC. (Travis Straban),
Rte. 7, Townsend ClfCle, Ringgold, GA 30736
(404) 9374495. Custom work on PPC/bullseye
revolvers/autos. Design/manufacture M_
sights and slide stop scope mounL Accurizing
work.·
ILLINOIS
DONALD W. BARON, 6060 W. 95tb SL, Oak
Lawn, IL 60453 Cnstomizing eombat.45 autos;
also multi-ca1iber Colt Commanders and fine.
tuning revolvers: botb wget/duty.·
BELLS CUSTOM SHOP (Dave Nom), 3313
Mannbeim Rd.• Franklin Park, IL 60131 (312)
678-1900. Reliable/aa:urate.455 for combaL.
CUSTOM GUN REPAIR (Bob Finkbeiner,
Len lrlacher). 2908 W. Route 120. McHenry. IL
6OOSO (815) 385·2111. s&W, Ruger, Colt action
jobs; duty guns made smooth, but "street
legal." Graduates of S&W and Ruger armorer
schools.
HAUOCI ENTERPRISES(Steven Hallodc).
1207 KirIc:wood Drive, Pontiac,IL61764. Action
jobs: Colt/Ruger/S&W. Combat wad: OIl Colt
.45.. Ransom Rest testing.•
RICHARD HEINIE. 821 Adams, Havana, IL
62644 (309) 543·4535..45 combat aulos,
bluing/parkerizing. BrochW'Cl SI.·
MIIMMElUCA RECREATION. INC. (Miller
Custom Gnns), 1328 5th Ave., Moline. IL
6126S. Match.grade long slide 45.. short slide
""mbat aOIDs;,evolvers, custom tnneouJ'l'.
QVAUTY PIS'roLSMl'l1llNG (Stephen M.
Snider)., Box 301. Enel'!Y. IL 62933 (618) 942
128,S. C\l.stom doty-grade S.t:W 39a and 59s,
CDitlbaI ASs. SpeeiliIlIniihes: Nite,., Metalny;
..PCClO8verslons.·
HAROLD $tIOCXLEY. Box 116, Hanna City.
IL 61536 (309) 565'""524. Rellilisbing. bluing,
plalina; sights, parts for Colt l\l\d Browning
MSBsi·
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AN AFFORDABLE LEGEND

For further info
see your Dealer.

ROG ERS PLAXCO
HOLSTER

$40.45

NEW!
SAW COMBAT SIGHTS
...... 3 Dot
~ Night Sights

$34.95 set
Without Sights

$24.95 set

DISCOUNTS!
ON ALL PRODUCTS

Aimpoint Auto Ordance
Gerber Choate
HKS Bushnell
MGW Sights B-Square
MTM Selenta
Norton Roge~

Combat PPC Guns
.45 Custom Pachmayr

Work

CYLINDER DE·LEADING TOOL
If you shoot 38 Spl. ammo in your 357 Mag or Max; or 44 Spl. in a
44 Mag, you know how difficult the lead build-up at the end of each
chamber can be to remove. The CLYMER DE-LEADING TOOL
removes this lead quickly and easily without damage to the gun.
IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE in 357 and 44 calibers @ $22.00 each.

8a~·,..~!:'~-jii!==C=;,E:~;!·==:£~~=;t;f;;":=
38 S&W SPECIAL 44 REM MAG 6.5 MM TCU
357 MAGNUM 45 LONG COLT 7 MM TCU
357 MAXIMUM 45 ACP 9 MM LUGER

SPECIAL NOTE: Clubs and Ranges can offer a de-leading Service to their
members and customers to quickly pay for the tools.

WRITE OR PHONE FOR FREE BROCHURE

CLYMER MANUFACTURING CO. INC.
14241 W. Eleven Mile Road

Oak Park, Michigan 48237 USA
(313) 541-5533 or (313) 541-5594

....

Auto Ordnance introduces
its production of the Govern
ment Model 1911A1 .45ACP
Automatic Pistol. The mystique of this
widely recognized pistol is now intensified
by the reputation that accompanies the
Auto Ordnance name. From the select
materials to the handsome finish, this is
the gun you'll be as proud to own as we are to
manufacture. Accuracy of the Auto Ordnance
.45 we tested was significantly better than the
average as-issued M 1911. American Rifleman, Nov.1981

300f00FF SA W
GALeO LEATHER "I NC.

(formerly Jackass) SSII
For.45 Autos & l.J po. BOX 140845 I I
Most Revolvers .'. O' 141 DONELSON PIKE VIS4: CATALOG

NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE 372141
$55.95 SHOP (6151889-0862. I $1.00 .

INFORMATION (615)889-0862 - ORDERS ONLy (Toll Free) 1-800-251-6007

any chance of the hammer striking the rear
of the firing pin. When clearing a jam or
malfunction it prevents any firing
accident. You can depend upon it. You can
actually see the firing pin down inside and
you know it is impossible for the hammer
to strike it.

There is, however, a potential trouble
spot that mayor may not arise, depending
upon the holster you are using. Due to the
size of the left side of the manual firing pin
safety, it is possible that some holsters may
push against this large end and partially or
wholly shove the firing pin safety to the
right. This same situation occurred many
years ago with the Smith & Wesson
magazine releases on its 9mm pistols. But a
minor adjustment in holsters corrected this
problem.

Check and double check your holster. If
it does tend to shove over the firing pin
safety, a Ii ttle cu tting away of leather
should take care of this minor problem.

I understand that the Viking II will retail
for around $500. This is not appreciably
more in today's world than the cost of a
conventional Colt and, in my opinion,
there is no comparison.

The Viking II gives the shooter a fast,
compact street pistol plus a fine handgun
with more than enough single-action ac
curacy to permit its use in IPSC, Steel
Plates, Man Against Man and other simi
lar combat-type matches.

Most important of all, it is a safe pistol if
handled and used intelligently. I
cannot recommend it too ......
highly. ~

Editor's note: For more information on
the Viking II auto, write to 001, U4-A
Greenwood Ave., Midland Park (Dept.
AU), NJ 07432.

Oddballs in a firearms collection
seem to be limited only by the imagina
tion of arms designers.

There have been guns in canes,
pistols in gloves, belt buckles that fired
as the wearer's arms were raised, tiny
purse pistols that shot pea-sized bullets,
huge horse pistols with one-inch bores,
palm guns resembling a woman's com
pact, pepperboxes with several barrels
clustered around a common axis, sin
gle-shot pistols built into knife handles,
door locks that fired a single round
through a keyhole at night prowlers,
and that scourge of crooked card
sharks-the derringer.

In their various ways, all these guns
testify to man's remarkable ingenuity
in matters of personal defense.

INFO 'QUICKIE'

VIKING II
Continuedfrom page32
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WHA'f"S
NEW
Hogue now oHers
grips for D. Wessons

Guy Hogue and his three sons are
now producing custom .grips for

Dan Wesson revolvers.
Woods and prices are Brazilian rose

wood, kingwood, bocote and cocobolo,
$50; mesquite (light color), pau ferro
(ironwood) and Goncalo Alves, $40.

Fine-line checkering is $15 extra.
Hogue told the American Handgun

ner it takes about two hours to custom
make each grip.

Hogue Combat Grips (POB 2038,
Atascadero, CA 93423) also makes
custom grips for Colt, Smith & Wesson
and Ruger revolvers, and Colt Govern
ment Model autos.

Hogue, a retired Los Angeles Police
Department officer, said his three sons
are now working full time in his busi
ness. Aaron, 22, does all the fine-line
checkering; Kenneth, 19, roughs-out
the wooden grips and inlets them;
Patrick 16, specializes in molding their
non-wood,one-,pi.e£.eMmwv-iP®
models.

The Hogue "signature" on his wood
grips is a fine stripe of ivory-like micarta
(a strong synthetic material) between
the main piece and its polished ebony
(or other wood) butt.

Pachmayr oHers auto
shooters new products

Colt .45 auto shooters will be
interested in three new products offered
by Pachmayr.

Its beavertail safety, for both
Government and Commander frames,
takes the "bite" out of shooting full
loads. The semi-soft, rubber-covered grip
safety protects the web of the hand and
helps reduce flinching.

The Pachmayr Grip Safety must be
fitted to the gun by a qualified
pistolsmith, because of the differences in

tolerance found in Colt frames.
Suggested retail price is $37.50.
Pachmayr's one-piece slide release

lever/ slide pin stop facilitates easy closing
of the auto's slide by extending the
release of the slide release lever,
increasing leverage and reducing the
effort required to release the slide from
its locked, hold-open position.

The all-stainless steel slide release
lever features a grooved, elongated shelf
that provides a positive, non-slip surface.
The extended shelf falls directly under
the right-hand shooter's thumb for
immediate and convenient use. The pin
is slightly oversize, which allows precise
and proper fitting to all Colt and
similarly designed autos.

Left-handed shooters can actuate the
slide release lever by using the trigger
finger.

The lever is a must for both combat
and bullseye shooters. Combat shooters
cannot afford to waste time when they
are competing against a stopwatch.
Bullseye shooters demand one-hand
operation, so they do not have to alter
their proper grip on the pistol between
shots.

Suggested retail price for the lever is
$32.50.

Pachmayr's stainless steel magazines
are designed to keep malfunctions to a
minimum.

A metered-tension magazine spring
ensures correct elevation of the magazine
follower, which has a polished and
radiused feed ramp that raises the last
round to perfect alignment for reliable
chambering. Its lips are perfectly formed
and hardened to handle all types of
bullet shapes, from 185-grain wadcutters
to 230-grain hardball ammo.

The dual-purpose magazine bumper
protects the magazine from shock and
internal damage if it is dropped, and the
quarter-inch extension enables the
shooter to insert and lock the magazine
quickly and easily in place.

The bumper extension is attached to
the bottom of the magazine with two
stron.g screws, which allows it to be easily
disassembled for proper maintenance
and cleaning.

Suggested retail price: $22.
For further information, write to Bruce

Baker, Director of Marketing, Pachmayr,
POB 15053 (Dept. AH), Los Angeles, CA
90015.

Ltd. edition series
honors Alaskan game

Magnum Sales Limited, a division of
Mag-na-Port Arms, Inc. is offering a
series of four customized stainless steel
Ruger Super Blackhawks in .44 Magnum
caliber.

Dedicated to the big game animals of
Alaska, only 200 of each gun will be
produced.

Each of the series will feature an
animal profile etched on the cylinder.
"Alaskan Series" is etched on the barrel,
and "One of 200" on the top strap.

The guns are fitted with the new high
contrast C-More front sight and an
Omega white outline rear sight.

Timing in each Alaskan gun is
checked carefully, the action is smoothed
and the barrel Mag-Na-Ported.

Guns are sealed at the factory,
assuring the collector that the gun's
hammer has never been cocked after it
left Mt. Clemens.

Each gun is shipped in a fitted walnut
case; the appropriate animal's profile
adorns a maple insert.

Animal and barrel lengths are grizzly
bear, 4% inches; caribou, 6Y2; Dall's
sheep, 5Y2, and moose, 7Y2.

Price: $695 each; $645 each if entire
~ries is ordered.

For more information, contact the
company at 30016 South River Road
(Dept. AH), Mt. Clemens, MI 48045.

Rig announces 3-cal.
compact cleaning rod

Rig Gun Care Products has a new
stainless steel handgun cleaning rod that
opens from a compact 4t.!.1 inch to a full
73;4 inch.

It will accept most brushes and tips
and comes with .22, .38 and .45 caliber
bronze brushes, a brass tip and a Delrin
bore guide-all packed in heavy-duty,
zip-lock plastic case.

The combo rod-designated RR8-2
retails for $16.95.

Single caliber models sell for $12.95
each.

For more information, write to the
company at 87 Coney Island Drive
(Dept. AH), Sparks, NY 89431-6317.
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Customize Your ,45 ACP WithPachm~
Pachma~is the Champions' Choice. Col. Charles Askins,
Jeff Cooger, Ray Chapman, and Ross Seyfried-all pack the

Pachmayr brand. They know, as do many other top competi
tive and recreational shooters, that when it comes to quality and

performance, PachmayrQ!> is the only choice. The only real
question, in fact, is whether you customize your .45 ACP yourself

(or through your local guI,lsmith) with Pachma~custom accessories,
or have PachmayrQ!> Gun Works accurize one for you!

Two Ways To Customize, 1. PachmayrQ!> Gun Works has been
known since 1929 for some of the finest pistol smithing available. We

can "build" a .45 ACP for you, reworked from the action out. Every trick
of the trade built in fOf you to give you the competitive edge. Including

our unique extended barrel with top-front venting to reduce recoil height
while firing. That means you're back on target that winning fraction quicker. One

more reason why champions choose Pachma¢

2. Or do your own custom work; using our full line of accessories for the .45
ACP, including a unique, padded beaver-tail grip safety that eliminates painful

"hammer bite:' Choose from our selection of checkered mainspring housings
and renowned "Signature" grips (in 3 styles for the .45 ACP). Our stainless steel

slide stop decreases the leverage needed to actuate the slide release. Eliminate
cartridge feed problems with our magazine follower. And don't forget our fine

quality stainless steel magazines and rubber magazine bumpers for surer
reloading in the field without fumbling or lost time.

Name' _

Street Addres...• _

•

City, State, Zip.p _

My gun retailer ..Is'-- _

Pach.ntaytl' Gun Works, Inc.
1220 So. Grand Ave., Dept.AH-1

Los Angeles, CA 90015

Reach for the Best! And nothing less.
Make PachmayrQ!> your brand for reliable, quali
ty gunsmithing and gun accessories, For per
formance in the clutch, it's the only brand good
enough for champions! Send $2 fqr your full
linePachma~ color catalog.

~-------------------------_.

..···MAIL COUPON TO:-

Stainless steel magazine
With rubber bumper

Stainless steel slide stop re- Pachmayr4l reworks trig-
quires less thumb gers for precise 31fa to
leverage 41fa lb. pull

Padded beaver-tail safety

"Qua!ity and Performance... an American Heritage"
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$529
$279

*Actually, only about 15 different cartridges.

Available
NOW

357/9 Ultra

New S&W 19 con
verted to 357/9 Ultra

Customer's S&W 19
converted

Retail Prices

Chambers, Fires, Extracts
380, 9mm, 38 Super, 9mm Win Mag.
38 S&W, 38 Special, 357 Magnum,
and other similar cartridges.

Any cartridge can be fired in any chamber.
Extractor lips position rimless cases. Note
fully recessed chambers and unfluted cyl
inder.

The Gun that Shoots Evervthing*

Custom Conversion of S&W 19
4" or 6" blue has special cylinder with
unique chamber design and pat pending
extraction system. No half-moon clips. ex
tra cylinders, or extra barrels needed. Pho
tos show conversion parts in white for
clarity. Finish is blue.

Sold only through retail gun stores.
If your favorite dealer doesn't have
info, give us his name and we'll send
details to both of you.

~!M©o Phillips & Bailey, Inc.
(r;J:::' P.O. Box 219253

Houston. TX 77218
713-392-0207

SEAR ENGAGEMENT
The "secret" is the use of external gun

pins and precision jigs for hand-stoning. In
other words, to get a professional-quality
job, do it the way the pros do.

Checking sear engagement is not easy in
mosLguns, because the sear edge and ham
mer notch are hidden by the frame. The
solution is to use a set of tightly-fitted pins
which mount in the frame holes on the out
side to show the hammer and sear in their
exact internal relationship.

My Ruger New Model Blackhawk Al
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DO-IT-YOURSELF
Continuedfrom page 36

tion. The tool has two'parallel rods which
serve as a track to carry a movable dial
gauge. Below these rods is an inter~

changeable barrel rod. The 9mm rod
works also for .38 and .357 calibers; a .45
rod is furnished, others are optional.

You simply install the proper barrel rod,
slip it on the handgun and move the gauge
to the high point of the front sight; then,
life the gauge tip and place it squarely on
the sight. The relative height is recorded;
then the g~uge is moved to the rear sight
(upper e'dge) and again read. The
difference between the front and rear read
ings and the sight radius are referred to a
table, supplied with the tool, to find the
change in the point of impact at 25 yards.
The directions state that the rear sight
should be .101-.015 inch higher than the
front sight. There is no provision for cal
ibrating windage, but the rear notch can be
centered under the gauge tip.

The Boresighter is well made and will be
useful if you have many handguns to zero
in. It does not eliminate accurate zeroing
in by shooting, but it does get you on the
paper, usually in the black. Obviously, de
tailed instructions cannot be given for all
factory ammunition of different bullet
weights and velocities, let alone hand
loads. I checked a couple of ,45 autos
zeroed-in for my target handloads and
found that the rear sight was .013 inch
lower than the front sight. With a little ex
perience, the shooter can note such read
ings and easily zero-in other guns to simi
lar loads.

The first thing many handgunners do
with a new handgun is to try to improve its
trigger pull. More amateur "trigger jobs"
are probably botched than improved. The
majority do not result in much net im
provement, while some are downright
unsafe.

There is no real excuse for this. With the
right equipment and methods, any careful
shooter can produce good trigger pulls on
popular high-quality handguns. To me, the
handgun with a light, smooth, crisp trigger
pull is a joy to shoot. Heavy, grating,
creepy pulls are an abomination; not even
a master marksman can shoot them well.

$9.95
Soft cover

$14.95
Hard cover

$19,95 Hard,
autographed
and numbered

Add $2.00 per book or $1.00 per item for
postage and handling on all lSI logo
products. Money order, Visa, and Master
Card, (send number and expiration date)
shipped immediately. Personal checks
allow 3 weeks for delivery. Ca. residents
add 6%% sales tax.

CLASSES FORMING
2 day and 5 day courses in self-defense or
competition available. These international
experts and combat masters will teach you to
fire fast controlled shots, with the mental
conditioning to obtain pin-point accuracy, and
fulfill your personal goals!

Send $2.00 for complete 8 Page
Brochure and Information Packet

to

• DRY-FIRE KITS
PRACTICE AT HOME
IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS

lSI LOGO PRODUCTS
Dry Fire Kit 3.95
Hat Pins 4.00
Hats (Baseball Type) , 6.00
T-Shirts 7.00
Belt Buckles

Gun Belt 1% - 2" 12.95
Dress Belt 1-1 1/{ •••••••••••••• 12.95

lSI Patches 2.00

World champion handgun shooters
Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton teach
yoil how and when to shoot. Enhance your
ability to survive. Areas covered: safety
• marksmanship • tactics • legal •
women • technique • crime • guns and
equipment. ammunition • 150 photos.

INTERNATIONAL.~i SHOOTISTS INC.

'. <!!>

DEPARTMENT A.H.
P.O. BOX 5254, MISSION HILLS. CA. 91345
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Attention!
(~((»JM Jail1r

SJ8Ir((~I(()J E]I{S
Now yeu can purchase the

accessories you need in one
convenient ;>Iace. We offer:

Kings Extended Safties 18.50
Ambidextrous Safties-M-S Safari 34.50

Colt 49.95
Extended Slide Release 19.50
Wilson Shokbuff 6.35
Wilson-Dwyer Group Gripper Gov!. 22.95

Comm. 27.95
Wolff 18'hlb. recoil spring 4.50
MK IV recoil spring 1.50
Extended Magazine Release 17.50
Micro adjustable sights 31.50
Wichita adju,'able sights 49.95
King-Tapr~' "8d sights 29.00
MMC Bar ,-, ••• fixed sights 26.00
Mellett fixed sights 26.00
Beavertail grip safties- M-S Safari 19.00

Colt 23,00
Long Match Triggers 10.40

31ightening holes 17.50
Magazlnes- Colt. blue 16.00

Devel, 8 rds 17.95
Flat Mainspring housing- Colt, eked. 23.00

Colt. serrated 23.00
Pachmayr '9.95

Colt Barrell and Bushing sets 49.95
Colt Commander Hammers 16.50
Micro Bushing !I.50
Bianchi' Askins Avenger" 35.00
Bianchi "Chapman Hi-Ride" 40.95
Blocker "Security" (teflon lined) 35.95
Blocker "X-16" 26.95
Rogers "Idaho Reloader"'pouch 6.35
Rogers E-Z load 6.35
Bianchi "clip grip" 19.00
Blocker "double clip" 21.00
Rogers PPS Grips 22.95
Bianchi "Lightning" grips 21.00
Pachmavr "combat" grips 17.50
Detonics Extended Recoil

Spring Guide 28.00
IPSC Hat Pins 6.75

\' Ie have considerable experience
in IJerforming IPSC style modifica
tions. Inquire for details.

We are a Colt's Warranty Repair
Station and carry a wide variety
of Colt Parts. I~.q.u.i~~ for details.

We offer a complete money back
guarantee --

Forward Correct remittance in
cash. check orM.O. along

with 10% or $2.50 postage to:
FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST!

Dealers please inquire

SJH[(O( 1ST
S((J J~ ~ll»JLy

6225th
Belle Fourche, SO 57717

C.O.D. 's Welcome
or ..all your Visa and Mastercharge

orders to
(605) 892-2822

Magnum revolver is a fine gun, but it had a
seven-pound, creepy trigger pull. I used a
Brownells pin set for the gun (it also fits the
New Model Super Blackhawk and Single
Sixes). The sear pin was so tight that I had
to tap it into the hole on the right side of
the gun frame; but the excessive engage
ment was very visible when I mounted the
sear and hammer. Machine marks on both
the hammer notch and sear edge ac
counted for the roughness in the pull. The
set sells for $9.95 and is well worth it, es
pecially if you have several single-action
Rugers, as I do.

I set up the trigger in a Tom Wilson sear
jig for these guns. (Old Model Rugers take
a different set ofjigs.) The Wilson jigs cost
$61.95; prices vary for other makes and
models. By adjusting the trigger angle with
the screw as directed, you can be sure your
stoning will retain the correct angle, and
that the surfaces will be square and flat.
Both surfaces of the sear were stoned with
progressively finer, hard Arkansas stones
until they were flush with the faces of the
jig, finally producing a mirrorlike finish. It
is almost impossible for most of us to stone
even one surface flat and square, let alone
two which meet at an odd angle, without a
jig of this type. The finished trigger was
fine,but the engagement was still too deep,
causing the creep.

The separate Wilson hammer jig was
placed in the vise and the hammer on its
pin adjusted to reduce the engagement; J
stoned it to .013 inch; according to direc
tions, it must not be less than .012 inch. I
checked it visually on the adjustment pins
several times. Finally the hammer notch
was set at .002 inch above the jig face and
honed with an oiled triangular stone to re
move machine marks.

TRIGGER JOBS
Reassembling the gun, I substituted a

Bullseye trigger return spring for the fac
tory spring to red uce the trigger pull
weight a bit more. After oiling with Break
Free and working the action, the trigger
pull weight measured a little more than
two pounds and was as crisp as any single
action pull can be and still be safe.

Ruger makes excellent revolvers, but
their full potential is brought out only by a
fine trigger job. Most experts think two
pounds is too light; and they recommend
at least three pounds, clean and crisp.

Trouble with cylinder rotation or
lockup, usually along with yoke looseness
and misalignment, is more common than
many handgunners realize. These result
from overloading or mishandling and
cause frequent misfires, uneven trigger
pull weights in double-action and, in the
worst cases, firing from unlocked
cylinders. Often excessive headspace and
shrunken cylinder/barrel gaps are present
at the same time.

A couple of my projects involved very
heavy handloading of a Smith & Wesson
M57 .41 Magnum revolver. The cylinder
was frozen in place several times by heavy

Continued 011 page 54

·STAINLESS -STEEL
FINISH *

By'

-#ACCURATE
PLATING

& WEAPONRY
, 1t.#C.

eSTB. J976

BLUING-NI'CKEL
HARD (HROME-GOLD

.45 CUSTOMIZING
COMPLETE GUN SMITHING

we Pl.ATE MOST Al.l,IMI'N:vM
Al.I.Ov$

SEND SA.&.E FOR PRICE LIST-DEALERS INC. FH

1937 CALUMET ST.
CLEARWATER.:! FL.33575

Phone 813-733- v923
.Ac:comptl&h~d wit" tt.tU ttHome pllllifl9.Wean like

tl1OnJe.sSc. H~rd as, Stalol4t$11.

G> RAM-LINE"
~ * 12SHOT *

MAGAZINE
FITS RUGER* MK I or II
PISTOLS

...
"EASY-LOAD",
NO THUMB
BUSTER DESIGN

•
FACTORY
GUARANTEED

•
PROOF TESTED

•
2 EXTRA ROUNDS

Sugg. List $9.95 Item No. MAK 1210
Ask your Dealer or Order by Mall

REASSEMBLE your Ruber MK1/11
pistol in60 SECONDS! Send $1.00
for our "secret" instructions and a
Ram-Line™ Catalog.

RAM·L1NE, Inc., Dept. 1213
406 Violet 51. Golden, CO 80401

•A Registered Trade Mark at Sturm. Ruger & Co.. Inc

KNIFE & GUN FINISHING SUPPLIES

*Specialists in metal finishing*

Gun refinishing supplies for the hobbiest
or the professional. Largest supplier in
the Southwest of buffing wheels, abra
sives, buffing machinery, Foredom tools
and accessories, Dremel accessories,
Cratex accessories, and bluing supplies
and equipment Send $2.00 for catalog.

********
P.O. Box 13522, Arlington, TX. 76013

Phone 817-261-0569
A
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A NEW LEADER FOR A FAMILIAR LINE
H4350 RIFLE POWDER

. .

KEN JOHNSON
Continuedfrom pqge 43

Depot at Crane, Indiana. Johnson per
formed the same duties there until his
federal retirement in 1979, when two of his
former shipmates-Ray Peet and Bill
Simpson-asked him to join them at the
Poway Gun Works. Peet and Simpson are
co-owners of the California gun shop, situ
ated about 20 miles north of San Diego.

Looking back on his two year~ bf com
bat service aboard destroyers and su b
marine patrol boats in the Pacific during
World War II, coupled with his many years
as a navy armorer, Johnson told the Amer
ican Handgunner he is enjoying life as a
civilian; "a civilian armorer;' he added.

During his U.S. Navy and Civil Service
years-from 1942 to 1979-Johnson
estimates he has accurized more than 8,000
.45 autos.

Since becoming a civilian armorer, he
has accurized more than 300 .45 autos, all
at the Poway GU!1 Works, where action
work on revolvers is done by co~ownerRay
Peet. His partner, BillSimpson, specializes
in custom rifle barreling and stock work.
Both Peet and Simpson also are retired
CPOs.

Johnson said his most frequent request
for .45 auto pistol-smithing involves trig
ger work, followed by the installation of
adjustable sights, beavertails and am
bidextrous safeties for combat shooters.
Next most frequent requests entail slide
tightening, and the installation of barrels/
bushings to enhance the gun's overall ac
curacy.

When someone brings in a .45 auto for
Johnson to completely accurize, he does
the following:
. (1) Installs an adjustable rear sight and

front target blade, or Bo-Mar ramp sight..
(2) Tightens slide to receiver. .
(3) Fits replacement barrel, usually

with one made by Fred Kart of Riverhead,
New York, and barrel bushing (Kart,
Micro or Clark).

(4) Installs new, long aluminum trigg~r

and adjusts it to a smooth 3Y2 or four
pounds, depending on whether the shooter
fires wadcutter or hardball ammo. .

(5) Examines and fits extractor; re
places if necessary.

(6) Polishes loading ramp, for smooth
feeding.

(7) Test-fires from a Ransom Rest.
Groups are saved and delivered with
pistol.

WHAT'S THE COST
The cost of accurizing is $175 for labor

(eight hours, which does not include blue
ing time) and $300 for parts.

Johnson fits the new barrel to the slide
and receiver, using a three-point lock-
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These ERMA Toggle
Pistols are available
today from your
Excam Distributor.
Send $2.00 for full
color catalog illus
trating the entire
Excam Line.

Priced/at least 30% less than
the nearest cpmpetltor. H4350 will

use the same data as the IMR version
Packaged in the rtandard one and eight
pound containers. H4350 is now avail
able through deillers and distributors of
other fine Hodgdon powders.

DODIDON 'DWboCCl ff
SHAWNEE MISSION KANSAS ~. .

4480 East 11th Ave .. Hialeah. FL 33013

FEATURES: • Toggles hold open after
last shot

• Machined Steel Firing Trains
• Highly polished blue finish
• Made in West Germany
• Accurate and Dependable

KG1'68A 
.380ACP, the
original "Baby
Luger" with 5
shot clip and
adjustable sights.

CONSISTENCY and PRICE
make this new rifle powder from
Hodgdon a leader for your re-Ioading
bench. The results of shooting te"sts
have shown this to be one of the most
consistent powders on the market today.
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FOR WINNERS
ONLY.
Reduce recoil 40%
with new Auto-Port

lM

Only$99!

Name _

For the reloader
who needs everything.
A handsomely bound volume paGked with
comprehensiv~reloading information - the
famous Hornady Handbook makes a perfect gift
for any rfloader. who needs the answer to anyone
of thousands onechnical questions. Contains
new loads, including information on metallic
silhouette cartridges... new ballistics
informafiQn ... new trajectory and wind drift data.
Over 650 pages ... the handbook every reloader
should own. Only $14.00

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;- - -.- - - - - - - "'\
HORNADY MFG. CO. Dept. AH-I
P.O. Box IB4B, Grand Island, NE 68802

Please rush my Hornady Handbook. Enclosed is
$14.00, plus $2.00 for postage and handling.

Patent applied for.

Bell's Custom Shop
3:U5.Mannheim Roal;!
Franklin Park, IL 60231
(312) 6.78-1900 .

Auto-Port reduces recoil without loss of
accuracy, reliability or significant muzzle
velocity.

Whatever your form of shooting, Auto-Port
gives you the competitive edge. '

Auto-Port is a. patented development of Bell's
Custom Shop, one of the country's premier
specialists in combat modifications ior the IPSC
and PPC competitor.

No F.FL is required to send your pistol to us for
customizing. Allow two weeks for the ~tandard

Auto-Port treatment Visa and American Express
accepted.

FGr complete technical data in.~luding test
reports by an independent engineering firm,

Isend $1. We'll refun.d it with your first order.

AUTO~PORTTM

Address _

INFO 'QUICKIE'
Collecting scarce ha,pdgun car.tndges .

is a fun hobby. Good specimens may be
found at !peal gun shows,

up: Top of slide, slide stop pin and barrel
bushing.

He makes sure the rails are parallel and
smooth, "Not too loose, not tight; sort of
in-between;' he said.

"It's simply a case of getting everything
to come back to the same place after each
shot;' he added.

Johnson e01phasizes that the extractor
should work properly, every time.

"I don't want to see it come out with
brass marks all over its face; and when I
pull the receiver back by hand, with a
loaded cartridge in the ch~mber, I want the
extractor to hold the round firmly 1,mtil it
strikes the ejector;' he said.

Johnson said he believes that both guns
and ammo have attained their maximum
capabilities, with respect to basic accuracy.

Jt's now up to the individual shooter to
hone his skills when it comes to coordinat
ing sight illignment and trigger control,
along with the intense concentration that's
required to fire match-winning scores,

"Expensive, exotic equipment is not
necessarily the answer;' he said.

"Perhaps the only thing left for us to do
is to tighten the nut behind ~
the gun;' he added. ~

Numrich Arms has new
430-page parts catalog
Numrich Arms Corporation has a new,
430-page catalog of gun parts, military
goods and accessories.

It's the biggest one ever from the
world's largest supplier of gun parts.

The catalog (lith Edition~ details the
inventory of 200 million commercial,
military and foreign arms-rela~ed items,

Thousands of illustrations and
schematic drawings make this catalog a
standard reference for gunsmiths,
shooters, collectors anq military
personnel worldwide, .

Price of the catalog is $4.95 (U.S.) or .
$7.95 (foreign); both surface mail.

To order, write Numrich Arms
Corporation, Box AH, West Hurley,
NY 12491.

.'~

Available in matt,
black oxide & satin
nickel finish.

~.....• Since 1937
::;;-~~;:, • Reloading tools &

accessories 1 & gages
• Gunsmith too s .
• Black powder loadtng

tools
• NEW Turret Press

Send.!o; new catalog.

MMC
Adjustiible Combat Rear Sights
Available. for Colt M-1911 & Desce'ldents
(No.1 base), High Standard autos (No.2 &
No.4 bases), Ruger Std. autos (No.3 base).
Adaptable to other pistols too!

Wt)en ordering state
gun, base no., leaf no.,
finish & width of notch

#1245
C~lifornia
C~allenger

Bases only (less Leaf) : ..$24.65
Plain Leaf. 7.30
White outline Leaf 10.75
Add $1.00 for postage & hdlg. N.M. residents add
sales tax. . ..
Dealers please inquire. No collect calls, please!

Miniature Machine Coinpany
210 E, Poplar Deming, New Mexico 88030

505-546-2151

Many new products
for practical pistol
shooters and law
enforcement. S~nd
$1.00 for current
catalog.

-= FOIlER(!)PlDUClS
94 E. Lanark Ave. Lanark, IL 61046

Get Into an Exciting' Career...

LEARN GUN REPAIR
. iIN' No previous experience needed. Learn

. ' .. '- at home in spare time. As a "gun pro·
fessional" you will be an expert in

. "" ' .' ballistics and reloading. Know how
~........,.,.. ..: to accurize, customize, repa!r almost

any firearm, custom-make ammuni
tion, rechoke shotguns, fit apd f.inish
stocks. Know where to buy rifles,
pistols, shotguns and accessories at
icloseout prices.!
I START MAKING MONEY!

,. -/ Start your own busines,s full or part
...., time or work in gun shop..We show

"",,(l~t.\l, you how to apply .for federal license
f' fOI\ ll':oJ so you can sell or buy guns while still
~~itl\/ a student. Gun reEair tools· included
_... _wl!!: ~u::;;.!::!.AU.2!!P.2!! !2.0~!

North American School of Firearms, Dept. NllOB3 -
I 4400 Campus Drive, Newport Beach. CA 92660 ~ I
I Name ._. Age I
I Address - - - - . ~- ----- - - --- - - II ~/~e~ ~_..;.~~~__-...;";;~~ J
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SAVE SOME EYES.
TEST REPORT: LEXAN® Shooting Glasses

• • YOURS DO-IT.YOURSELF
Continuedfrom page 51

P.O. Box 1826 • Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 • (208) 667-2428 (9am to Spm PST)

primer cratering, and excessive recoil
worsened the abuse. I was not as careful as
I should have been in freeing the cylinder
of this fine revolver.
. I had a gun which functioned, but not
very well, compared to its potential for
smoothness and accuracy, It had all of the
problems mentioned above, to some de
gree, but the obvious variations in double
action trigger pull weights, from chamber
to chamber, played havoc with my speed,
rhythm and accuracy, The gun is a per
sonal favorite and I wanted to fix it right.

These problems are the "mild" type,
which many shooters just put up with. Ac
tually the job is~omplex,because so many
faults combine to cause the malfunctions.
To repair such a gun properly, a number of
tools are needed, along with special sup
plies. But the good news is that we now
have tools which can help the amateur
tackle the problem areas in the correct
order, so that one repair is not cancelled by
a later "fix."

RON POWER
Custom revolver makers do this type of

repair as a preliminary step in making a
PPC (Practical Pistol Course) revolver. Tlie
tools needed to do this job are available to
any shooter. The major maker is Power
Custom, headed by Ron Power of Inde
pendence, Missouri. They are sold through
Brownells.
. The first step is to remove the cylinder I
yoke assembly from my M57, slip the cyl
inder out of the yoke, and replace the yoke
in the frame, leaving out the retaining
front sideplate screw. in closing the yoke,
end play was easily felt, which was cured
by placing one Power yoke bearing on the
yoke stud. The bearing is made only in
,002 inch thickness, but more than one can
be used. One usually does the job. The
yoke must move freely into the closed posi
tion.

N ext came cylinder endshake and head
space problems. To remove the extractor
rod, I placed fired cases in the chambers to
protect the aligning pins and unscrewed
the rod. The Power Extractor Rod Re
mover is a clamp which does this without
chewing up the knurled end of the rod. It's
worth the $18 price.

After cleaning the parts, the rear end of
the yoke barrel was seen to be wearing
evenly. (If uneven wear had been evident,
a Power Yoke Reamer is available to trim
it.) With only the cylinder and extractor
star on the yoke in the frame, headspace
behind a fired chambered case measured
.015 inch with a feeler gauge. Headspace of
more than .010-.012 inch can produce mis
fires. I prefer .006-.008 inch; but both
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complete inlorrnation including expiration
date. Prices subject to change without notice.
·Sotistaction guaranteool or money refunded.

Write for complete details or send check or
money order for $129.95 plus $9.50 shipping
lor each safe. MCNISA welcome-supply

INEXPENSIVE,PROVEN
PROTEC'tION FOR YOUR
HOME OR OmCE.

Lexan" is a polycarbonate developed by General reducing overall weight considerably.
Electric that's famous for its amazing toughness. (Much 5.) Lenses are of optical quality. They are sharp,
bullet proof glass is made of Lexan".) bright and quite clear to look through.

We wanted to learn more about the performance of Glasses feature gold metal frames, adjustable nose
these new Lexan" shooting glasses and decided to test tabs, and comfortable ear loops. Included also are a
them ourselves. We found these advantages. crush resistant case and anti-

1.) A 12 gauge magnum with #6 shot could only dent fog cloth. Available in grey or
the lens at15 yards. (See photo.) yellow lens.

•

. .' 2.) It took hard scrubbing We concluded these new
with steel wool to scratch Lexan" glasses are the safest.

. '. . these lenses. A special coat- most effeclive shooting glass-
. ."' ing from Dow Corning pro- es on the market. Yet they are

.' vides outstanding abrasion moderately priced. Every
.' '. . t sportsman would be well

. ,,:;:::... ~:~1:~~?~r~~0ri~rf~~tie~o~~ ~~~r~e~ ~~ne:;~ use a pair Sh:~~:::o;:ling
.:;.• ,.' '. blocking UV radiation (asso- DWG Enterprises Send check or M.D.

ciated with cataract disease). P.O. Box 2540 Dept. H only. Include $2.50
This Is Important and reason enough to wear them.. Evansville; IN 47714-0540 for p & h. (Specify

4). Lexan" lenses weigh about half of glass lenses, $22.00 2 for $41.95 grey or yellow lens.)
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

o HEAVY-DUTY CONSTRUCTION. 3116" steel door
and dead-bolt lock make entrY without a key vir
tually impossible.

oEAsY INSTALLATION. Can be easily installed in
almost any existing wall. Fits flush and can be easily
concealed.

o LARGE INTERIOR. Approx. l4"w x 13"h x 3W'd
instde and lined with plush material. Complete with
two removable wood shelves, installation instruc
tions and two gun hangers.

AVAIT..ABLEFACfORY DIRECf

$12~.7~n9'95
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INTRODUCING A STREAMLINED CONCEPT
IN HAND GUNS

BUEHLER PISTOL MOUNT

MANUFACTURED & DISTRIBUTED BY,

ACCURATE FIREARMS, INC.
390 N. U.S. 31

Whiteland, IN 46184
(317) 535·9681

Introducing a different BUEHLER MOUNT-M83. In
stalls without drilling or tapping. For calibers up
through .357 Mag. Available in silver or black finish.
M83 will fit Smith & Wesson, Dan Wesson, Colt and
Ruger.

. Send for Free M83 folder and Catalog 38H.

CLICK! When you hear it, you can believe it.
The Wichita,•. 45 automatic pistol target and

combat sight systems feature easy to operate
positive click elevation and windage adjust
ments. When you hear the click, you can
believe it, so your shooting is more accurate.

In addition, these all-steel sights, designed by
renowned pistolsmith Ron Power, have been
ruggedly constructed. Each is made to withstand -....., ...........
the shock of service ammo and heavy loads
better than any sights you've seen before. And
they're legal for aIl1SPC and NRA competitions.

Visit your favorite dealer to see (and hear)
Wichita Arms target and combat sight systems.

.45 Auto Pistol Rear Target Sight $49.50

.45 Auto Pistol Rear Combat Sight $49.50

Wichita Arms / 444 Ellis, pO. Box 11371, Wichita, KS 67211 / (316) 265-0661

• PATENTED INNOVATIONS IN THE BOLT & TRIGGER MECHANISMS
• 100% MACHINED - NO STAMPINGS OR CASTINGS USED
• THE ULTIMATE 22 CALIBER PISTOL FOR TARGET, SILHOUETIE OR

SMALL GAME

• 22 Cal. - S . L· LR
• Bolt Action, Single Shot
• Extra interchangeable chamber for 22WRFM

iurnished with each gun
• Overall length -14';'''
• Barreillenglh - 8'1."
• Height - 5 '/0" (w/o sights)
• Peep Sight wllnte,changeable V notch blade
• Walnut grip
• Blued heavy matte linish
• Supplied with padded leather case
• Patent Pending

SHOOT A HANDGUN
Reveals the expert's way to use your handguns safely, effectively and within the law. It
describes, with helpful illustrations, the accepted techniques of shooting, and shows you how
to choose the best handgun for your particular ne~ds. Learn how and where to shoot, the
care and cleaning of your weapons, firearms responsibility, what amm,unition to purchase,

and much more. Features detailed photos of popular handguns plus
a special chapter on defensive pistol shooting. SHOOT A HANDG UN
is the complete manual of handgun instruction that you'll refer to
again and again. Includes a glossary of handgun terms. Make it part
of your home library now! Only $8.95 plus $1.00 for postage and
handling. HANDGUNNER BOOKS Suite 200 Dept. 21 H-9

S91 Camino de la Reina San Diego, CA 92108
____ Send me a copy of SHOOT A HANDGUN. Enclosed find $8.95
plus $1.00 for postage and handli ng.
____ Charge my Credit Card Visa MC
Number Exp. Date Initials__

NAME:~======iFif~=====iij;~====ADDRESS
CITY STATE , ZIP
California residents, add 6% sales tax. Allow 4-6 weeks fa, delivery,

CRANE ALIGNMENT TOOL
Next I checked yoke alignment with

Brownells' Crane Alignment Tool, a preci
sion-ground rod which fits inside of the
yoke barrel. The tip of the rod looks like a
punch; it gives a close fit in the lockup hole
in the center of the backplate. In my M57
yoke, the tool was a tight fit; but it would
not enter the hole, showing definite mis
alignment. The yoke had been bent out of
line just a few thousandths of an inch,
enough to contribute. to uneven cylinder
rotation, although the cylinder still locked
up normally.

This tool, which .sells for $11.35 (for
S&W and Ruger), shows you the direction
in which the yoke barrel must be straight
ened, though you have to use a magnifier
and a good light to see it. The straightening
tool is a heavy rod with a hole in the end to
fit over the yoke; these rods are supplied
with the Power Custom Extractor Rod and
Yoke Alignment Tool ($108.85; optional
dial indicator, $33.75). The "s" rod is for
S&W; "R" is for Ruger.

With the yoke stud clamped and pad
ded, pressure can be applied gradually un
til the alignment rod slips easily into the
lock\lp hole. This can be overdone, bend
ing the yoke too much the other way. I used
caution, even though the job took several
tries.

With the yoke barrel straight, I as
sembled the cylinder group and tightened
the extractor rod. When it was spun in the
yoke, I could see the rod wobble-the main
cause of my uneven double-action trigger
pull. I once spent several days trying to
straighen the extractor rod on a M53 Jet
revolver, without success. This job simply
cannot be done by guesswork.

The Power straightening tool makes the
repair easy and precise, especially with the
optional dial indicator. The tool has a mas
sive frame with adjustable bearings to hold
a cylinder assembly with no play, allowing
it to turn freely. My M57 cylinder was
mounted in the tool, then the dial indicator
was brought to bear on the rod, and its bolt

headspace and gap were high in the S&W
M57.

To reduce headspace to a tolerable .Oll
inch, I placed a Power .004 inch cylinder
bearing inside of the cylinder center hole,
added a couple of drops of Break Free and
pushed it down with the extractor rod.
These bearings come in .002, .004, and .006
inch thicknesses, and may be combined.
They are made for S&W, Ruger double
actions and Redhawk revolvers.

The Power yoke and cylinder bearings
are really indispensable. They are made of
hardened stainless steel and sell for $15 for
a package of 10. This may ·seem high, but
try to make one (as I did, out ofshim stock)
for less. My bearings were too soft and
they fitted poorly, then one went to pot and
jammed the cylinder of my M29. If Power
bearings are lubricated, they seem to last
indefinitely.



.45, not uncomfortable with a 9mm
Parabellum or .38 SpeCial loaded with hot
hollowpoints, butless than totally com
fortable with a .380. Still, some ,of my stu
dents have jobs that require the absolute in
compactness, or hands that require the
minimum in felt recoil.

I've found the Beretta M84 to be the
most accurate, controllable, and reliable
.380 on the market,and the same goes for
the clone gun made in the same factory
and sold as the Browning BDA .380. Per
sonally, I prefer the open-top slide, block
ier sights, and cocked.-and-locked ca
pability of the M84; but those who carry
such guns in double-action mode should
opt fot the Browning version, which has an
S&W-style hammer drop safety to prevent
accidental discharges when lowering the
hammer.

The problem with both guns is that their
13-round magazines make the butts as fat
as the most compact 9mm Parabellutrls.
Beretta answered that problem last year by
introducing the M85, which is essentially
the same gun with a single-coluinn, eight
round magazine tHat allows a flatter grip
profile. The five-year-old M84 remains in
production.

BERETTA'
Continuedfrom page33

::E_
Call (805) 466-6266

Open 9-5 P.S.T.
Brochure available for $1.00.

.100%
reinforced
nylon 
No cheap
plastics.

TIGHT GROUPS
I was not thrilled with the first M85 I

tried, bought new from a distributor's
shelf.

The double-action trigger was excellent
for an autoloader, and the single-action re
lease was crisp and without excessive b.ack
lash. Grouping was quite aCceptable, with
X-ring (B-27 Silhouette) size clusters at
seven yards and barely lO-ring groups at
25. But the groups weren't in the right
place. At five yards, the gun printed an
inch high and roughly center. Back to 7
and 10 yards, it shot two inches high and an
inch to the left. At 25 yards, it shot two
inches to the left and six inches high. This
is the first of the current generation Beretta
.380s I've shot that didn't hit point of aim/
point of impact with its fixed sights.

Then there were feeding problems. We
had five failures to feed in the first 50
rounds, all with the first or second round in
the magazine. A glance at th~ pistol
showed a steep angle of feed out of the
mag and into the chamber, and the bullet
noses of the Remington 88-grain jacketed
hollowpoints were sp.agging at 12 o'clock.

This round usually feeds 100 percent in
any .380 that feeds pall, because the cop
per jacket covers all exposed lead. This
particular lot of500.fOunds had the jacket
actually extending slightly ahead of the
hollow cavity, creating a pucker effect. I
don't know if this particul;u lot of ammo,
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MONOGRlp®
Made for:
-S& W:Sq. & Rd. ButtK, L& N; Rd. ButtJ
-COLT PYTHON (I-Frame)
- RUGER: Security-Six·, Police

Service Six·, Speed Six·. '(Post 1976 senol numOO" 151 and above)

MONOGRIP® features include: Unique,
ONE-PIECE constru·ction· Hogue's famed
orthopedic hand fit· Fully relieved for all speed loaders
Exclusive COBBLESTONE®finish

$1895 Checkor HOGUE ®
money order

plus $2 00 postage & COMBAT GRIPS
handling (California P. O. Box 2038
residents add 6% Dept. AH-1
sales tax.) Atascadero, CA 93423
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o

MACHINED FROM
4140 STEEL

ALL SHARP CORNERS
ROUNDED

FRONT SIGHT IS
MODIFIED RAMP

RICHARD HEINIE
821 E. ADAMS, DEPT. AH1/84
HAVANA, IL 62644

your order as personal cnecks must ciear beTore
order is sent.

If amount for shipping and handling is not ade
quate, the balance wiii be sent COD (Cash Only).

o

CERTIFIED CHECK
OR

MONEY ORDER

Gunsmithing at 'he finesff Have your Colt Auto or
ours customized as only King's can do it! We've been
satisfying our customers nationwide for over 30
years! Inquire for prices.

COMBAT COMPETITION
FIXED SIGHT PAT PENDING

DESIGNED BY RICHARD HEINIE
PRICE:

$28.50 per set
add 1.50 postage & hdlg.

CUSTOM
~tNG~,,,,~~~!~

Micro, Bomar front sights. 18.95
B. King's Bushing Wrench 3.00
C. King's White Outline Blade will tit Ruger, Colt,

Micro sights. 5.50
D. King's Recoil Buffer & Heavy Duty Plug Set for

Colt 45 Auto; 416 stainless steel, RC 30-35 (spec-
ify Government or Commander) . 26.50

E. Magazine Base Pad 1.25
F. King's Wide Combat Grip Safety-no alteration to

frame (specify Gov't or Commander) 26.00
G. King's Recoil Spring Guides; 416 stainless steel,

ground, heat treated finish (specify Government
or Commander) 26.00

H. King's Trigger Boot for Colt 45 Auto, acts as stop.
Gold Cup Width 12.50

I. King's Target Bushing (blued), 45, 38, 9mm 9.95
J. King's N.M. Bushing; 416 stainless steei RC30-35;

45, 38, 9mm 16.50
K. King-Tappan Combat Sight, the famous originai

for Colt 45 Auto .
Set 29.95
L. King Hard Ball Sight .... Set 20.00

King's Hard Ball w!white Outline Set 23.00
M. King's Combat Speed Safety. 19.00
N. King's Extended Slide Stop 30.00
O. King's Recoil Compensator-with National Match

BUShing, machined from one piece .416 stainless
RC30-35 for 45 Autos. ~

Must be fitted 34.00~
P. Kit will do 50/60 inserts, giass mixing bowls, . K

dropper, and detailed instructions included
E 1~

Q. King's Custom Narrow Slot Grips Screws .416
stainless 1.35

(Also available in blue finish)

Gunsmiths inquire about quantity prices

Please give street address for shipping as we pre
fer to ship UPS although we will ship by U.S. Postal
Service if necessary.

A cashier's check or money order will speed up

For Inquiries, send sell-addressed stamped envelope to:

T7ING'S GUN WORT7SAH-1, 1837 W. Glenoaks Blvd. Glendale,
.~ ~ CA 92101 (213) 956-6010

COD (Cash Only), MASTER CARD, VISA ACCEPTED.
*CA. RESIDENTS ADD 6%. SHIPPING & HANDLING 1.50.

$55.00 Installed
add $6.00 per gun ship. & hdlg.
III. Residents add 5% sales tax
send $1.00 for com plete
brochure of services

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Tot. Ft. L1bs.
of Ballistic

Payload
1719
2674
1470
1764

Cartridge
Capacity

9-rd..380 ACP JHP
14-rd..380 ACP JHP
S-rd .38 Spec. + P
6-rd. 38 Spec. + P

Make!
Model
Beretta M8S
Beretta M84
S&W Chiefs Spec.
Colt Det. Spec.

THICK WALNUT GRIPS
The M85 has a magazine disconnector

safety which causes the magazine to drag
upon ejection, requiring manual removal
despite the handy side-button release
catch. All things considered, I'd leave it
alone. More troubling is the fact that the
walnut grips were quite thick; while they
felt pleasant in the hand, they were nearly
as bulgy under a shirttail orjacket as the
14-shot M84s. These need to be thinned if
the M85 is to succeed as a compact M84
for discreet concealment carry.

With its grip man-size in both length
and thickness, I find the gun less conceala
ble in ankle, pocket, or belly carry than a
small-frame two-inch barrel .38. If one ac
cepts the ballistic catalog figures of 294
foot pounds of energy for a 158-grain + P
.38 Special load and 191 foot pounds for
.380 hollowpoints, we have (see box,
below):

the feed ramp design, or both were at
fault; but it was not conducive to
confidence.

On the other hand, note that the 14-shot
Beretta M84 offers half again the total de
liverable muzzle energy of the six-shot .38,
with 120 percent more .rounds at your im
mediate disposal. Now, there you have an
interesting choice.

For five years, the Beretta M84 and its
sister gun, the Browning BDA .380, have
proven themselves to me to be the most
accurate and reliable guns in their caliber
on the market. If recoil bothers you, this
light-kicking, beautifully-pointing shoot
ing gun may allow you to fire much more
effectively than with a more powerful auto,
or a snub-nose .38 revolver, if you're pre
pared to burst-fire to make up for its rela
tively wimpy per-shot stopping power.

The Beretta M84 is the .380 I would
carry if I had to carry a .380. It's an abso
lutely superb gun. Based on my sample, I
can't say that of its little brother, the
nine-shot M85, which costs within a
few dollars as much and seems ~
to deliver much less. ~
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IPse NATIONALs
Continuedfrom page 38 '

IPse WORLD MATCH
One purpose of the U.S. Na,!onals is

to determine who will represent the
United States in the IPSC World Match
at Yorktown, Virginia, Sept. 9-17.

As a result of the scores fired at the
N~tionals this ye~r and last, U.S. repre
sentatives (gold team) will be:

Ross.Seyfried (team captain), J.
Michael Plaxco, Tom Campb",ll, Rob
Leatham and Brian Enos.

For the first time, 'the United States
will fiell;1 a women's team, coqJ.prised of
Lee Cole, SllI'ah Van Valzah, Judy Cul
bertson, Kelly Stewart, Sue McHugo
and Joanna Fic):lman (reserve).

We will c!lrry a r~port op. the World
Shoot in the MarchIApril issue of the
American Ha7.ldgunner. ·fl-.D.) ,

Match V, Run and Jump, was a long as
sault course which required the shooter to
jump through a window, engage two
"zccombo" targets from a barricade, and
burst through a doorway to engage more
targets before hitting a stop plate. Rob
Leatham won it after barely missing a hos
tage, the 1982 IPSC winner, M*e Plaxco,
was second. John Shaw was third.

Match VI, Twice as Fast, was a
Comstock-scored event with an unusual
"pop-up" hostage target, which wasacti
vated by hitting a metal plate. The com
petitor had less than a second to hit the
stop plate, before it became obscured by
the no-shoot target. Rob Leatham was
again able to sort it all out, finishing first
ahead of Mark Day and Mike Plaxco.

The man-against-man shootoffpitted
the top 16 finishers in a single elimination
tournament. The course of fire involved
many baby blue metal plates and the insid
ious pop-up hostage targets from Match
VI. The 1978 IPSC winner, Ross Seyfried,
won the $1,000 cash prize by defeating
Rick Castelow in the final bout.
. According to Jake Jatras, IpSC Re
gional Director, there are now more than
200 IPSC-affiliated clubs nationwide, with
new clubs being added each month. Jatras
estimates the number of active partici
pants at between 15,000 and 20,000 and be
lieves the sport will continue to grow and
be greatly enhanced by the advent of the
United States Practical Shooting Associa
tion (USPSA), the new, individual mem
bership program of IPSC. Among other
things, USPSA will administer a national
classification system, publish an official
IPSC rulebook, and conduct on-site range
officer schools for IPSC affiliates.

Jatras urge~ all practic~l pistol shooters
Condnuedonpage59

Inspect
while running

Large 12 lb. capacity

Wide stable base

ALPHA PRECISION, INC.
CUSTOM .

COMPETITION
HANDGUNS

PPC, IPSC, DUTY, TARGET,
SILHOUETTE AND SPORT

• COMPETITIVE PRICES· OVER 20 YEARS EXPERI
ENCE· PROFESSIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIp· ALL

WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED
S~ND $2.00 (REFUNDABLE) FOR INFORMATION:

ALPHA PRECISION, INC. Dept. 01
1231 Sunderland Ct., Atlanta, Georgia 30319

(404) 458-0477

FACTORY
FINISH
IN HALF
THE TIME
Lyman's revolutionary Turbo Tumbler 1200. It polishes
and cleans cases twice as fast as anything before.
Constant high speed agitation swirls the media around
totally immersed cases with bright uniform results. It's
big 12 lb. capacity will take up to 200 .38 Special or over
100 .30-06 cases at a time. Cases may be inspected
without stopping operation and the base provides quiet,
stable running. Also available: Turbo 60Q (6 lb. capacity)
and Turbo Tumbler Media. ~
New ideas, proven . ®

performance and solid . ..,' ',.. n
reloading value-that's " Wnte for free catalog.

L Lyman Products Corporation
¥man. Dept. 7014

Rt. 147, Middlefield, CT 06455

LYMAN PRODUCT REPORT
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For free catalog, complete coupon and mail to:

NEW!

HANDGUNNERS: Send $1 for catalog
Get $1 off the purchase of any item.

BRASS

Made from top grain cowhide with
heavy duty stitching. The rough side is
exposed so it will not slip out.
MEASURES: 5" high. 4Y/' wide. FITS:
all small frame .38 with 2" barrel (i.e.
SW Model 36-60, Colt Detective Spe
cial, Cobra, and Agent, Charter Arms
Five Shot .38\.

$1550 Cal Residents
Add 6Y,%

Send Check or M.O. to:

Schulz leather Co. Inc.
16247 Minnesota Ave.
Paramount, CA 90723

.38 SUPER, .38 SPL
.45 ACP, .233

AND OTHERS

Call For Quantity Prices
(512) 858-4441

THE BRASS WORKS
P.O. Box 315H

Dripping Springs, TX 78620

FORMED POCKET
HOLSTER

COLT 45 FIRING PIN
TAKEDOWN TOOL

1 -2 AND OiJT
1-2-3ANDIN

NO MORE TRYING TO
REMOVE THE STOP
PLATE WITH A BALL
POINT OR NAIL.

FOR GUNSMITHS AND SHOOTERS WHO THOR
OUGHLY CLEAN AND INSPECT THEIR GUNS.

DESIGNED BY A GUNSMITH. MACHINED FROM
140.000 P.S.I. STEEL FOR LONG USE.

TO ORDER ONE OR MORE, SEND $4.95 PLUS
50$ POSTAGE & HANDLING EACH. CASH OR
MONEY ORDER. NO CREDIT CARDS PLEASE.
INDIANA RESIDENTS ADD 5 PERCENT TAX_

GUTRIDGE, INC. 8m~~THINQ

2143 GETTLER ST., DYER, INDIANA 46311

219-885-8817

Again, you can practice and practice,
but without match pressure you'll never
develop the concentration, the relaxed
state of mind, that you need to shoot a
good string-right now. When you are
called to the line, you must be ready;
nothing can teach you that better than
match experience.

JW: What kind of gun did you shoot
here?

RL: A Wilson Accu-Comp. It's a rela
tively normal competition gun: muzzle
brake, checkering, beavertail grip safety
and Bo-Mar sights.

JW: What kind of accuracy do you re
quire in an IPSC gun?

RL: Not a lot. I gave away some ac
curacy with this gun because of the muzzle
brake; but for IPSC shooting, I can stand a
gun that shoots an inch-and-a-half group
at 25 yards. Four inches at 50 yards is ac
ceptable, but I'd rather have something
better than that for the Bianchi Cu p
match.

JW: What about your other equipment?
RL: My load was 5.5 grains of Winches

ter 231, which produces 860 or 870 fps out
of my gun, behind the Hensley & Gibbs
# 68 bullet and with once-fired WCC cases
and Federal primers.

I used a Davis Phoenix, a strong-side
holster cut low in the front. It holds the gun
straight up with the butt forward.

JW: Is that your normal position?
RL: I experiment with everything, but I

haven't used the crossdraw for a couple of
years. I like the strong-side better for gen
eral purpose use, but I'd advise people to
find what's best for them, and stick with it.

JW: You mentioned that you're a "gadge
ter." How important is equipment at the
championship level?

RL: My shooting career has been helped
tremendously by the people who make my
equipment. My ammo is made by Carl
Concke of the Sun Cartridge Corporation
on a Dillon RLlOOO. I trust Carl's ammo
more than I would my own. The Dillon is
truly a state-of-the-art machine.

Custom pistolsmith Wilson has also
been a great help. He turns my guns
around very fast, especially since I tend to
decide what I want at the last minute. In
the'holster department, Gordon Davis de
serves a lot of credit in that regard; so does
Bill Rogers. They all understand that little
edges mean a lot to a competitor at this
level, even if they're only mental.

JW: From "little edges" come .......
big victories. Congratulations, Rob. ~

to join by contacting USPSA Director
Dave Arnold, POB 1990, Grafton, VA
23692. Annual dues .......
are $20. ~

LEATHAM
Continuedfrom page39

EJ
""1.

HOLSTER Silicone treated
suede in every holster to repel
moisture and protect· your
handgun. Removable safety strap ..
Available for O.A .. S.A., and all
Automatics. Also scoped handguns
- including Aimpoint!

Buffaloe Leather Goods, Inc.
417W. Main

Magnolia, Arkansas 71753

(800) 643-8661 (toll-free)

$3.00 postage & handling

Send check or money order. • Allow 4 to 6 weeks delivery.

OFFSIDE AMMO CARRIER
Interchangeable ammo loops and clip pouches.
Snaps to belt for "balanced comfort"

A BY PRODUCT OF QUALITY
ENGINEERING AND INNOVATIVE

DESIGN

HARNESS Perforated for "cool comfort" Six
way fully adjustable for a perfect fit. Silicone
treated 8 oz. suede ... water rolls off harness.

S,A, or O.A. REVOLVERS 4"·5y," $78.95. 6"·6y,"
$82.50.7%"·8·318" $86.50.10"·15" $94.95

AUTOMATICS 4"·5" $78.95. 5y,"·7·318" $81.50

LASTING VALUE...

SCOPED HANDGUNS add moo
EXTRA CARTRIDGE LOOPS $695

EXTRA CLIP POUCH $9.95

Address _

City State__ Zip _

Name _

---------------
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"Even top shooters need protection."
-Mickey Fowler, Captain, IPse Champion lSI Cannon Safe pistol team. Two-year Bianchi Cup Competition winners.

The best time to choose a gun safe is while you still have the gun.
That's why Mickey and other shooting champions choose Cannon Safes to protect

the investment they have in their collections.
Cannon delivers hard-steel protection for the money. 740 pounds of steel and 24 cubic

feet' capacity, with ~-inch steel plate all around, backed
by electrically welded Yz-inch corners and %-inch
door jambs. Heavier steel protection than in models

costing twice as much. $59900Champions like Cannon's hand-
.some antique styling, too, with a stipled
black finish gold pinstriping and the F.O.B FACTORY

, Th C . Choice of custom
Cannon Eagle emblem. e annon IS interiors available

handsome inside as well, with oak- for $99.95

faced %-inch plywood shelves lined with high
quality knit pile upholstery fabric. And a

variety of interiors to let you tailor your
Cannon to your exact needs.

Today is the best reason for a Cannon
tomorrow.

Whether you've a small gun collection
or as many as 52, Cannon is the more
for-your-money safe that costs you less.

Mail the coupon on the other
Cannon ad across this spread or call
toll-free 1-800-242-1055 outside~ CANNON
California, 1-800-222-1055 inside ~
California, for full details. i... SAFE, INC.

9358 Stephens Street
Pico Rivera, California 90660

DQ..IT-YOURSELF
Continued from page 55

tightened. By turning the cylinder, the high
and low points could be located precisely,
something which I defy you to do without
this or a similar tool. The runout was .019
inch from high to low (actually, runout is
the distance from the true reading, or half
of the measured difference).

CYLINDER REPAIR
Next you slip on the straightening rod

("S"), which has a hole in one end to fit the
extractor rod. With the rod at its highest
point of travel, I applied pressure gradu
ally, downward, watching the dial indica
tor. The rod is strong and springy, but it can
be bent too far or even broken. I had to flex
the M57 through .100 + inch before any
decrease in runout could be seen when the
pressure was released. Finally the runout
registered less than .001 inch, and that is
straight. Without this tool, rods may as
well be replaced, because straightening by
any other method is a hopeless task.

My repaired M57 still had a wider
cylinder/barrel gap than I wanted: .013
inch. Fixing it is still a job which requires a
lathe. The barrel shoulder must be set back
one thread (minimum), the barrel breech

turned down to the desired gap, and the
underbarrellock adjusted. An expert with
a file can do the job, but I am not about to
tackle it.

Another serious cylinder problem is
lockup misalignment. Here the chambers
do not line up with the bore in the locked
position. In bad cases, the cylinder does
not lock up at all, and the gun fires from an
unlocked cylinder, a dangerous fault that
causes lead spitting, loosening and
inaccuracy-even frame cracking.

Brownells Range Rods, available in
popular calibers at $11.90 (extra heads are
$9.46), are precision-ground to fit down
the barrel through the cylinder throat, all
the way to the backplate. If the alignment
is poor, or there is a constriction at any
point, a "hard" spot will be felt, or the rod
may not pass at all, this indicates a serious
problem. Since the lands are narrower
than the bore, and the throat should match
the diameter of the bore, the rod should
easily pass into the chambers.

The range rod is useful in checking new
or used guns when you are thinking of
trading or buying. Any new gun which is
poorly aligned should be returned imme
diately to the factory; it will be repaired or
replaced by a reputable manufacturer. A
used gun with this problem needs an ex
pensive repair: moving the cylinder latch
hole in the frame and probably replacing
the hand, or fitting a new cylinder.

If this discussion has whetted your inter
est for more information, I suggest that

you read the Brownells' catalog # 35,
especially pages 122-126, which cover the
newer handgun tools. Then look through
the index to locate customizing parts and
supplies for pistol and revolver work. Only
the individual shooter can decide whether
pistolsmithing is for him. Ifit doesn't inter
est you, then you would be unwise to un
dertake this type of work; it is not easy,
even with the finest tools. For me and
many other handgunners, however, it is
one of the more fascinating aspects of the
game. I may save some money by working
on my own guns, but it is the satisfaction of
doing my own work and doing it well
which keeps me interested.

Although we have examined some
highly specialized tools, in all
pistolsmithing jobs a number of general
use tools are needed; they are worth some
comments. Unfortunately, tools from the
corner hardware store are usually not suit
able for this work. Other than a hacksaw
and perhaps a few other items, such tools
tend to be of lower quality and too large
for pistol work.

Quality is probably the most important
factor. Needle files which do not stay sharp
are useless. Claw or tack hammers, like
wise. A good tool is a pleasure to use, will
hold up for many years, and is cheaper in
the long run.

Where do you get high-quality general
tools suitable for pistolsmithing? The only
reliable suppliers are the best gunsmiths'
tool distributors. Brownells carry every-
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thing that the professional gunsmith
needs, except s!andard replacement gun
parts and large power tools. And that in
cludes such pistolsmithing essentials as the
right hammers, files, screwdrivers,
punches, stones, drill bits and taps.

Take hammers. Just two handle any job
I want to do: a small one with inter
changeable brass and nylon tips, and a
narrow steel type with a peening tip on one
end and a smooth flat surface on the other.
Files should be fine-cut singles for most
pistol work; safe edges are needed for
many jobs.

Screwdrivers are important. Ordinary
ones are too soft and have tapered blades,
which tend to jump out of the slots, chew
up screwheads and scratch gun finishes.
Get a good set of hollowground screw
drivers which fit most gun screws, such as
those made by Grace; or the interchangea
ble tip-type made by Chapman. With the
rachet handle, they are good on tight
screws.

USE TOP QUALITY TOOLS
Quality is not obvious in tools until you

have used them for a while. The only way
to be certain of quality when you buy is to
patronize a reputable supplier to the trade.
For instance, there are some poor stones
for sale, but good suppliers have only hard
Arkansas stones in the right grades and
shapes, India stones for certain jobs, or
others properly described and graded.

Drill bits for pistol work must he of

highest quality, especially the finer wire
gauge sizes. Exact sizes are important, par
ticularly for gunsmith taps. I buy these as a
set and keep them together, using the drill
only for that tap, because a good clean
starter hole is the only way to get a prop
erly tapped hole.

A good dial caliper is now an expensive
item. Myoid Mitutoyo, which cost under
$30, is still a fine instrument. A more ex
pensive German micrometer is okay, but I
wouldn't trade one for the Mitutoyo,
which measures up to six inches outside,
inside or depth, and is accurate to less than
.001 inch.

Power tools are useful. The type I use
most often is the little Dremel Moto Tool,
with its large assortment of grinding,
smoothing, polishing and cutting accesso
ries. Cratex rubberized abrasive tips are
ideal for smoothing and polishing. I have
two Dremels; one is the variable speed
type. A portable drill is needed, too. I use
my Delta drill press when accurate align
ment is required. I position the work in a
tilting machinist's vise. Actually, I manage
without a lathe, because one large enough
for long pistol barrels with the gearing,
screwcutting and milling attachments run
several thousand dollars.

Punches are not expensive. They should
be the gunsmithing type. Keep a supply of
the smaller sizes. A punch is useless if it is
too large; it will ruin a hole, resulting in a
loose pin. A set of replaceable pin punches
is a good purchase.

Certain expendable supplies should be
kept on hand, including metal-polishing
papers and cloth (300, 400 and 600 grits);
cements (Loctite, epoxy and quick-set
ting); solders (silver and soft); touchup
blues (for both steel and aluminum); and
inletting black. And you'll need a propane
torch, an electric soldering iron, small
clamps, spring tweezers, needlenose pliers,
and other types for various jobs.

The list seems endless, but many of
them can be obtained a few at a time-as
needed. The costs seem high at today's
prices. Probably they will be higher tomor
row. Tools are a good investment in gun
maintenance.

To sum up, many handgun repairs and
customizing jobs can be accomplished by a
handgunner who learns to analyze the
work and uses the right tools correctly. The
satisfaction ofdoing this work well extends
beyond the actual savings in money.

Those who hesitate to get into
pistolsmithing because of tool and supply
costs might consider organizing a group of
club members who share an interest in lim
ited classes of handguns. By sharing the
costs of tools designed for work on these
guns, the cost per shooter can be kept low.
Usually one or more members will accept
the responsibility for learning and helping
to make expert use of the tools.

In the long run, good pistolsmithing is
the key to better and more enjoyable
handgunning. That, as they IIIIIM-
say, is the name of the game. ~

© 1983
Cannon Safe, Inc.

F.O.B. FACTORY
Choice of custom
interiors available
for $99.95.

That's the opinion of John Satterwhite, two-time Pam Am Gold Medalist and
three-year U.S. International Skeet Shooting Champion.

Cl';N'Nu'l John knows a champ when he sees one, and he
SA" \ figures the Cannon for a champ,all right. Satterwhite's
III \ guns and other precious possessions are secured by

four hardened-steel locking bolts which penetrate
the door jamb two full inches. Three heavy steel
lugs prevent removal of the
door even if the hinge is cut.
And there's full protection for

your fingers with a five foot con
tinuous safety hinge that also

eliminates sag from the ultra
heavy door.

And its chock-full of other cham-
pionship features. A U.L. approved

Group II combination lock, for
example, same as those used in

$60,000 safes. All encased in
Y<l-inch steel plate, thicker than

most models costing twice
as much.

"After shooting your way to the top,
protect what got you there."

r--
• Please send me additional information on the Cannon •
• Model 24, and the name of my nearest dealer. •

.~~ .
• Address •

• City StatL--ZiP.

• ~CANNON •
•~ SAFE, INC. •

9358 Stephe.lls Street
• Pico Rivera,~alifornia 90660 •
• (800) 242-1055 Outside California •

I~iiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiii" (800) 222-1055 Inside California •-----------AMERI~AN HANDGUNNER • JANUARYIFEBRUARY 1984 61



World's Largest Producer of Quality Gunbelt Rigs

over a quarter million sold
MODEL

K-86

Handcrafted
from top grain

American leathers.
(Not bonded.) 24 bullet loops,

fully lined, welt construction, leg &
ammer tie downs, 100% American made.

Whether you own a Blackhawk, Su
perblackhawk, Buntline, Virginian or other
revolvers, we have the right rig for you.
See your dealer or order by mail
4%" to 6Y2" bbl. lengths $69.95
7112" bbl. lengths 74.95
8" to 10Y2" bbl. lengths n.95
Add $3.00 for postage and handling. Texas
residents add Statesales tax. Send cashiers
check or money order.

American Sales & Mfg.
Box 6n, Laredo, TX 78040

(512) 723-6893

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

BROWNING HI-POWER COMBAT ACCESSORIES

PISTOLSMITHING
Continuedfrom page 15

Montezuma, IA 50171. The catalog comes
with a coupon for a fine book called
Gunsmith Kinks. It should be in every
gunsmith's library.

Another book high on the priority list is
The Amateur's Lathe, by L.H. Sparey.
Don't let the title fool you; amateur does
not mean beginner. You can learn lathe
work from the very beginning in this book.

For another excellent catalog, write to
B-Square Co. (POB 11281, Dept. AH, Fort
Worth, TX 76108). Owner Dan Bechtel
currently is offering a selection of tools ori
ented to pistolsmithing, and a good line of
handgun scope mounts.

A relative newcomer to the business of
supplying tools to pistolsmiths is Trulock
Tool Co. (Dept. AH, POB 74, Whigham,
GA 31797). I use a Trulock #109 Revolver
Frame Wrench in my shop; it's a fine tool.
Other Trulock tools-such as the S&W
Crane Straightener-also are well made. I
recommend them highly.

MILLElT SIGHTS
Still another catalog worth obtaining is

the one put out by Millett Sights (Dept.
AH, 16131 Gothard Street, Huntington
Beach, CA 92647). Millett's handgun
boresighter gauge is useful, far better than
the old method of using a surface plate,
parallels and a vernier height gauge. Its
pistol sights are becoming extremely popu
lar with combat shooters.

Alley Supply Co. (Dept. AH, Carson
Valley Industrial Park, Gardnerville, Ne
vada 89410) sells the Jet line of machine
tools. I have a Jet milling machine that I
think is excellent. Dean Alley of the com
pany has been a supplier to gunsmiths and
diemakers for as long as I can remember.

Clymer Manufacturing Co. (Dept. AH,
14241 West Eleven Mile Road, Oak Park,
MI 48237) makes good-quality chamber
ing reamers, and will produce special
orders to your exact specifications.

Michaels of Oregon (Dept. AH, POB
13010, Portland, OR 97213) specializes in
slings, swivels, black powder accessories
and many other unique and useful items.
If you mount swivels on hunting pistols,
for example, the special drills it supplies
makes short work of this otherwise white
knuckle work.

Frank Mittermeier (Dept. AH, 3577
East Tremont Avenue, New York, NY
10465) has a gunsmithing supplies catalog
that caters to the woodworking end of the
trade, and offers a wide range of basic
gunsmithing needs.

Palmgren Products (Dept. AH, 8383
South Chicago Avenue, Chicago, IL
60167) makes a complete line of rotary
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COMBAT MAG. RElWE
SCulptured magazine release will not snag or

H~~~a;;e~c;~~e2~~:I~u~~~i~~~~ t~~n~~~,fj~ns~
drill and tap one hole. (installation available for
1101 '21·,",

ErnHDEo SAFUY
Positive safety operation with no more
"fumbles". Rounded corners e!iminate snaQ
ping on holsters or clothing. Simple. drop-in
Installation '3211lppd

CYLINDER& SLIDE SHOP, INC.
RO.BOX937
FREMONT,NEBR.68025
Ph: (402)721'4277
PlEASE! nocallsafter12:00noonC.S:r.

PLEASE NOTE ...
All prices are for blue parts,
stainless finish available, please
write or call for prices and delivery.

WIDE TRIGGER
Reduces felt trigger pull for ben.er control.
Exclusive design is bener than atrigger s~oe.

o:~p~~t i~~fa~la~~~~e;l~n e~~i~af:s i~~~~~~e
safety. '32t5ppd

PISTOLSMITH

11)!fil

lUI'

I have 34 years experience repairing and building all types of sporting
firearms. Complete facilities for the type of work that is required.

Combat • Pin shooting • Target • Silhouette
COLT FACTORY WARRANTEE SERVICE CENTER

HIGH STANDARD SPECIALIST - ALL MODELS
SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION IMPROVEMENTS

A one man shop that cares, and a shooter who knows what the serious
shooter wants. All work is guaranteed.

CAMPBELL H. IRWIN GUNSMITH
Hartland Blvd., East Hartland, Conn.

Tel. (203) 653-3901 Zip 06027

TO ORDER
Send Money Order or Cashier's Check ooly. MasterCardMsa orders we!oomed,
please supply complete card information including eKpiration date. Sorry, no COD
orders. Phone orders accepted lor credit cards ooly. All orders prepaid via UPS.
in the continental U.S. Alaska and Hawaii, please add $1.50 per item. Please fur
nish street address lor delivery.

AMBloEXTlloUS COMBAT SAFUY
Now right or left ~and safety o~ration for the
Hi·Power. ExclUSive design Will positIvely fit

:~r:do~ar~;tC~~~I~ai~~.estructable ~~~pa;;
($5 crtdillor your ortolnll, unalte,..d, Brownl.._I

..
•••••••••••••.............................................................~.............•..•.
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STACKPOLE BOOKS
POBox 1831, Harrisburg, PA 17105

City, State Zip Code _

Mail to: HG

Address _

Name _

Card No. Exp. Dat,e _

YES! Please rush me copies of Small
Arms of the World at $49.95 each (Stackpole will
pay freight costs). I understand that if not de
lighted, I may return the book within 10 days.

o VISA 0 M.C. 0 AM. EX. 0 Check

---~---------------------

.* New major chapters on Brazil, 'Singapore,
and South Africa

* More than 1,000 new photographs
* New categories of weapons: shotguns and

shoulder-fired grenade launchers
* New chapter on "Semiautomatic civilian ver-

sions of military small arms"
"The standard bible for gun enthusiasts and
collectors . . . well-manufactured for heavy
use . . . an essential reference for anyone
having even the remotest interest in small
arms." -ARBA

then, in six months, tell me it'll take an
other six months. If you need a year, say
so-right at the start?'

"Some pistolsmiths offer a reduced price
when old parts are exchanged. I think they
should make it dear if the price quoted ill
their brochures ind.udes the old parts .as
exchange, or if the old parts will be re
turned, on request."

suttVEY
Conttn'uedfrom page 44

tables and machine vises. I have more than
a dozen Palmgren vises at work in my own
shop.

L.S. Starrett Co. (Dept. AH, 121 Cres
cent St., Athol, MA 01331) produces a
complete line of precision measuring tools.
Starrett micrometers and gauges are vir
tually a legend in U.S. machine shops, al
though some foreign manufacturers are
rapidly catching up. Mitutoyo tools, made
in Japap., are competitive with Starrett
and, in certain cases, have features found
only in its line. I use precision tools made
by both firms. The ~ines are handled py
various industrial supply companies.

Williams Gun Sight Co. (Dept. AH,
7389 Lapeer Road, Davison~ MI 48423)
makes an excellent line of sights and some
very useful tools for mounting and moving
them on handguns.

This is only a smattering of tool supply
sources for plstolsmiths. You could spend
quite a bit of money obtaining all the avail
able catalogs. Some machine shop supply
catalogs that cost $10 or more apiece. I can
never leaf through one without finding
something I could profitably use in my
own pistolsmithing work.

My wife tells me that I am a tool collec
tor; but I usually reply that if one tool
would do all of the work that has to be
done, there would be only one
kirid of tool manufactured.

DAMPIESS DESTROYS
with rust, corrosion, mildew ruining valued
guns, precision-finished equipment, etc.

Silica Gel Unit
Drinj<s Dampness
From the Air
40 gram Compact
Unit protects 3 cu.
feet. Ideal for gun,
camera case; tool box;' etc. The desiccant
of choice by gov't and industry. Prevents
rust, corrosion, mildew by adsorbing mois
ture to create a protective shield of dry air
within any enclosed area. Built-in indicator
signals when' to reactivate. Reactivates
easily in any oven. Lifetime protection.
$4.95 each. Send printed name & address
with check. (NY Res add saies tax.)

Hydrosorbent Co. Box 675·Z Rye, NY 10580

1860 to 1900 period, holsters, cartridge
belts wrist cllffs and more. Faithfully re
prod4ced using original gear'as patterns
and made entirely by hand Many styles
to choose from. These are the finest and
most authentic reproductions available
today. Send $2.00 for a fully illustrated
catalog to:
Old West Reproductions Dept. AH

1840 Stag Lane Kalispell, Montana 59901

Send $1.00 lor now Brochure
relundabl. on lirsl purch....

,--.....-.ililIJ..,,"'E TERN GONSTOCK MFG. CO.
550 Valencia School Road,

Dept, AH, Aptos, Calilornia 95003
Phone: 408-688-5884

INFLATED PRICES
"I am constantly amazed at the inflated

prices being charged by some of our
'custom' pistolsmiths. It seems that any
boqy and everybody who can field-strip a
M1911 auto, and who owns a file, is calling
himself a custom pistolsmith.'~

This same writer continues:
"Pick a pistolsmith you can deal with di

rectly, and who doesn't hesitate to sho~

you his work. Ask for the names and ad
dresses of customers. Talk to them by
phone.

"Keep customization to the absolute
minimum necessary to accomplish your
purpose-simplify·

"Look for a custom pistolsmith who has
many years of experience, ~orking on
handguns-not some character who has
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GUN CLEANING CLOTH

LEAD BUILD-UP

MORE COMPLAINTS
"A horrible trigger job."
"The finish of my new handgun was

dented and marred."
"Work that should have cost $800 ended

up by costing me $1,600."
"Screw-in bushing of my Browning Hi

Power came out every time I fired it."
"Three of my Browning mags were re

placed with foreign makes:'
"Poor workmanship-a real Mickey

Mouser."
"I've returned my gun three times to

have its safety repaired. It still doesn't
work properly:'

These are but a few of the verbatim
comments made by the disgruntled re
spondents on the American Handgunner
forms they filled out recently.

Approximately half of the complaints
involved excessive tum-around time, cou
pled with excessive charges for work per
formed.

Of the 10 complaints, nine autos and one
revolver were involved.

The survey was instituted with a notice
in the Marchi April (1983) issue of the
American Handgunner, asking readers to
send for a form and make known their
experiences-both good and bad-with
custom pistolsmiths.

Although the survey represents only a
small cross-section of the people served by
the nation's custom pistolsmiths, we are
gratified by the results.

We hope that the findings will
encourage more 'smiths' to improve their
turn-around time and workmanship, and
keep prices for their services down to
reasonable and affordable
levels.

One of the newest guns on the mar
ket: Dan Wesson's .357 Super Mag
Model 40V8-S'. It's a special revolver
for metallic silhouette shooting and re
tails for about $450, which includes two
8-inch barrels.

read three books and has experimented on
his own ,45 as the basis for his experience.

"Contrary to popular opinion, there is
no mystique to building a custom ,45. My
last custom combat ,45-fully accurized
with trigger job, stippled front strap and
low-profile, non-adjustable sights-cost
$150, including parts:'

Now, the bad news.
The 10 respondents who expressed dis

satisfaction with custom pistolsmiths, al
most to a man, were vociferous in their. de
nunciations of the 'smiths' who worked on
their handguns.

"I'll never patronize him again."
"He should not be allowed to work on a

Colt Python:'
"Turn-around time was excessive."
"I had to send the gun to the factory

myself to be corrected:'
"The rear sight fell off the gun when I

removed it from the box."

INFO 'QUICKIE'

PATENTED

HANDGUNNERS!
Get A Grip On Beauty, Accuracy, Value

Custom grips at affordable prices.
• Rosewood· Pearl • Ivory· Grey •

• Black Horn • Ebony· Stag •
Handcarved or plain. Standard style replacements.
Oversized or wraparound Finger Position (cleared for
speed loader).

Finest quality materials and workmanship. Handfitted
to all current models of Colt, S&W, Ruger, Charter
Arms, Dan Wesson and'other models.

~ P,;,.d "om $20.95 "d 00. O,d., d;,.,' "om yo",
dealer or send $1.00 for color catalog. 48·hour delivery,
most cases. Satisfaction guaranteed.

AJE, LTD., Dept.AH-1421 A Irmen Dr. Addison, IL 60101
Orders Only: Toll Free (800) 323·6144 • Visa & MasterCharge accepted.

New! Beeman/Agner M80 Features
Completely New Semi-Auto Design

Of course, Beeman still as the finest precision adult airguns available. Send for
92·pg Adult Airgun Catalog/Guide. regularly $2. FREE with mention 01 code HG t
Add $1 for fast 151 class mail, $3 for overseas delivery. Ask lor ·new firearms information. too

Beeman Precision Arms, Inc.,47-HG1 Paul Drive. San Rafaet, California 94903, U.S.A.
(415) 742-7121 - 24 hours, 7 days

Look for it at your Local Dealer. or send $4.95 & 1.00 P & H to:

Belllown, Ltd.-P.O. Box 74. Rt. 37. Sherman, CT 06784

-BobZwirz
Eastern Editorial Director
Gun World And Annuals

The new Beeman/Agner M80 combines an unconventional trigger with a new concept in weight
displacement to minimize off-sightline movements while shooting RAPID fire with HI-VELOCITY ammo.
The result is a semi
auto pistol capable of
remarkable accuracy.
Another innovation is the
unique safety key. When
removed, it completely
locks the trigger, clip and slide for safe travel or storage.
Key also acts as a conventional safety and releases the
1O-shot Clip for loading.
Dry fire button. too! Simply pl!sh down and pull trigger to practice control.
Adjustable grips fit all hand sizes; anatomically perfect 75° grip angle.
Aircraft stainless steel construction for perfect action plus durability.
Specs: .22"LR, 5.9"barrel, 2.4 Ibs.
Suggested Retail Prices $1195 (right), $1295 (left). See your Beeman dealer.

-Jerome Rakusan (Editor)
American Handgunner

Magazine
•.... For removing leading & carbon build-up
WIPE AWAY is the best that I have worked
with 10 date. M

... I can vouch for it really working. Just one or
two swipes of the cloth and leading around barrel
disappears.... "

THIS AMAZING CLOTH CLEANS. LEAVES A SPARKLING FINISH.
IS INEXPENStVE & LONG LASTING

JUST WIPE AWAY LEAD, BURN RINGS, & CARBON BUILD-UP
ON HANDGUNS, RIFLES & SHOTGUNS

*WIPE AWAyTM

_ Beeman Precision Arms

1. Removing lead Irom the lorcing cone, barrel and cy
linders is no longer a task. Simply cut a 1/2"x1/2"
patch and wrap it around an old brush 01 the same cal
iber. A little scrubbing and the lead is gone. Follow this
with a clean gun patch and that part is done.

2. To clean the face of the cylinders simply wipe the
lead away.
3. lightly wipe the exterior with the WIPE AWAY
followed by a clean cloth and the job is finished.
With the WIPE AWAY, it is no longer a messy and time
consumIng job to clean a handgun.

$agJeyrlps
"For The Perfect Mating Of Iron To Hand"

I/"
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$27.50
.27.50
28.50
28.50

... 29.50
29.50
31.50
36.50
36.50
37.50
37.50

.31.50
32.50
36.50

.. 37.50

9MM 120 GR. TFP
30 CAL 115 GR. SPITZER
38 CAL 148 CR. WC.
38 CAL 148 GR. DEWC
38 CAL 158 GR. RN
38 CAL 158 GR. SWC .
38 CAL 180 GR. FP
41 CAL 210 GR. SWC
44 CAL 225 GR. SWC
44 CAL 240 GR. SWC
44 CAL 240 GR. rEP.
45 CA.L 185 GR. WC
45 CAL 200 GR. SWC
45 CAL 230 GR. RN
45 CAL 255 GR. SWC

Instantly convert your 1911 to the hard
hitting flat shooting .41 Avenger by
installation of SSK's conversion kit. Kit
consists of a Match Grade .41 Avenger
Barrel,National Match type fitted bushing,
link, complete die set, and spring set.
SSK's Kit is available as a "drop in" unit or
oversize for gunsmith fitting. Ballistically
the .41 Avenger combines the flat trajectory
of the 9MM with 30% more energy than a
.45 while retaining enough bullet diameter
to create effective wounds. The 185 grain
cast bullet at 1200 F.P.S. delivers out
standing accuracy, produces 590 F.P.E. and
astounding penetration. Jacketed .410
diameter bullets may be used. .45 ACP
cases are readily formed in the full length
sizing die for target loads. Bullet molds
available. Commander and Government
Model Kits, $230.00. 6" for 5" Slide,
$240.00. Match Grade 45 Barrels also,
$130.00 with bushing and link. Stamp for
information.

S$K INDUSTRIES
Route 1, Della Drive

Bloomingdale, Ohio 43910

614-264-0176

MasterCard, VISA - C.O.D.'s Welcome

PISTOL BUL1.ET SWAGING DIES
AND COMPONENTS

Swage half lacket and zinc base bullets In caliber 30, 9mm,
157,44 and 45. Zinc base bullets may be fired at jacketed
bulle! velocities and at a fraction nf the cost.
For information and prices contact SPORT FLITE MFG" INC.

2520 INDUSTRIAL ROW, TROY, MI 48084
13131 280-0648.

.41 AVENGERTM

7532 Tyler Blvd., Mentor, Ohio 44060
1-216-953-8354

HARD CAST LEAD BULLETS
SIZED & LUBED

0.5.5. "COPPER-CLAD" BULLETS
9MM 120 GR. TFP 35.50
38 CAL 158 GR. SWC 40.50
38 CAL 180 GR. FP . 43.50
44 CAL 240 GR. SWC 50.50
44 CAL 240 GR. rEp. 50.50
45 CAL 230 GR. RN 47.50

All prices per 1000-AIi bullets bulk packed 500 to a box.
Special wax type lubricont- # 2 Alloy

All ORDERS SHIPP£O FREIGHT COllECT AND MUST BE ACCOMPAIIIED
BY F.F.l. QUALITY GUARANTEED DR YOUR MllIlEY REFUNDED. DEAlER

INQUIRIES IlIV1TED.

INFO'QU'ICI(IE'
Probably no engagement throughout

the entire Civil War was fought without
the percussion revolver.

HANDGUN LEATHER
Continuedfrom page 9

prepared to make my recommendation.
The Steyr Model GB 19-shot 9mm outper
forms them all, even the excellent Taurus
PT-92 and the Beretta 92SB, and most cer
tainly the S&W M559.

J. M. Bucheimer, apparently anticipat
ing the upcoming popularity of the Steyr
GB, designed an outstanding pancake
style belt carry holster for the gun. Any
handgunner who has purchased a newly
designed handgun-particularly one made
overseas-will testify as to how difficult it is
to find a good commercial holster. Produc
tion holster makers usually are unwilling
to tool-up until a gun becomes reasonably
well accepted. Bucheimer is to be com
mended for his foresight.

The new Bucheimer holster is, indeed
up, to its usual high standards. Quality
top-grain leather and double-heavy stitch
ing are but two features. The thumb-break
safety snap is attached to a double-thick
leather tab that works best when the gun is
actually in the holster (in case you find
yourself playing with one on your dealer's
rack). The belt loops are spaced about 61t1z
inches apart and situated in a position to
give you a secure ride at medium height. I
like it, and think marty of you will, too.
J. M. Bucheimer does business at POB 280,
Frederick, MD 21701.

INTERARMS HOLSTERS
Last, but never least, is the Interarms

line of holsters. I have no idea who makes
them for Interarms, since they are simply
stamped Interarms on the back; but I sus
pect they are imported, as are many of
their top quality firearms. Wherever they
may come from, they are well made and
will complement most any gun in the In
terarms line-up.

Mine came as an inducement when I
purchased a well-used Walther PP,which
had belonged to a German police unit. Its
design is similar to the aforementioned
Bucheimer, with the exception of single
heavy-stitching-for the smaller and
lighter PP-and differently designed belt
loops. I was not disappointed and find the
Walther rides nicely, reasonably well con
cealed, at the small of my back.

I have not seen a catalog of Interarms
leather, but I'm sure the company can fix
you up for any gun it stocks, including the
superb Astra A-80 in .45 ACP caliber.

Now, if we can only get NATO to
switcp to our.45 auto ~

cartridge. ~

Ail items $1.00 each or 7 for $5.00 or 15 for $10.00.
All orders under $10.00, include $1.00 for postage
and handling. Minimum order $2.00.
A. Montgomery
'1057 E. Loma Vista
Tempe, Az.85282

GOVERNMENT MODEL BUSHING WRENCH
Pocket size, molded in tough plastic,
prevents scratching that valuable
finish. For all Government model
autos. Fits on your key ring and $1 00
has a handy bore reflector tab. each

GOLD CUP REAR SIGHT SUPPORT
Tired of your rear sight gelling ~

"bumped around"? This item can be
installed out of sight in minutes ~

with no alteration and leaves your _"""7Y ''-.1
sight adjustable but firm. $1 o~ach

RUBBER "COMBAT" SLAM PADS
Heavy black neoprene rubber, die~
cut to fit the bottom of your
magazines for those fast sure
combat reloads. Specify Government - $ 00
model, High Power or S&W model 59. 1 each

GOVERNMENT MODEL RECOIL BUMPER
Die cut neoprene pad slips onto your ry
recoil spring guide to prevent the rD
"slide slap" which can damage your
guns ciose fits. For best results - $1 00 .
use with a stout recoil spring. each

YOU CAN BE AN EXPERT
• GUNSMITH IN LESS THAN

SIX MONTHS
• START NOW AND EARN YOUR DIPLOMA

AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME.
lOUR FAMOUS STAFF OF EXP£RTS WILL TEACH YOU:

I
. BASIC/MASTER GUN REPAIR' CUSTOMIZING' CHOKES
• ACCURIZING • BLUEING' SPORTERIZING • SCOP£S
• BALLISTICS SECRETS' HOW TO BUY WHOLESALE

•
• RELOADING FOR PISTOL AND RIFLE. SHOTGUNS
• HOW TO GET YOUR FEDERAL FIREARMS LICENSE

I PLUS MUCH MORE!
PROVEN METHODS-CHARTS-EXPLODED VIEWS

•
ACCREDITED & APPROVED BY STATE & NATIONAL

AGENCIES & BY THE v.A. FOR GI BENEFITS

I OVER 40,000 STUDENTS SINCE 1946
MAIL TODAY OR CALL (602) 990-8346

Ii - - ~ ~ase RUSHfuii'Trifo on ho;"i7;a~ornea profesl

I
sional gunsmith the OUICK, easy home study waY'

1No obligation. No salesman will call.

I NAME AGE --I
ADDRESS _

I CITY STATE -- ZIP --I
MODERN GUN REPAIR SCHOOL DEPT.CG14

• • _ ~S38 N. 8TH ST., PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85006 ,

..._----------
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FREE
Shooters
Catalog

IPSC, ,PC 6 SE~VICE GUNS
tailored to your needs

w. R. MOORE
P.O. Box 17252

PittSburgh, PA 15235
(send sase fo' p,lces)

If you like to shoot or hunt, this catalog is
for you. Contains a wide variety of unique,
shooting-related products, all fUlly tested
and guaranteed to please.

Write Today and we'll send you the DWG
Shooters Catalog and our exclusive
"Shooters Enquirer" newspaper. U.S.A.
Only. DWG Enterprises. Dept. H •P.O.
Box 2540. Evansville, IN 47714-0540.

BOLT BENDING BLOCkS
Bend Mauser. Springfield and Jap bolls with M
one set of blocks. This newly designed 13'350'milled-steel block will withstand forging with-
out disforming or breaking. All bolt camming po
surfaces and locking lugs are protected from GI I P
the heat. ,A basic necessity for every profes- 6.t-Plgl ~unlmlt"
siGnal or amateur gunsQ1ith. Supply Catalog $2.00

• Target. Police and Combat patented sights and lull length •
rib sights for the competitive shooter.

• NEW COMBAT SERVICEI Your slide milled deeply for a •
• BMCS BO-MAR rear installation $39.50. Sights extra. •

• BO·MAR •
• World's Finest Handgun Sights •
• at affordable prices Serrated blade e •

• Route 12. Box 405 Longview. TX 75605 214-75!l-4784 •
Send stamped self-addressed envelope lor catalog

••••••••••••••••

CHIEF PAUL DEWEY
The chief I work fot today used to be in

charge of police academy training, and is a
lot more enlightened about keeping his of
ficers comfortable in their own capabil
ities. Hats are optional; we can wear any of
several uniform variations, as long as they
iook sharp and we're identifiable as police
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CO~TALK
Continuedfrom page 7

'LIFELINE TO SURVIVAL'
The service handgun is the lifeline to

survival for the officer, his partner and the
citizens he protects when he is caught up in
an encounter of cataclysmic hum'an vio
lence. I want that officer carrying the gun
he or she is most familiar and confident
with. That familiarity and confidence are
more important than firepower, or some
bureaucratic notion of "uniformity."

Two examples. One of the officers I work
with today is Elizabeth Garczynski. Liz is
tall, athletic and more aggressive (in a
healthy sense) than most male cops I've
worked with. She carries a S&W MIS four
inch .38 loaded with department-issued
Federal IS8-grain lead hollowpoint + P
cartridges. I've found her cool under crisis
and deadly on the range; I have no doubt
that if I need her to back me up, she'll put
those lead hollowpoints where they need
to go. Should I insist,.as her training officer,
that she carry a .45 auto that she's un
familiar with, just because I think it's a bet
ter fighting pistol? No; that would be
counterproductive.

One of myoid partners was Richard
Brown, a rock-steady guy who held the
state combat championship several times.
If I walked into anything with Rich, I knew
that between our two .45 automatics we
could put 44 projectiles into man-size tar
gets at seven yards in about 10 seconds.
Did any chiefhave the right to tell either of
us that we had to downgrade to lesser fire
power because the average cop on our job
couldn't handle what we carried? No.
When a new chief did, Rich turned in his
shield.

the top shooters on the force. Was it fair to
lower the performance of masters with
double-action revolvers because autos
basicaily are easier for novices to shoot
well?

Conversely, we find that since an auto
needs more care in both handling and
maintenance, it is more likely to screw up
in the hands of someone who doesn't care
about it than in the hands of a serious
handgunner. Should we say then that since
the lowest common denomiilator of cops
may have accidents with cocked-and
locked .4Ss, seasoned veterans who can
control that gun should be forbidden to
take advantage of its many plusses in a
gunfight situation?

For 35 years C-H has

furnished Reloaders
. with the finest in

Reloading Equipment

I

\sXC/~SiVeIY
from C-H.'

/'

~~ACP
50·Round Cardboard

Ammo Boxes
(Military Surplus)

$15 per 100 plus $3 P&H

Master Card and Visa Accepted
Quantity Discounts Available

Send $2.00 for a complete Reload
ing Equipment catalog - we'll give
you $3.00 back on your first order
over $2500'

No one
asleep at

MIDWAY ARMS, INC.
7450H OLD HIGHWAY 40 WEST

COLUMBIA, MO 65201
314·445-9521

C-H TOOL & DIE CORPORATION
Dept AH, 106 North Harding Street

Owen, Wisconsin 54460
-- -- - -

Bianchi Holsters: Chapman # 50/1ntl.. # 52 . . . 41.00
Bianchi 8-9 Belt or Davis # 114 Belt.. . . 24.00
Davis Holsters: Realist # 1145 or Usher # 1045 .. 65.00
Davis Uberty # 453. . . . . 33.00

ObI. Mag Pouch... ..21.00
Blocker Holsters: lSI or Fowler Speedmaster 69.95

(X-Draw/Strong side/5" /6" Bbl.lBaskelweave add (10.00)
Blocker Slant ObI. Pouch. . 28.95

Basketweave . . 35.95
BlockerlSIBelt . . 28.95

Basketweave 35.95

R08~~~~~~~r~~II.~~=e~~~a~~~::~g:mbat·: :: :~:~
Plaxco Compensators: System I (no stghts). . 190.00

System II (sights) . . 220.00
System III (match). ... . .. .... . . . . . .. . .. 240.00

Wilson Shok·Butf Kit (govt.lcomm.) . . .. ... 5.50
Washers. . . . . . .. ... . . .. ...• ....•..•. . 1 .00

Wilson Extended Ejector . 18.95
Wilson Commander Hammer . 16.95

WilsonTrigger .. .14.95
Wilson Beavertail Grip Safety B/55 .. .. . 18.95
Wilson/Rogers or Pachmayr competition 45 Mag 19.50
Devel8 Round Magazine lor .45 Auto... . 17.95
Devel 8 Round Magazine Conversion Kit for .45 . . 6.50
Breskovich Advantage Grip System. . . . . . . . . . 39.00
Wichita Adjustable "Combat" Sights for .45 . .49.50
Colt or King (b/ss) Drop-in Wide Grip Saf~ty 25.00
King Extended Combat Safety (blue or stam) .. 18.50
Swenson Ambidextrous System . 40.00

Swenson Combat Safety . 26.50
"Swensight"for.45 . 29.95

Heinie.45Sight........ . .28.00
John Shaw Pro Shooters Bag. .. . .. 69.95
"You Can't Miss" by John Shaw . .. . ..... 8.95
Magazine Pads: Checkered Neoprene 1.00

OuickloaderMagWell . . ..... 6.00

JIM'S FLYE SHOPPEtCOMBAT CORNER
Dept. AHG. Rd. #1.9518 Rt. 60. Fredonia. NY 14063

Extended Magazine Release
Button for Colt. AMT and
Crown City Autos. Completely
replaces the existing release.
No drilling or tapping
necessary. Instructions
included. S19.95 postpaid.
N.Y. res. add 7% tax. WE pay
ALL Shipping Charges.
Satisfaction or your money
back.

COMBAT AND IPSC SHOOTERS
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WILSON COMBAT No. 34 Extended
Combat Ejector, precision
machined from 4140 stock & heat
treated RiC 38. 100 % positive
ejection. Minor hand fitting
required $19.95.

WILSON COMBAT No. 2 SHOK·
BUFF@ Shock Absorber Kit (l·HD
recol I spring & 2-poly fiber
buffers) specify Govt.-Gold Cup or
Commander model $5.95. -

WILSON'S GUN SHOP
ROUTE 3, BOX 211·D1
BERRYVILLE, ARKANSAS 72616
PHONE 501·545·3618

Send SASE for price sheets Q!. $2.00 for our
ill ustrated catalog of Custom Combat
Modifications and complete line of Combat
Accessories.

-?
-<.....

... Custom
Pistols

J. MICHAEL PLAXCO

WILSON COMBAT No.
47 Wilson·Rogers .45
Match Magazine, 7 rd.
stainless with rounded
follower & removable
base. Integral base pad
$21.95.

MODERN PRACTICAL and
DEFENSIVE SHOOTING

is being taught at the CHAPMAN
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING.
Courses are now available for pistOl,
rifle and shotgun. The courses have
been attended and praised by world
class competitive shooters as well as
law enforcement and military person
nel. For information write:

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035 • Columbia, MO 65205

(314) 696-5544

.Highest quality workmanship by a champion
competitor:
• Member World Champion USA IPSC "Gold"

Pistol Team. 1982
• Twice Winner Mid-Winter Targetworld

Championship. 1980 and 1982.
• Third Place in USA IPSC Nationals, 1981
Developer of the Plaxco Compensator System

For more information and gun specifications:
J. Michael Plaxco, Rt. I Box 203
Roland, Arkansas 72135 501-868-9787

WI LSON COMBAT No. 3 High
Visibility Combat Sight $25.00.
No. 3D with 3 dot sighting system
$32.00. We will install within 2
weeks for a $20.00 labor charge.

WILSON COMBAT CUSTOM ACCESSORIES

WILSON COMBAT No. 66
Beavertail Grip Safety (blue or
stainless) requires frame fitting
$19.95.

Add $2.50 postage and handling per order, COD's
welcome. NO credit card orders please. Ark.
residents add 3% sales tax. Dealers send FFL for
dealer prices.

All M.O., cert. check and COD orders processed
within 5 business days.

officers. Our choice of guns is largely up to
us. S&W four-inch Model 13s are issued,
but more than half of my brother officers
carry their own privately-purchased, de
partment-approved guns. We can carry
l25-grain JHP magnum loads only ifwe've
qualified with .357 ammo; the .45 auto is
optional ifyou can shoot Master with it-a
good way of making sure that complicated
guns stay in the hands of people who know
how to use them.

My boss's name is Chief Paul Dewey,
and he's into performance instead of bu
reaucracy. That's way his dep,artment en
joys an extraordinary morale factor and a
high case resolution rate. I wish there were
more police chiefs like him, who make sure
their cops are trained to understand their
optimum performance capability, and are
turned loose to deliver it their own way,
within the parameters of reasonable reg
ulations. The community appreciates it,
too.

The decision on the best gun to carry is
best left to the well-informed and well
trained police officer who rides alone and
is ultimately responsible for his or her own
confident and appropriate use of the police
weapon. ~

"Let those who ride, decide~' ~

Citizens out-gun cops
in dispatching crooks

FBI statistics show that U. S. citizens
justifiably kill 30 percent more

criminals than do police.
Even this statistic substantially

under-represents the phenomenon: It
counts only robbers and burglars killed,
excluding personal self-defense-for
example, a woman who kills a boy
friend to keep him from beating her to
death.

The whole range of justifiable homi
cide appears in 1981 California statistics
that show citizens justifiably kill twice
as many felons as do police; in Chicago
and Cleveland it is three times as many.

Such information helps redress the
statistical imbalance that so distorts the
handgun prohibition debate. While ex
haustive statistics on handgun misuse
are published annually, no comparable
s ta ti s ti cs on be nefi cia Ius es are
compiled.

Evenjustifiable homicide statistics
are only a crude index to the value of
civilian handguns.

But they're a step forward, in the
right direction. (L.D.)

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The two most popular revolvers used

during the Civil War and the quantities
purchased by the U.S. Ordnance De
partment were the Colt Model 1860 .44
percussion (128,697) and the Reming
ton .44 percussion (115,563). The for
mer represented 34.5 percent of all re
volvers purchased, the latter 31 percent.
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HANDLOADING
Continuedfrom page 12

ifornia; Rod Zeka of neighboring Azusa
and myself. .

What we set out to learn was which of
the five lubes would provide less bore lead
ing, hence better accuracy. Ancillary
amenities, such as non-stickiness in han
dling, not being too runny, and overall
convenience of use, also were considered.

Lubes involved in the tests were Tam
arack (a 50-50 combination of Alox and
beeswax), Lube-Rite, Javelina, the tube
that exists in the grooves ofbullets cast and
sized by S&S Precision Bullets, and a new
one by lubrication engineer Ed Carwile of
El Cajon, California (9880 Chocolate
Summit Drive, 92021).

We don't know what's in the S&S lube,
and we don't know what's in Carwile's
product, which arrived in stick form and
had no name. For the purpose of identi
fication, Banks dubbed it SGS (Sticky
Green Stuff).

Carwile's observation was that, al
though it worked better than Alox, it might
be too slippery.

The control load involved 24/WW 296,
CCI 350, Norma .44 Magnum brass and
S&S 240-grain cast (Ii no) bevel-based
bullets. Average velocities were 1,400 fps.
Successive five-shot groups were shot from
a bench rest at 25 yards. Cylinder and bore
were cleaned following each 25-shot string
with the different lubricants.

Accuracy results, if not entirely conclu
sive, are perhaps indicative. The Tam
arack-lubed bullets produced groups aver
aging 30/16 inch; those lubed with Javelina,
2% inch, S&S-lubed, 2% inch, Lube-Rite,
3% inch and SGS, 2%inch. Light leading
was observed with all but Lube-Rite,
which resulted in light-to-medium leading.

LUBES AND ACCURACY
Lube-Rite's makers (Palm Beach

Wholesale Shooting Products) recom
mends that the reloader "use a light bulb,
or some other heat source to warm the
lube" prior to its use.

SGS, meanwhile, requires no pre
heating; however, it is inclined to run when
it's warm. That's one fault its makers
sought to eliminate with Lube-Rite.
They've done it; the stuff doesn't run at
reasonably ambient temperatures.

We could go on and on about this-or
that lubricant resulting in more-or-less
leading, but nothing-not even messy dips
of graphite in liquid-has given us
completely lead-free shooting: We'll have
to settle for light-to-medium smears.

The group sizes weren't all that good,
either. In fact, no substap,tial shrinking of
group size took place until the load itself
was changed.

The new control load consisted of
Continued on page 75 .
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$65.
$80.
$95.

$110.

~u-~iu~ ®uus, clue.
Dept. AH

1053 CAULKS HILL ROAD
HARVESTER. MISSOURI 63303
(314) 441-4500 (314) 447-4501

13"L x 10"W x 4"D
17"L x 13"W x 4"D
27"L x 13"W x 4"D
36"L x 10"W x 4"D

WALNUT _

CONVOLUTED FOAM LINER
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

S & W and COLT WARRANTY STATION
S & Wand COLT PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

__ LP1

_DC1
_CC2
_BS4

OAK _

BROWNELLS
Designed for

The Gunsmiths - Dealers - Hobbyists
Who Service the Needs of the Millions of

Sportsmen & Target Shooters in the U.S. Today

PYTHON BBLS: 8"-$94, 6"-$82

QUALITY HARDWOOD WEAPONS CASES
HANDCRAFTED OAK OR WALNUT
LEATHER HANDLE/BRASS HARDWARE

To order send Cashier's Check or M.O. Indicate style and wood. Allow 4
weeks delivery. Add $4.00 shipping. Illinois residents add 6% sales tax.
Other sizes available.
THE QUETICO TRADER BOX 1052 NORTHBROOK, IL 60062

6" & 8" Python Bbl's fitted to K & N frame S&W
S&W Model 28 converted to 44SP & 45LC, etc.
K frame S&W converted to 25-20. 32. etc.
S&W N-frame-convertible to 45LC & 45ACP
S&W N-frame converted to K Round Butt
Ruger SA 357 converted to 44/40. 44SP, 45LC, etc.
Ruger SA fitted with 10" barrel, any caliber
Cylinders rechambered-Barrels relined
PPC guns built-Bull barrels fitted-Actions tuned
Electroless Nickel-Parkerizing-Reblueing

S&W rear sight with our front sight fitted
to Colt slide & other Combat Modifications!

W hr el ~ un <Ii 0 nurr 1) jon
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• Highest Quality
Work

• Target, IPSe, or
Combat
Conversions

• Standard or Shooters Specifications

For further information and specifications, contact:

Bob Greider
4625 Carrie Ann Lane
Abilene, Texas 79606

915-698-2006

Greider's Custom .45 Shop



HANDGUN
MARKET

Classified ads 50¢ per word per insertion, (35~ per word-per insertion for 3 or more) including
name and address. Minimum charge $7.00 per ad. Copy must be submitted with payment in
advance. NO AGENCY DISCOUNTS. All ads must be received with advance payment by not
later than the 14th of the fourth month preceding date of issue. Example: Closing for MarI Apr
84 issue (on sale Jan. 1) is Nov. 14th. Ads received after closing date will appear in the
following issue. Please type or print clearly. NO PROOFS FURNISHED. Include name, ad
dress, post office, zip code, city and state as counted words. Abbreviations count as one
word each. Mail to AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200,
San Diego, CA 92108.

ACCESSORIES

COATED CLEANING RODS. Allsi_, all Cal~ for list
of precision shooting aoc...: J. Dewey Mfg. 186AH Skyview,
Southbury, CT 06488

GUN ENGRAVING on your firearms, Customized Artwork
-monogram, ornamentation, hunting scene-whatever you
wish. No caae hardened, Knife handles-no blades. Hand
rubbed walnut plaques for all your awards presentations.
Jewelry, Trophy and Gun work. Sundance Engraving, PO
Box 912, Reading, PA 19603

IVORY GRIPS-All Makes-Hand Carving. Free Colt
Medallions-Stamped addreoaed envelope for list. Gunart,
Box 22, Lakewood, NJ 08701.

GENUINE ELEPHANT IVORY GRIPS for Colt 45 auto·
matics $110 per pair, satisfaction guaranteed. Send check to:
Ivorygrips, Box 83OAH, West Dover, Vermont 05356-0830.
Void where prohibited.

COONAN MAGNUM AUTOMATIC Cap and Emblem.
First quality, American made, no foam, built to last! Silver
Cap with 100% embroidered 2"x4" Emblem (Silver with
Green Trim). Limited first production run. CAP-$7.95.
Order two for $15.00 and receive an extra Emblem,
EMBLEMS-$2.oo, or only $1.50 each for two or more. Add
$1.00 shipping for Cap orders, 504 for Emblems. N.Y.
residents add 7% sales tax. Contact your area COONAN
ARMS DISTRIBUTOR or, ELMIRA ARMS COMPANY,
DEPT. H, ~5 S. WALNUT STREET, ELMIRA, N.Y. 14904,
Phone orders 607·734·8168.

ORIENTAL JADE PISTOL GRIPS CUSTOM MADE
FOR ANY HANDGUN. $1500. For information Call Color·
ado 595-0302 or 1-600-525-3050.

IVORY: complete Scrimshaw arid ivory supplies. Cabo, inks,
belt buckles, elk burrs, ivory handled knives. Pistol grips in
ivory and hardwoods, for SAA, .45 Auto, Rugers, Browning
high power. Raw ivory in slabs, tusks. and sections. For cata
log, send $1 to: Midwest-Artan, Sec. 3, P.O. Box 325,
Thomasboro, IL 61878.

SPEED-LOADER USERS: SPEED-LATCl{TM will help
you shave seconds off your reloading time! Available for
S&W K and L frames, also Ruger Security Six and the
Redhawk. Send SASE for descriptive literature to: FIRE
ARM TECHNOLOGY CO., Box 266, Ma888pequa, NY
11758.

ADVENTURERS-Procurement Index for security "con
sultants," agents, operatives, discerning individuals who take
life seriously. Offering: Specialized leatbergear; miniaturized
electronics; disguised self·defense devices; countenneasure
specialties. Our illustrated catalog, $2.00 (refundable). ASp,
PO Box 18595/AHC, Atlanta, GA 3)326.

STAKING TOOL, for 45 front sights. Also works on Reming
ton shotguns and rifles. $29.95 PPD. Cody Shooters Supply,
Box 907, Cody, WY 82414.

TREADLOCK SECURITY CHEST. Fire-Resistant Safes.
Discount Prices. CAVALIER SECURITY, Box 12507,
Roanoke, VA 24026. (703) 992-3371.

JADE GRIPS for.45 Govt Auto $225.00 per set. Maze, 2124
Kittredge St. "I", Berkeley, CA 94704. Calif. residents add 6%
sales tax.

AR·7 ASSAULT RIFLE! We have 15 round magazines,
ventilated barrels and collapsible stocks. $1.00 for List. $25.00
per mag, 2 for $40.00. Ground Zero Survival Supply, P.O. Box
335, Croton, OH 43013.

SEMI MAC 10-11 TO FULL AUTO IN 5 SECONDS. Back to
UNALTERED SEMI·AUTO IN 2 SECONDS!
Introductory price, $22.00 ppd.; Parts; instructions; Survival
Aocessories, Box 468, Waupun, WI 53963.

GUN OWNERS, BORE-BRITE for firearms uses available
light to examine gun bore. Solid lucite. Send $1.50 to: The
Quetico Trader, Box 1052, Northbrook, IL 60062.

Progressive loading tool by Berdon-a proven design-loads
pistol & rifle-versatile-low cost to change calibers & powder
cbarges-uses 7/8x14 dies-5 year warranty on parts & labor.
Easy to use-accepts standard C8se feeders and indexers
made to last with strong durable materials. For info write or
call: Berdon Machine, Box 483-S, Hobart, Washington 98025.
(208) 282-2813.

BOOMERANG-Incredible Returns! Enjoy exciting sport.
You CAN do it! Unique gift for anyone. Order free catalog
now! Boomerang Man, 331-AH Park, Monroe, LA ~1.

NEW VIBRA-TEK braas polisher and cleaner, the reloader's
choice the world over. Only ~ minutes to clean once fires
brass. Tumbler method takes 2 bra. Economical, draws only
20 watts. Doesn't damage C&8El8. cleans inner and outer sur-

f:-. n:::'~~b'::;'~tr;, f.:.~h~ ::'':'th:.[,fi,~'fME
WARRANTY. Complete with media and extra tub for clean
ing with solvents. REGULAR VIBRA-TEK 100 30.06 capac·
ity, 2 lbo. media $69.95. MAGNUM VIBRA·TEK :J)() 3).06
capacity, 5 lbs. media $138.00. Extra 5 lbo. media $13.75. All
prepaid. Hayden-Holmes Co., I844 Arroya, Colorado Springs,
CO 80006. 303/634-8611.

RUGER MARK II OR MARK I walnut target stocks with
thumbrest, $19.95, postage paid. MAGNUM GRIPS, P.O.
Box BOI-H, Payson, AZ 85541.

GUNS, RELOADING Tools, gun cabinets, gun caaes, every
thing for the shooter at discount prices. Fast shipments, Free
catalog. Eaman's, Pitcairn, PA 15140. Phone (412) 243-7515.

MAKE BULLET LUBE FOR AS LITTLE AS .20 PER
TUBE. Lube recipe plus plans for making mould $2. Or for
steel constructed mould, recipe, and instructions. Send $15
plus $3 shipping. Lightning Lube Co., P.O. Box 27, Dept. 20,
Osceola, Iowa 50213.

HAND GUN Caddys-All nylon molded, mounts under
tables, desks, dreoaers, bed boards, on metal, etc. Hardware

~:L~i~G.~°l.%~gP.o.u~;~4'r'~tC::da~:~Ffr::f1.

AMMUNITION

FAST DRAW SHOOTERS: Machined stainle.. steel car
tridge adaptors for wax slugs. Available in 45LC & 44oal. for
use with ~ primer & 22 blank. 38 spec. with ~ primer.
$18.00/6 Discounts available for large quantities. Blancett
Inc., P.O. Box 972, Altus, OK 73521.

BRASS CASES, Military, .38 special $40.oo/M, (Comm
$45.oo/M); .223 m.OO/M,.308 $3O.oo/M;.45 ACP $65.00/M,
match $90.00/M. FFL Required. Shipping UPS COD.
Mayfield &Co., (HG), Rt. 1, La Salle, IL 6l301.815/223.()975.

.22 RIMFIRE EXPLOSIVE AND INCENDIARY AM·
MUNITION: This Book Describes Ho'" to Prepare 9 dif
ferent Varieties of Special Purpose Ammunition. Transforms
tbe .22 Rimfire Cartridge into a Cartridge aa Devastating as a
.357 Magnum. Send $9.95 to: MKBS-PUBLICATIONS, 4111
Lincoln Blvd., Dept. H35G3, Marina Del Rey, CA 90292.

"VAPOR GUARD" Case to bullet sealing compound, also
provides more uniform bullet release. Mil. Spec. C·13783B
$1.00 Packet seals approx. 300 cases. Add $1.00 S/H in the
U.S. any quantity. H & H Cartridge Corp., P.O. Box 104,
Greensburg, IN 47240.

BRASS, .45ACp, $65/M, 9mm NATO military $65/M, South
African .223 live ammo-collector's dream, $9-box of 20
rounds. FFL needed. Freight collect: American Munitions,
P.O. Box 703, Madison Heights, Michigan 48071. 313/547-4781
after 7:30 P.M. All material is once fired and boxer-primed.

BOOKS

1984 REDBOOK OF USED GUN VALUES. Discover what
your fireanns are worth in the most reliable source book ever
published. A comprehensive volume that covers rifles, hand
guns, and shotguns, it contains more than 3500 listings. Only
$5.95 postpaid. REDBOOK, Dept. HG, 591 Camino de la
Reina, Suite a:>o, San Diego, CA 92108.··

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $4,00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00 Schlesinger, Department E., P.O. Box 682, New York,
NY 10150.

"SURVIVALIST" Book Catalog. lOO's of titles covering
many subjects. Rush $1.00 Cash: I'll send free if you're broke,
BUT GET IT NOW. To: Ken Hale (205), McDonald, OH
44437.Q395.

UN'USUAL BOOKS. Silencers, lockpicking, survival, knife
fighting, undercover investigations, weapons, fake ID, crime,
police manuals, more! 500 titles in huge illustrated catalog.
$2.00: Loompanics, Box 1197-F, Port Townsend, WA 98368.

SHOOT A HANDGUN reveals the expert's way to use your
handguns safely, effectively and within the law. Learn how
and where to shoot, firearms responsibility, what ammuni
tion to purchase, and more. Special chapter on defensive
pistol shooting, plus a glosaary of handgun terms. Only $9.95
postpaid. GUNS BOOKS, Dept. SH, 591 Camino de la Reina,
Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108."

1983 AMERICAN HANDGUNNER ANNUAL. Includes reo
ports on New Handguns for 1983, Airgun Review, Self·De
fense Hangunning, 500 Best Places to Shoot Across the U.S.
plus much more! Only $4.95 postpaid. HANDGUNNER
ANNUAL, Dept. HG-3, P.O. Box 85201, San Diego, 92116."

IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME by M8888d Ayoob. How
and when to use a gun, authoritively written by an active
duty policeman. For your copy, send $7.95 (includes postage)
to: GUNS BOOKS/Dept. CA, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite
200, San Diego, CA 92108.··

TRACKING by Jack Kearny. A blueprint for learning how
by an unchallenged authority and author of the U.S. Border
Patrol course. His skills have led to scores of people lost in the
wild and solved criminal caaes. $8.95 + $.75 post. HAND·
GUNNER BOOKS/Dept. CA, 591 Camino Reina, San
Diego, CA 92108."

NO SECOND PLACE WINNER by Bill Jordan. A fascinat
ing book about gun fighting and the equipment to use, from
loads to leather. $8.50 + $1 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS!
Dept. CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108."

1984 GUNS ANNUAL AVAILABLE NOW! Exciting articles
for the guns enthusiast including: Black Powder Review, Ac
cessories for Military and A888ult Rifles, a Book Length Re
port on How to Buy Used Guns, Airgun Review, plus a com

, prehensive Handgun, Rifle and Catalog section. Only $4.95
postpaid. GUNS ANNUAL, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite
200, Dept. GA·4, San Diego, CA 92108."

Shooting Handguns Safely and Accurately. Excellent 28
page manual. Proven techniques. Instructive photographs.
$2.50: Seitzer Publications, Dept. AH, Box 4414, Albany, GA
31706.

FEDERAL GUN LAWS-Covers machineguns, silencers,
rules and regulationa pertsining to all aspects of dealing in
firearms and ammo-2O pages $3.95. CONCEALED
WEAPONS PERMIT BOOKLET, How to receive one
...... $2.50. YOUR OWN STATE GUN LAWS, Know the
regulations and laws in your state $1.75. STATE GUN
LAWS for all FIFTY STATES, A very detailed booklet
. ..... $4.95. S.G.S.E., P.O. Box 780-AH, Mocksville, NC
27028.

TRANSPORTING PERSONAL FIREARMS. Traveler's
handbook of state regulations for carrying handguns, long
guns by private vehicle-Federal restrictions-Bus, train,
airline policies, requirements-Mailing rules-Laws of
Canada, Mexico. Revised edition. $4.95 postpaid. Sparrow
Publishing House, Dept. GM, P.O. Box 817, Boulder City, NV
89005.

New updated catalog every two months! The best new books
on weaponry, the martial arts, self-defense, survival, and
creative revenge. $1.00. Paladin Pre.., P.O. Box 1307·BC,
Boulder, CO 8:>306.

REMINGTON 1100 EXOTIC WEAPON SYSTEM is now
available. Seventy close-up photos illustrate how to convert
your 1100 semi-auto into a selective-fire assault shotgun.
9 x 12, softcover, 96 pages, $14.00 postpaid. Paladin Pre..,
P.O. Box 1307-BA, Boulder, CO 80306.

GUN OWNERS-KNOW YOUR RIGHTS. Your State Gun
Laws, all published City Ordinances, selected Federal Laws,
nationwide toll free telephone numbers. Send $4.95. Inter·
state Enterprises, Dept. AH, Box 19486, Houston. TX 77224.

LUGERS WORLD'S finest quality; listing: $1.50; subscrip·
tions: $5.00. R. Shattuck, 6681 Castle, Birmingham, MI
4BOI0.

OUT·OF-PRINT Books Found. Send Wants. BookLook, 51
Maple Avenue, Warwick, N.Y. 10990.

FREE WHOLESALE CATALOG, Guns, Scopes, Reloaders,
Supplies. ALPINE RANGE SUPPLY, Rt. 7, Box 356, Ft.
Worth, TX 78119.

MANUALS For Sale: FM 90·10 Military Operations on Ur
banized Terrain (MOUT), 15, Aug. '79. The Army's Manual
on combat in built-up areas, house to house fighting, street
clearing-all aspects of combat in cities, the ultimate in
SWAT type operations. Manual is the new "How to Fight"
type, 3 ring loose leaf binder type with camouflage plaatic
covers, $10.00. (includes postage). Over 600 others in my list,
list still goes for $I, over 27 pages long. Check or MO; Camgo,
P.O. Box 2641, Dublin, CA 94568.

FULL-AUTO! Complete illustrated manual on selective fire
conversions for the following weapons .... HK 91/93, AR·15,
Mac 10-11, Mini-14, MI Carbine. Only $10.00 postpaid. J.
FLORES, Box 14-S, Rosemead, CA 91770. Free Catalog.
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"HOME IS WHERE You Park It;' new revised edition, is a
must for those considering RVing as a lif...tyle. Send $8.95 to:
Kay Peterson, Box 2870-MCCAG, Estes Park, CO 80517.
Money-back guarantee.

USED WESTERN paperback books. Great selection. Send
Stamp for catalog. Howling Wildem.... Dept. W. Box 242. EI
Toro. CA 92630.

INCREDIBLE PUBI-cations catalog. Supreaaed inventions.
survival, superbrain function secret, etc. (stamp). Fry's Pub
licationa. 22511 Markham. Perris. CA 9237Q.

SWITCHBLADE KNIFE BooK-Lateet edition. over 80
photos, where to huy. prof. printed; $8.00 ppd: TANZ. Box
14221. Pittsburgh, PA 15239.

THE LUGER PISTOL: Complete step by step diaaasembly
procedure booklet. Facts and drawings. Parts listing and
helpful information for German Luger Lovers. $4.75
postpaid. Bunnell Systems. Box 426B. Dalton. PA 18414.

HOMEMADE MACHINE GUN PLANS. Comprehensive.
detailed. easy to follow 24-page oversize booklet. Machine
shop unneceaaary. Send $6. WILDCAT PUBLICATIONS.
Dept. XXA. 7 Michigan. Dundee. IL 60118.

The Ruger 1022 Exotic Wea~ns System is a conversion sys
tem you can bet your life oil: OVer 60 explicit photos, plus
machinist's drawings and gull-acale templates, show you how
to transform your Ruger 1022 into a selective·fire. close-com
bat gun you can trust. Order Now! 9I12. softcover. 86 pag....
$14.00 postpaid. Paladin Preas. Box 1307-BBX. Boulder. CO
60306.

INTERSTATE TRANSPORT OF PERSONALLY
OWNED FIREARMS $1.50. Rights when traveling with a
firearm. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS PERTAINING
TO FEDERAL FIREARMS LAWS AND REGULATIONS

t.~~OX~D"'~EGU'L';TJ(;JJ'~:'~e~~xbF'\j;J:~~~¢~
$4.95. Interstate Enterprises. Dept. AHP. Box 19466.
Houaton. TX 77224.

COIN'S FINANCIAL SCHOOL. Most popular book on gold.
silver and money ever published. Send $5 to: Omni Publica
tions. Box 216. Hawthorne. CA 90250.

THINKING ABOUT A SHOOTING SCHOOL? Before you
spend $1000 and not get what you're looking for. read "Shoot
ing Schools: An Analysis." It's the finest. objective compari
son of America's top 10 schools. A most detailed evaluation.
frankly discussing the strong and weak points of each. Wri t
ten by a shooter who's been to them all! 100 pages, illustrated.
Off the presses in December. Pre-publication sale $7.50
postpaid. Personal Defense Foundation. Box 7035-H. Albany.
NY 12225.

GREAT SELECTION of Shooting. Hunting and Military
Books. For free catalog write:'PVA Books. P.O. Box 2216
AHG. Canyon Country. CA 91351.

Thor and Odin Live! Discover modern Germanic Pagan
religion! Send $1 to: Wotan. 3125 19th. Suite #297-E.
Bakersfield. CA 93301.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

"LEARN GUNSMITHING." Yavapai College is a fully ac
credited community college with V.A. approval. Excellent fa
cilities, experienced instructors, great mountain climate
mak... this the place to learn gunamithing. Write to Yavapai
College. Attn: GUNSMITHING INSTRUCTOR. 1100 E.
Sheldon. Pr...cott. AZ 86301. 602-445-7300.

MAKE MONEY AS PART-TIME GUN DEALER ... How
to receive your Federal Firearms License . .. $2.00 75-Top
Gun Wholesaler's Directory. $2.00. Your State Pistol Laws
... $2.00. How to receive a Concealed Weapon Permit. $2.00.
All four Publications $5.00 ppd. Moneyback Guarantee.
KEVCO HA. Box 1630. Bakersfield. CA 93302.

BE A GUN DEALER. Official Federal Firearms License Kit.
Application Forms, Instructions, Wholesale Sources of Fire
arms, Ammo & Accessories. The Most Complete kit
Available. You can Start Selling Guns & Ammo for Full or
Part-time Income Today. Send $4.95 to: S.G.S.E.. P.O. Box
760-AH. Mocksville. NC 27028.

WILDLIFE Hat Tacs. over 400 available. Realistic Money
Maker, wholesale only, $3. for two samples and price list;
CIC. Box 1006. Decatur. IL 62525.

BECOME A GUN DEALER: Professionally prepared kit
includes official fonns, covers licensing, purchasing, records
everything! List hundreds of top wholesalers. Guaranteed!
$4.00. Busin.... Conaultants. Dept.-H. P.O. Box 1232. Union
town. PA 15401.

BE A LICENSED FIREARMS DEALER. Full or part time
income. We tell how to start your own Firearms Business at
home. No cash outlay for inventory. You take gun orders,
then buy one gun or many wholesale by mail. We send SAME
DAY your order received: LATEST Official Federal Applica
tions Forms, complete instructions. UPDATED Wholesale
Directory, 800 Numbers, practical dealer tips, discounts on
buain.... cards. rubber stamps. dealer supplies. diamonds, and
more. Most complete kit available. PLUS FREE GIFT
Burglar Alarm Warning Decals. Send $5.00. Interstate En
terprises. Dept. AH-2. Box 19466. Houaton. TX 77224.

BE A PROFESSIONAL BONDSMAN! Exciting. lucrative.
No investment, training, work from home full/part-time.
Free report: THE BAILBOND GUIDE. Box 602-A3. Baton
Rouge. LA 70821.

BY NEXT WINTER you can be ...tablished in buain.....
making good money. Private Security is a prestigious, reces
sion-proof profession, not a get-ricb-quick scheme. Every
thing needs guarding today-everywhere-citi.... small towns,
boondoc~. We'll show you how to start and. operate a suc
cessful guards/patrolmen agency. even though you have
little cash and no diploma. Others have done it; you can do it
too. Complete step-by-step manual only $6.95. SecuriTech
H. Box C. Vashon. WA 9lKI70.

BE A FIREARMS DEALER-Buy wholesale-No
inv...tment needed-Full or part-time. Send for OFFICIAL
FFL KIT with BATF application and our carefully
researched 1983 GUN DEALERS GUIDE with: Complete
instructiona/requirements. BATF numbers. Valuable hints.
150 + wholesalers. Manufacturers, Gunsmiths. etc. Be as
sured our publication is no "rip-off." It's all you will need.
Sent aame day. $7.50. Thank you. RK ENTERPRISES. 2616
Las Positaa. Santa Barbara. CA 93105.

Turn discarded tires into cash! Five proven methods,
Guaranteed. Details; Browns Diversified, Box 53. Fishers. IN
46038.

FARM. RANCH jobs. New listings. All phases. all areas.
Guaranteed. Information: Agri Jobs. Dept. AH. P.O. Box 6,
Indiahoma. Okla 73552.

WOODWORKERS-Turn $4 Material into $39.95. Ideal
Home Business. Free Brochure! Pine Shop, 78-AH, West
Peterboro. NH 03468.

Synthetic oil dealerships available. We have regional ware-
houses across the U.S. and Canada. For more information
including info on synthetic lubricants write: Perfonnance
Synthetics Corp.• 3771 Hamill Dept. 6C. Riverside. CA 92503.

TATIooiNG EQUIPMENT. Colora. Machines. d...igns.
everything needed to start you in busin..... Send $1.00 for
catalog to: S & W TATTOOING. Box 263 AH. East
Northport. NY 11731.

PROTECT YOUR INVENTION. Registered Patent At
torney. Free Preliminary Review of your d,","ription. Box
392-AH. Milwood. NY 10546.

Battery Rebuilding Tools. Instructiona $326.00. Manual
$65.00. Training Available. SUN BATTERY 10415 98.
Sebring. FL 33870.

ALASKAN JOBS: For complete information, send S.A.S.E.
to: Alaakan Job ServiC'"'. Box 40235-A. Tucson. AZ 85717.
Immediate R...ponse! NO GIMMICKS!!

BUMPER STICKER PRINTING DEVICE. Cheap, Sim
ple. Portable. Free details: Bumper. P.O. Box 22791(DL).
Tampa. FL 33622.

Distributors wanted for new food products, (Not Dehy
drated) appealing to campers. backpackers, and survivalist.
Your own business, Income depends on effort. DALTON, Box
2162. Williamsport. PA 17703.

COLLECTORS

ATTENTION COLLECTORS-RARE FIND: Brand new
Prolite Pro-2 flashlights made for MODEL l(}.B High Stan
dard Ponce Shotgun. each serial numbered in manufacturer's
box. $49.95. free ahipping; No CODa. only bank checks
accepted. Large supply, 20% discount on five or more dealers;
K&M Enterprises. 2950 S.E. Ocean Blvd.• Bldg 4-5. Stuart.
FL 33494. (3(5) 283-1ll49.

FAMOUS WEAPONS OF THE OLD WEST. Collector's
Print Seri.... Beautiful 8',,"x11" full color prints of 8 of the
most famous weapons owned by some of the best known
outlaws and lawmen of the old w...t. Only $24.95 including
attractive portfolio or $4.95 for aample print (can apply
toward 1st order). Satisfaction guaranteed. Texas residents
please add 5% aal... tax. Make check or MO payable to: Mega
Media. Dept. AH-9. 2104 E. Randol Mill Rd.. Arlington;TX
76011. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Authentic Indian arrowheads. artifacts. We have the h...t.
Free list. Large SAS.E.: Morris'. Box 4771, Anaheim. CA
92803.

Ranger and Pathfinder School Diplomas. Vietnam service
certificates. Military and civilian awards. Send SASE for
illuatrated list: G. Ewing. Box 993. Montpelier. VT 05602.

INDIAN ARTS and crafts and mountain man supply cata
log. 100 pag.... fantastic. illuatrated. $3.50 postpaid. Flathead
Indian Museum. Box # 460. St. Ignatiua. MT 59865.

Badg & Patch... send $1.00 for list or $6.00 for 12 monthly
list Baird's Colleetabl.... Dept. AH683. Box 444. La!
Alamitos. CA 90720.

Soldier. Ch.... Cannon molds and castings. llluatrated cata
log $1.00. With metal soldier $2.00. Coastal. Box 44-H. Cedar
Grove. NJ 07009.

EMBLEMS & INSIGNIA

TOP QUALITY ALL-FABRIC PATCHES FOR YOUR
JACKET OR CAP! Guns Team Member Patch: $3.50.
American Handgunner 1st Patch: $3.50. 25th Anniversary
Guns Collectors Patch. $5.00. Special-all 3 patches only
$11.00 postpaid. GUNS Patches. Dept. HP. 591 Camino de la
Rana. Suite 200. San Diego. CA 92108."

OFFICIAL SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA all-fabric
patch and decal-$3.oo postpaid! GUNS Patch.... Dept. APS.
291 Camino de la Reina. # 200. San Diego. CA 92108."

QUALITY PATCHES. DECALS. custom made. Low prices,
FREE Catalog. Univeraal Emblems. Box 7271. North
Bergen. NJ /17047. 2011869-9316.

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS-FREE Catalog
and price quotes. High...t quality GUARANTEED-Low.-.t
prices. NO Minimum. Money Back Guarantee. Send
Sketch... to: Stadriah. 61 Jane Street. New York, NY 10014.

EMBLEMS CUSTOM EMBROIDERED: loom. hand~
made. or bullion, minimum ten. Handgunner Embroidery
Corporation. 1929 E. 52nd. Indianapolis, IN 46205.
(317) 257-1424.

THE BELT Buckle Buain.... Dept. "A;' Box 4170. Jackson.
MS 39216. (601) 353-9239. Solid Brass. Sterling. Gold. lllua
trated catalogue $1.00 (refundable).

"I LOVE GUNS:' Bumper Sticker. $2.00. P.W.• Dept. AH. Rt.
2. Box 125-A, Prudenville. MI 48651.

FIREWORKS

List of Chinese and Dom...tic Fireworks soure.... suppli....
plua formulas. instructiona and sample aafety fuse. Send.
$5.00. DALTON. Box 2162. Williamsport. PA 17703__ ,

FIREWORKS-Fun. 8afe. top quality. lowest prices.
lllustrated catalogue $1.00; pyro-Sonic DeviC'"'. Box 711
AH3. Grand Haven, MI 49417.

FIREWORKS Suppli.... DISCOUNT LOW! LOW! pric....
Tubss. plugs. shells. mortars. tooling. much more. SAMPLE
KIT $3.98 or SASE for price list. NORMICO INDUS
TRIES. 1025 Jefferson Street. Suite 100, Santa Clara. CA
95050.

GREAT LAKES FIREWORKS Company Brin&" fireworks
to your door!!! New Illustrated catalogue with many
wholesale priC'"'. Send $1.00 Refundable to: GREAT LAKES
FIREWORKS COMPANY. P.O. Box 5324. Cleveland, OH
44101.

Fireworks-Order direct, Send $2.00 for a catalog to: Spark
Fireworks, 8689 Lake Road. Seville. 0 H 44273.

MAKE YOUR OWN-complete fireworks suppli.... $5.00
catalogue. E;npire Supply House, 2320 West Blood. East
Aurora. NY 14052.

SILVER SALUTE-special! $22.00 per gross. Kit. Empire
Supply House. 2320 West Blood. East Aurora. NY 14052.

FOR SALE

COLT .45 AUTO PISTOL. COMPLETE MANUAL More
than 100 pag.... III photos and illuatrations. Details on
dmaa;embly, repair, construction, and marksmanship. $6.50
Catslog $2.00. MONEY ORDER or CREDIT CARD ONLY.
SURVIVAL BOOKS. 11108 Magnolia Blvd.• North Holly
wood, CA 91801. (213) 763-0804.

FREE BROCHURE. Pistol-lighters, pistol-lighter
ftashliltht. Authentic looking styl.... From $3.95. Selmer.
Dept.B. Box 239. Stratford. CT 06497.

Alaska-We now have in-stock bonded core .375 and 9.3mm
bullets Send ~ stamp to: C.H.P.. Box 3147. Kenai. AK
99611.

SUNFLOWER DISH cloths, soft. knit. absorbent. 100%
cotton cloths, in six different colored stripes, for your own use
or to use as money makers for your club. Sangamon Mills
Inc.• Coho.-.. NY 12047.

CYPRESS WOOD slabs for clocks. tabl.... $1.98 each. 100
minimum. Jim's P.O. Box 46-HG. Otter Creek, FL 32683.

The Perfect Gift. Hand Carved. Hand Painted. Real Wood
Ducks. Free Information. JnG Products, 485 Calle Higuera.
Camarillo, CA 9:ll10.

Chesapeake--Pupe. trail. hunting stock. Stud service. Redlion
Chesapeak.... Box 213. Vincentown. NJ 08088. 609/859-3570.

CROSSBOWS Magnum Power by Barnett International
Direct Discount Catalogue. $2.• all goods ahipped prepaid
UPS from my Michigan warehouse; Delivered price: Com
mando. $329.: Wildcat. $179.; Panzer. $219.; Write J.N.Y.
Exports, Box 2322. Station A. London. Ontario. CANADA
N6A 4E3.

FOR SALE: War relics. militaria. head gear. edged weapons.
field equipment. medals. badg.... military books and records.
etc. Send .~ for latest lists. (Also inter...ted in buying
militaria.) Globe Militariainc.• R.F.D.I. Box 269. Keene. NH
03431.

NAZI REGALIA. Send SASE for Free List: NSDAPAO. Box
6414-AH. Lincoln. NE 68506.

GUN PARTS

MAKE YOUR OWN HI VELOCITY lead alloy CAST
BULLETS. the only practical way; with 2 copper 30 cal
rotating bands you make yourself. Jacketed velocities,
SILHOUETTE PISTOLS. at I> cost. Send SASE & 25¢ for
literature and aample band from a Barnes Die: Barn...
Driving Bands Die Co.• P.O. Box 3343, Escondido. CA
92025-0590.
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FULL-AUTO CONVERSION LICENSE KIT-Inciudeil
ALL Federal forms, complete instruetio,," n"""""""Y for
LEGAL Conversion. Convert your semi now! $4.95." ..
SURVIVAL CONSULTANTS, P.O. Box l232 (H), Union
town, PA 15401.

GUNS FOR SALE

We will sell ANY gun at 10% above wholeaale cOst.· We alao
pay cash for used guns. For quote&, call (evenings/weekenda)
or write: BULLSEYE ARMS. 701 N. 20th Street, Banning,
CA 92220 (714) 849-3236.

COLLEcToRS ITEM one pre-war P.A.F. 6.35MM. "Junior"
Made in South Africa. What offenl? Write .to: Mr. M.
Bonltlap. P.O. Box 5740. Durhan. 4000. SOUTH AFRICA.

1921 Colt Thompsons and other fine automatic weapons for
sale. nOll for list. Selective Fire. Box IIll. Conyenl, GA
30207-llll; 404/922-4207.

ANTIQUE ARMS LIST: Colts; Remingtons. S&W's;
Holsten!. grips, parte. miac.• $2 for liat of 300 pieceS; Douglas
R Carlaon. 1379-73 St., D... Moin.... IA 50311.

ADULT AIRGUNS. World's best models. Great for hunthtg;
match shooting and plinking. Guaranteed low...t priem. Send
nOll for catalog to: Wild Bill's lrDporte, P.O. Box 5206-H.
Huntington Beach, CA 926l5.

GUNSMITHING

OCTAGON BARRELS, rifle or piato!. All ceriterfire calibenl.
Custom tapered or half octagon-half round. Chambering for
any cartridge. Write KOGOT. John T. Pell. 410 College.
Trinidad, CO 81~2.

GUNSMITHING Inc. quality work. fast delivery; SPE
CIALTY WORK PERFORMED, III Marvin Drive.
Hampton, VA 23666. Ph. (~) 838-8091.

LATHES-MILLS-TOOLS .Attention Piatolsmiths: the
compact 5" lathe has 13%" bet~een centers, 5" swing, full
range of thread pitches and with the vertical attachment.
milltng ia performed right .I'n the lathe. Other selections:
Unimat 3". Compact 8", Compact 10" and $uper U" lathes.
Jet lathes and mills. Sherline bench top mill. MeaSuring and
cutting tools. Tell us your requirements. Catalog $1.00. Blue
Ridge Machine and 1'001, P.O. Box 536-N. Hurricane. WV
25526, (304) 562-3538.

THE PROTECTOR: .22 cal pen-type piatol you construct
from hardware store materials and only basic tools. New
copyrighted design, only $4.95. Write now: Entium (AH),
Box 1650, Carolina. P.R ~28-165O.

SMITH AND WESSON obsolete firearms-repairs,
....torations, original parts, barrel-lining: Coniplete servie...
form the PROFESSIONAL: Send SASE to: Liberty Antique
Sixgun, Dave Chaicoine. 19 Key Street, Eastport. ME 04631.
(203) 357-1893.

INSTRUCTION

FUNDAMEN'I1\LS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT. N.P.1.
ia now accepting applications for the instruction of qualified
students in the basic praeti!'81 sltills of modem defensive
piatolcraft. For information and applications. send nOll to:
Northeast Piatol Institute. Dept. 714C, PO Box 453, Union.
NJ 07083.

BUY FIREARMS, AMMO WHOLESALE! Federal
Firearms License Application Kit (forms, suppliers, instruc
tions), $5. 0iorating A Profitable Bnsinesa (full time. part
time), $7.50.th. $10.00. PFRB/8. Bot 2800, Santa Fe, NM
87501.

VIDEO TRAINING TAPES.BY TWO-TIME NATIONAL
SHOOTING CHAMPION JOHN SHAW. ':Handliun Train
ing;' $59.95. "Shotgun Training;' $49.95. VHS/Beta. $2.00
shipping per tape. Shaw's book "You Can't Mias;' $9.95
po6tpaid Otber topics available, $1.00. MASTER VIDEO;
Dept. AH. 7947 Carol Elaine Cr.• Memphia, TN 38l34.

U.s. ARMY MARKSMANSHIP UNiT: U.sed To Train
Army Piatol Shooting Teams. A Great "How to Shoot
Manual:' $5.00: GROUND ZERO. P.O. Box 335. Croton, OH
43013.

Ruger 10/22 Selective fire conversion plana, complete with
easy to follow instructions. $10. Campbell·s. Box 900923.
Dallas, TX 75390-0923.

DEADLIEST FIGHTING SYSTEM! The feared and
formidable Chinese Back Cobra style of oriental combat.
Fight like a wild animal. With advanced dynamic medita
tions to .develop the unstoppable mental state & powenl.
Fully illustrated $9.95 + nOll P IH. Check or money order
to: Green Dragon. Society, 6810 N. Sheridan. Dept. A8,
Chicago. IL ~26.

KNIVES & SWORDS

GERBER LEGENDARY BLADES, Canadians send $2.00
for catalog to Porter Enterprises. Dept. AHG#I, Oxford Jct.
Cumberland N;S. BOMlRO.

Apacbe Arrowheada. 10 for $5.00. Free catalog only with
order. Councel. 1239 HM, Apache Junction. AZ 85220.

KNIVES: All types. all size8. Alao iIiaioric Knives, sworda
aDd general weapons. Uilbeatable prices. $2.00 for color
catalogs. DeIntinia, 107 Summit Avenue, Staten Island, NY
10306;

30% OFF ALL GERBER KNIVES! GUARANTEED Super
Low Prices! Send SASE for Catalog. Knives, Dept. AH. 52
Edmund, Uniontown, PA 15401.

Unusual Kniv.... Survival items. Catalog $I (Refundable).
Real World. Box 335-H. Branson. MO 65616.

LEATHERCRAFT

NEW LEATHER COMPANY has craft suppli.... Send $1.00
for complete catalog. (Refundable). The Leather Factory,
Dept. AH 983. P.O. BOx 2430, Chattanooga. TN 37409..

MEN. N()W it'syourwtfe's tum! A top quality custom fitted
holster with separate thi!ih and ahoulder hamesaes. Thigh
unit has a built in money pOcket and dom not ahow under
dreM. For more inforination send S.A.S.E. to: Flatbush
Country Leather, Box U6. Inoe, WA 99139.

MILITARIA

WANTED: GIANT BINOCULARS WWII. lOIBO, 25I100.
25I150. alao handheld Binoculam; Write: Binoculars, Box
541-H. Scranton, PA 18501.

Diaoount speciai forces manu.a!. ExpI08ives-boobytraps..,.
8urvival-incendiaries-silencers-machine gUD6
demolition-unconventional warfare, many oth~ titles. Send
$1.00 for descriptive brochtp'e. CASSADAY PRESS, 8690
Aero Drive. Sqite MIA-I84. San Diego. CA 92123.

Solid Bronze Oval:'CSA" Belt Buckles. $12.95 each Postpaid.
Three or more, $10.95 each .Poetpaid. Baxendale's. 4ll4HG
Sneed. Nashville, TN 37215. (615) 297-1975.

RARE MILITARY AND POLITICAL FILMS on video
C88llettes. Third Reich. Soviet Army and Vietnam Era. Send
$1.00 (refundable) for illustrated catalog. INTERNA
TIONAL HISTORICAL FILMS. P.O. Box 29035, Chicago,
IL ~29.

MILITARY SURPLUS

JEEPS. CARS, pickups from $35. Available at local govern
ment Auctions. For Directory Call 805-687-6000. Extension
921. call refundable.

Military Surphis-Chemical/biological warfare eqnipment.
military clothing and equipment. SASE for catalog; JR
SaleS. Box 4253H. Lancaster, CA 93535-4253.

"GOVERNMENT SURPI>US DIRECTORY:' 950,000
item~ (including Jeepa) ... low as I~ on dollar! Most complete
information available-$2.00 (guaranteed). DISPOSAL, Box
19107-MT, Washington. DC 20038.

GJ. SURPLUS and Camping Equipment. 34 page. catalog
$2.00. S~I: O.D. or 'Camouflage Vietnam Jungle Boots
$24.99 with copy of thia ad. Sizes 6-13 regular or wide. Red
Bank Army Navy, 12-E Monmouth Street. Red Bank, NJ
07701.

SurPlus jeep Buyenl Mantial. Order today. Satisfaction
guaranteed. $12.95 poStpaid to: M. Krimm, Route I, Dept.
AH, Thompeonville. MI 49683.

Military Surplus, Survival gear and hundreds of camping
itema at low priem. Send $3.00 for our latest catalog. Refun
dable on firet order. Adventure Unlimited. P.O. Box 20138,
Affton, MO W3.

MISCELLANEOUS

SHORT-RUN. CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR

~~~z'i~fr~~~~V;'N~MPoS:~~ti'lB~~f~:'
1225 MANZANITA. DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029.

NINJA EQUIPMENT CATALOG-Nightsuits, handclaws,
footapikes, calthrops, blowguns, shuriken, reference materi
als for the "shadow warrior:' Send $1.00 to Ninja. Box 28222/
AHC, Atlanta, GA 30328.

MILITARY & MARTIAL ARTS--I.D. Carda & Certificates.
Airborne. Special Forces; C.I.A., Police, etc. Brochure $1
Kenwood. Box 66, Dept. H. Long Green, MD 21092;

"WARNING ANYONE UNLAWFULLY ENTERING
THESE PREMISES WILL BE SHOT" Display thia bold all
weather decal to show intruders and undesireables you m,~ri
\>nsinesa! Order 4 for just $2.75 plus.2M S&H. CJC Products.
P.O. Box 497. Sicklerville, NJ 08081.

rASSPORTS. DUAL CITIZENSHIPS available from ,Cas
g'iIa~04lnformation package $5.00. Box 40201. Pasadena.

UNEXPECTED RELEASE Beer and Beef Chili with
U)out!>watering vanations plus special gift! Send $1.00 to: A.
Bellamy. Box 549. Lancaster. CA 93534.

Hatcher's formula of Relative Stopping Power for handgun
cartridges-Simplified! Calculate stopping pOwer for your
own gun and loada with these simple InstruCtiOns. Indiapen
aable for. the handloader. $2.00 Poet Paid from: FireFall, P.O.
Box 247. Walled Lake, MI 4ilO88.

MILITARY INSIGNIA SPORTSWEAR-catalog~eas
lldvertiaed in (solider of fortune, gung-ho. leatherneck, new
breed. combat illustated. ahotgun news) illustrating our
complete selection ori (t-shirts. sweatclothing, jacketa)-we
alao feature "Knives for Life" from Cold Steel Inc., and
military/civilian achievement certificates-only $1.00
Military ·Graphics. Box 228HM. Dunkirk, MD 20754.

FREE! World's Leading Novelty Catalog. Things You Never
Knew EIiated. 1600 Novelties. Jokes. Tricks, Science. Sports,
Hobbies. Johnson-Smith. C-8522, Mt. Clemens, MI 48043.

COLT SINGLE ACTION. Pre-War parte & repair Services.
Hammen! & Triggenl rebui)t. Blk. Powder replacement parte..
available. Parts correctly fitted. Send STAMP for free liat.
John Kopec, P.O. Box 157, Whitmore. CA 96096.

ATTENTION GUNDEALERS & SURVIVAL STORE
OWNERS--Sell SOLDIER OF FORTUNE & SURVIVE.
Inquire about our quantity d.is!;ounts on these two adventure
niagazines. Write to: Dealer Program. P.O. Box 693, Boulder,
CO 80306. Or call 1-600-525-0504.

WHOLESALE PRICE liat of gun parts and accesaories.
Send $2.00 to: Texas Armament, P.O. Box 220, Brownwood,
TX 76801.

/{NUCKS: Genuine brass paperweights, not cheap alumi
num, sameday delivery. $7. prepaid: Mathews Police Supply,
P.O. Box 1754, Mathews, NC 28105.

FREE BOOK CATALOG! Privacy. Tax. Credit. Divorce.
El)lployinent problema? Our books have solutions. Write:
Eden Presa. U623 Slater, Box 84lo-GC. Fountain Valley. CA
92708.

Value your privacy? Use our confidential mail receiving
fo~aiditig service. For details write: Security Mail Service,
8935 North 2nd Way, Phoenix. AZ 85020.

NAZI War souirenim and daggers! Illustrated catalog $10,
bill (refundable). Disco, Box 331-H, Cedarburg, WI
53012-0331.

THE FLINTKNAPPER of WEST GERMANY Manufac
turer of superior quality cut and milled agateflints. II sizes
available from .47"i.55" up to .95"tI.18". DEALERS send $1
cash for price IiBt and sample. THE FLINTKNAPPER,
Dept. AH, D-5441 Trimbs, WEST GERMANY.

CORN Cob Pipes, Free Catalog. Com Cob Capita'! Mail
House. P.O. Box 281. Washington, MO 63090.

NEW! BURGLAR ALARM WARNING DECALS. Protect
your guns and valuables. Designed by us. Custom made for
us. Available only from us. Beautiful quality. 4 Decals $2.00.
Interstate Enterprises. Dept. AHD. Box 19466, Houston, TX
77224.

GUNSITE INC. Self·Defense Center. Indoor Underground
Shooting Range. 12. Firing Positions-.22-.44 Mag-Guns &
Supplies' Armed and Unarmed courses' Security Training
Upon Request • Femonal Protection services • Certified
N.RA. Piatol Instructonl • Certified Black Belt Instruction'
2458 Boston Poet Road. Guilford, CT 06437. (203) 453-1570.

Inventions, ideas, new products wanted for pnsentation to
industry and exhibition at national techcology exposition.
Call toll free 1-600-528-6050. In Arizona call 1-600-352-0458
Extension 831.

LEE Jeans. Factory outlet work ciothes, ahoes. Bargains on
new shirts (low as $5.95), jackets, boots. gloves. coveralls.
Send $1 for catalog. SARA GLOVE CO.• 16 Cherry Avenue.
Dept C-l2l, Waterbury, CT 06704.

ALTERNATE IDENTITIES. Name Changes (materials).
Badges. List 42. C.W.L., Box 93221, Paaadena. CA 9llOO.

MERCENARY. Could YOU do it? To find your potential,
send $8.95 to: AZRAEL SERVICES LTD, P.O. BOX 543,
STREATOR, IL 81384.

"SECRET AGENT LICENSED TO KILL" Fool your
frienda with thia authentic looking detailed diploma,. great
!tift too! $5.00 with name printed on. Emeh Hawaii. 45135
Namoku Street, Kaneohe, HI 96744.

REsEARCHING SITTON (Sutton) family. Have much
infonnation, will exchange; RC. Bentley, 854l Jaffe Ct. #12,
San Diego. CA 92119.

DEALERS WANTED: BUCKLES. 44 INSERTS. SEND
SASE to: B & J, P.O. Box 140090HG, Nashville, TN 37214.

ATTENTION GUN OWNER: Keep a permanent record of
your guns in the event of loss or theft. Attractive 4"x6"
huntenl yellow "FIREARMS RECORO CARD" contains
space for photo and lill specifications of your gUn. 5/PK.:
Send $1.50/fK ... Ken Seals, 105 Brokenbridge Road,
Yorktown, VA 23692.

BUMPER STICKERS-I (Love) ahooting; I'd rather be
shooting; Silhouette ahooting knocks me down; Shooten! do
it· for the kicka $1.25 each or Four for $4.00: Dan Hillyer,
Dept. G-7, 20180 Catalina Dr., Castro Valley, CA 94546.

VIDEO Tapes-VHS or BETA-Exciting gun camera and
aerial action! Unless you were there, you've never· seen
anything like it. Send Self addrmoed stamped enveloPe for
catalog and pric"", to: DOT EnlA1rprises, Stratford Center,
Suite 43H. 127 S. Stratford Rd., Winston Salem, NC 27104.

CHEWING-SMOKING Tobacco!! Do you chew-Smoke?
Free samples-Twist, Snuff, pipe and pouches-prices.
Guaranteed aatisfaction. FREDCO·S. Dresden, TN 38225.
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SECOND CHANCE
Continuedfrom page 42

lOP 20

SKIING
AND

SHOOTING
FOR

SARAJEVO

PISTOL PERFECT!
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER is the nation's
only magazine written exclusively for
handgun enthusiasts! On-target articles
and in-depth features increase your
knowledge and enjoyment of handguns.

BE PART OF OUR TEAM

\
SEND $5.00 FOR A TAX
DEDUCTIBLE 1984 OLYMPIC
TEAM PIN

U.S. BIATHLON TEAM
POST OFFICE BOX 597

ESSEX JUNCTION,
VERMONT 05.1,52

The Five-Pin Event is included in the
overall entry fee. All other events are op
tional and require an additional entry fee
of $20 per shooter.

In his excellent book on pin shooting
(Hit the White Part, $8 ppd. from Police
Bookshelf, POB 122, Concord, NH 03301)
Massad Ayoob writes that the Second
Chance course offire relates to "the street"
far more than most people realize. It en
compasses Jeff Cooper's principles of ac
curacy, power and speed: accuracy, if the
bullet doesn't hit square its defensive
power is wasted or mitigated; power, to
stop an attacker you must deliver a deci
sive ballistic blow; and speed, you must
achieve both of the other principles before
your opponent can "do unto you:'

Ayoob finds other parallels between pin
shooting-and serious armed encounters,
and makes a strong case for the "rele
vance" of the match.

But even if that weren't the case, Second
Chance would still be one of the highlights
of the shooting year.

For more information, contact Second
Chance, POB 578, Central ~.

Lake, MI 49622-0578. ~

CITY/STATETIME

19.0 Jim Blackard Claremore, OK
21.0 Michael Murray Dublin,OH
21.0 Bob Denny Cedar Falls, IA
21.0 James F. Swain Memphis, TN
21.5 Lloyd V. Harper Grafton, VA
21.7 David L. Wheeler Newhall, CA
22.1 John Shaw Memphis, TN
23.5 Dan McDonald Redford, MI
23.5 Donnie Miculek Gramercy, LA
23.8 Vance Schmia Marion,IL
23.8 Ross Carter Harrison, AR
24.0 David Stanford Sedro Wooley, WA
24.3 Bruce Gray Citrus Heights, CA
24.8 Harold Koontz Columbus, OH
25.'3 Louis J. Nardi Center Line, MI
25.4 Blake Gann Stoneville, NC
25.5 J. Michael Plaxco Roland, AR
25.7 Wm. Pallazo 'Culver City, CA
26.1 Jeffrey Chudwin Park Forest, IL
26.5 Jerry Miculek Gramercy, LA

tournaments, such as the Steel Challenge
and Bianchi Cup matches. That's not to say
Second Chance competition isn't fierce.
It's just that you don't seem to get as ner
vous at Second Chance. Maybe it's Davis'
running monologue from his rangemas
ter's perch; maybe it's the fact that, unlike
the other major matches, where you have
assigned shooting times, at Second Chance
you show up when you feel like it and
shoot when you're ready. Or maybe it's the
hospitality - the $135 entry fee includes
the Five-Pin Event and all food and bev
erages for the entire week.

In keeping with the purpose of the tour
nament, prizes are distributed so the "Or
dinary Straight Shooter" can win as much
in cash and prizes as the expert Master
Blaster.

Second Chance Master Blasters include
such fine shooters as Massad Ayoob, Jim
Blackard, Brian Enos, Mickey Fowler,
Leonard Knight, Chip McCormick, Jerry
Miculek, Ray Neal, J. Michael Plaxco,
Nick Pruitt, John Shaw, Jerry Usher, Jeff
Wassom and Bill Wilson.

FIVE-PIN EVENT
The course of fire includes individual

and team events, with the individual Five
Pin Main Event forming the backbone of
the competition.

The shooter stands 25 feet from a 4X8
foot table on which five regulation bowling
pins are placed 18 inches apart and 12
inches from the front of the table.

Timing begins with the report of the
starting gun and ends when all the pins are
off the table. Starting position is the gun
touching the wooden rail directly in front
of the shooter.

Jobs! Skilled-Unskilled! Free Training! Exclusive reports
for the Big Money Jobs! Details! Energos, Box 50003-P, Palo
Alto, CA 94303.

WANT TO PURCHASE

BID ON CARS, TRUCKS, VANS, Confiscated from crimi·
nals. Auctioned by U.S. Government. Minimum bid $50.00.
Bid by mail. Buy for your own use or rmell for profit. We send
same day: Instructions, application, tips, etc. $4.95. Inter
state Enterprises, Dept. AHA, Box 19466, Houston, TX
77224.

NUCLEAR WAR Survival Skills, $10.95. Radiation dose
calculator and ten penlOnal record cards $2.50 newsletter and
catalog, $2.50. Postpaid. RadEx, 4109 Graf Drive, Louisville,
KY 40220.

BAlTDGUR MAllEI!
OLASSIPIIDS

WANTED: Old Toy Trains and Buddy L. Top Values paid.
Thomas Sefton, P.O. Box 1671, San Diego, CA 92112.

HOMESTYLE BEEF jerky recipe, $3.00 S.A.S.E.
Beverly, Box 2855, Scottsdale, AZ 85252.

"WARNING, GUN SECURED PROPERTY, STOp' NO
TRESPASSING." Stop sign decals to stop theft. 5 all
weatber for doo"" signs, etc. $4.95, 12 to sheet for windows,
home, RV, etc. $4.95. SAVE all 17 for $7.95. Order today,
check/MO to: Colwar Industries Inc., P.O. Box 281, Dept.
HM3, Bayonne, NJ 07002.

SURVIVAL BOOK deale", wanted! Discounts to 60%! Book
list $2.00 (refundable with $10.00 purchase) to: Technology
Group, P.O. Box 93124, Pasadena, CA 91109.

SERIOUS SURVIVALISTS needed for community minded
organization. $1 for information, application. AOCS, 16437 EI
Camino Real # 4, Houston, TX 7'1062.

FALLOUT! Report your area. Prepare to survive, $4:
Survival Specialists, 16437 E. Camino Real # 4, Houston, TX
77062.

BUILD A COMBAT RANGE for I.... than $20. Details &
instructions plus target catalog. Send $2.00 to: FIRST SHOT
CONFIDENCE, P.O. Box 19030, Dept. 123AH, Houston, TX
77224.

BALLISTIC TYPE FABRIC woven from Dupont's K1!vlar
Fibe"" is now available. For full details and order forms, mail
$1.00 (Refundable on first order) and a self-addressed
envelope to: Comber Eng., Dept, A, P.O. Box 161, Camphell,
CA 95008.

SURVIVALIST BOLAS: Take game, large or small, like the
Argentine Gauchos. Silent, powerful, effective. A unique
hunting or defensive weapon. Finest quality materials. Send
$19.95 plus $3.00 shipping & handling to: BOLAS, P.O. Box
1521, Ypsilanti, MI 48197. Not sold to anyone under 16 years
of age.

SURVIVAL

REMOTE LAND: 40, 80, 160 acre parcels in British Colum
bia. Mountain creeks, remote lakes, abundant moose and
deer. Good fishing. $8000 and up. Further info: NIHP Land
Ltd., 789 W. Pender # 790, Vancouver, British Columbia,
CANADA V6C 1H7.

REAL ESTATE

FANTASTIC SPACEAGE ELECTRONICS LASER
WEAPONS, more ... Survival writer discovers secret
SOUle... for laser pistols, listening devices, ultrasonic pain
field generato"" paralyzing self-defe_ protecto"" true I.R.
see-in-the-dark viewe"" aboolute security systems, bug de
tectors, voice scramblers, micro-transmitters, electronic
tracking devices, ultra-sophisticated detection 8,nd Bur
veillance 'equipment, police broadcast unscramblers, many
more too "hot" to print! Send $1.00 for giant catalogues:
AMERICAN, 15015 Ventura Blvd., Dept. HG-1, Sherman
Oaks, CA 91403.

Reach more than 150,000 mail-responsive
buyers with your low oost ad in

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER.
Check this issue for details!

MERCHANT MARINES, seafaring adventure and employ
ment. Maritime adventurer gives sources unknown to you. 27
page Directory to fulfillment, just $10. CARDINAL INTER
NATIONAL, Box 67, Centerville, VA 2aJ20.

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA-Free catalog. Blue Ridge
Mountain land, farms, homes. Wetherbee Reslty, BoX 64-H,
Woolwine, VA 24185. (703) 930-2155.

LOANS FoR GUNS, any worthwhile cause. Grants, Busi
ness Capital. Free Publications! All Guaranteed Dollar
complete list: Information. Winone, Route Three, Box One
Forty Seven, Candler, NC 28715.
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Arm yourself
...with a complete arsenal

of firearms information

591 Camino de la Reina-Dept. 119
San Diego, California 92108

To aim for the latest, most accurate informa
tion, you need GUNS MAGAZINE. It's the one
that the experts read-the winning
competitors, the collectors, the gunsmiths,
the real gun buffs. The very next issue may
include just the article that could save you
many times the cost of a subscription. Can
you afford to be without it?
GUNS MAGAZINE gives you the most com
plete coverage ever assembled. You'll never
miss with GUNS. DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS.
SUBSCRIBE NOW AND SAVE UP TO 53%. And what's more,
if you order now, you'll receive the GUNS MAGAZINE TEAM
MEMBER patch-a $3.50 value-FREE!

Use the adjoining postage paid order card or write to:

Be onTargetOne year $14.95 (you save $9.05)
Two years $24.85 (you save $23.15)
Three years $33.45 (you save $38.55)
Foreign subscribers add $6.00 per year.

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery

For express service call
TOLL FREE

800/824-7888
Operator 40

In California only call
800/852-7777, Operator 40
Charge your subscription to your
Visa/BAC or MasterCard

Send for your
personal

subscription
NOWl

FREE!
This all fabric GUNS TEAM MEMBER PATCH
(a $3.50 value) with each paid subscription.

THIS OFFER IS VALID for only 3 months from the cover date.



shooter uses to topple more targets than
most can with a Production gun is not exo
tic. For all cla'Sses combined, the most
favored revolver, far and away, is the Super
Blackhawk. The next most popular (but
far behind) is the Dan Wesson .357 Mag
(indica ting not everybody is tough
enough, mean enough, silly enough, to
shoot a .44 Mag). The (fairly) new big,
heavy, controllable and amazingly accu
rate Dan Wesson .44 Mag has posted some
top scores, and the new .357 Maxies will
stir up the pot some, and are good choices
for those who are recoil sensitive. But for
that extra knockdown edge, the .44 Mag is
still on top, and Dan Wesson is the pick of
the litter.

Why, you may ask, is the Revolver class
so popular. Partly because revolvers epito
mize handguns to most shooters. They just
seem right. And the class is tough. To do
well with a revolver takes a lot of work
with various loads and lots of shooting
practice. Doing well, therefore, is satisfy
ing; good scores are difficult to attain, and
they come only from your own effort and
skills. Scores are lower, too; revolvers are
just barely capable of straights, and even
the best shooters usually miss a few.
There's room for a shooter to err, and room
to make it back up. (It's not miss-and-out
like the top Unlimited classes.)

Everyone has a revolver, so there's more
competition, and you can compete against
your buddy, and maybe beat him this
month if you try hard. Then, revolvers are
the least expensive of all handguns to
shoot. Less powder, cast bullets and not so
much fuss in reloading. (You can crank out
winning loads by the hundreds on a Dillon
450.)

SILHOUETTE RULES
And it doesn't take much to get started.

A good quality revolver with a six-inch or
longer barrel, with good quality sights and
action, shooting glasses, ear protectors, a
carpet remnant to lay on, and a blast shield
for the side of your leg if you shoot Creed
moor are all you need. A notebook to keep
track of sight settings and a scope-sighted
observer/coach rounds out the package.

So far, I've been talking about IHMSA's
longe-range Revolver class; there are other
variants where the revolver will do well.

The rules for the NRA long-range free
style class have recently been revised, giv
ing revolvers a better chance. The NRAs
short course hunter's pistol rules allow
only conventional cartridges (most are the
revolver classics), and hence favor
revolvers.

The IHMSA rimfire short course has a

SILUETAS
Continuedfrom page 11

NRA
&

CST Trained

-target.
• Captured. 3 spring recoU syst

dramatically reduces felt recoil.
• Hand honed sear and hammer.
• 29 ounces.
• Stainless steel construction.
• 63/4" long by 4'12" high.
For more information, contact your
dealer or: Detonics Manufacturing
'Corporation, (206) 747-2100

"The Advantage Grip System was part of my
equipment I used to win the Bianchi Cup and
the Steel Challenge. Its screw on weighted
grip reduces recoil by 17%, allows quicker
sight picture alignment and speeds up shot to
shot recovery."
Complete Advantage Grip System with checkered walnut
stocks, $40.00 - Add $3.00 postage and handling. Calif.
residents add 61>% Sales Tax. I ship immediately upon receipt
of money order or certified check. Allow 2 weeks for all other
checks to clear. Quantity discounts available. Oealer inquiries
invited. Write for additional information, brochure and mathe
matical calculations to prove the recoil reduction.

P.O. BOX 828, WHITTIER, CA 90608 (213) 695-4134

DETONICS®
A Subsidiary of Energy Sciences Corp.

J J's Gunsmithing
1637 South Broadway • Santa Maria, CA 93456

P.O. Box 369 • Phone (805) 928-8064

ate:
ith polished

p allowing for positive
of a variety of bullet

weights and configurations.
* Beveled magazine well for rapid,

reliable magazine changes.
• Enlarged ejection port for

That's what we've got. The hottest modifications,
the best service, the quickest delivery, the absolute lowest
prices. Take a look at just one of our custom packages ...
J J's Combat Colt: bevel mag well; re-cut & polish feed ramp;
throat frame; install a wide grip safety, extended mag release, millet
wlo fixed sights; and a crisp 41b. trigger ... 129.50* [includes parts].
Our revolver trigger work starts at 35.00 for 3lbs. & under [SA].
We also carry a complete line of accessories at VERY competitive
prices. Send 2.00 [fully refundable] for our latest catalog.
*prices may vary.

HDT!

-Advantage Grip System competition proven

by MICKEY FOWLER
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WATSON COMPENSATOR SYSTEMS

SHILEN RIFLES, INC.
205 Metro Park Boulevard • Ennis, Texas 751'19 • (214) 875-5318

Now Available to

Caliber Groove Diameter Twist
22 R.F. .222 16"
22 C.F. .224 14"

9mm .355 16"
38 .357 18"
44 .429 20"
43 .451 16"

-'....\\\1501\';
,.. .45 d'

SHOP
2057 CLINE AVENUE

FAYETTEVILLE, ARKANSAS 72701
RICHARD L. WATSON - PISTOLSMITH

501-442-2967

1Y4 X 14" or 1W' X 28" unturned blanks; smaller diameters can be
made to customer specification.

Insist on the best - Insist on Shilen.
Dealer Inquiries are invited.

.380 Automatic from
lDne Star Armaments

For more info
call Lone star :ts~

1701 Greenville Ave., Suite 202
Ricba.I'dson, TX 75081
(214) 669-1282

Shilen~~

Barrels~ HANDGUNNERS
Shilen barrels are offered in two grades:"Lone St*r"

and "Match". They are made of a special 4140
chrome moly steel, button rifled with eight lands and

grooves, and stress relieved.

An increasing number ofcompetitive
handgunners are using self-hypnosis to
help reduce stress and eliminate
"match shakes?'

INFO 'QUICKIE'

separate freestyle Revolver class, just like
the long-range game, for you small bore
shooters.

If a revolver shooter were to live in an
area where both long and short course
matches were held, they could do well with
a battery of matching guns. Dan Wesson
builds essentially identical .22s, .357 Mags
and .44 Mags; Ruger single-action fans
could use the Single Six, Blackhawk, and
Super Blackhawk; S&W aficionados could
do well with models 17, 14, and 29.

Revolvers. Twentieth century perform
ance from 19th century designs. n's not as
easy as it looks; that's .....
why it's fun. ~

HANDLOADING
Continuedfrom page 68

19/WW 630, CCI 350 and Norma brass.
Banks and Zeka didn't care for the bevel
based bullet configuration, so he ran off a
batch oflino-casts bullets, using the RCBS
82043 (Lyman reference 429421), a Keith
type bullet that, with this casting, averaged
out at 236 grains.

Results with Javelina lube (chosen more
or less arbitrarily), were rewarding. One
group-the one we prefer to talk about
had its first three shots clustered into a 3/4
inch, center-to-center spread. Banks
should have quit there, because a fourth
shot opens the group to 3% inch. This one's
marked "flinch." The fifth shot closed it
down to WI6 inch.

For all practical purposes, we have an
excellent grouping, human error notwith
standing, and the indication is that chang
ing the load had a far greater influence on
accuracy performance than changing lu
bricants. Tests with the other lubes will
continue.

I've come across an arithmetically
contrived table ofwhat renowned ballistics
experimenter Homer S. Powley called the
"Relative Incapacitation Indices" for sev
eral handgun calibers. These indices, he
said, are essentially correlated to the rela
tive effectiveness (stopping power) ofvari
ous bullets.

A Shape Factor is assigned to each bul
let, which is multiplied by the product of
the bullet's muzzle energy and its sectional
density. There's a lot more to this; we'll
discuss it all in another column.

Send your comments to me, c/o
Handloading, POB 222, Pinon .....
Hills, CA 92372. ~
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INFO 'QUICKIE'

BRENT MULLIS
3518 Lawyers Road East

Monroe, N. C. 28110

~ rJunewlt
f!1u.alily Ac!ion Ft""infl J1 ffljwcialty

CUSTOM BLUING
MILLETT SIGHTS

704/283-8789

ECONOMY AND VERSATILITY

BUY RIGHT WITH
FRANZIIE

With one set of Corbin dies, you can make a
wide range of bullet weights and styles. FMJ,
open tip, rebated boattail, multi-jacket, you
name it in any caliber! Find out about swag
ing today. Send $3 for Corbin Handbook, or
$35 for 6-book library, to:

Most custom pistolsmiths are totally
reliable. But there are a few bum ones
around. So check and ask questions be
fore you drop off your favorite
handgun for repair, accurizing, what
ever.

TYLER'S "T" GRIP
BETTER SHOOTINGIlI..IIIIJ••"'!II
with this improved .~

cast Aluminum Grip ~ .A~~
ADAPTOR. Far Calt,'
S & Wand Ruger D.A.
Revolvers. DURABLE, PRAC
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALL.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS.
POLISHED or SLACK $6.00; GOLD $6.50._------

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE
Durable light weight cost aluminum far Colts, S & W,
Ruger and other modern pistols, rifles and shotguns.
POLISHED or BLACK $4.50; GOLD FINISH $5.
AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT. Send
make & model of gun. Na C.O.D.'s please. Add $1.00
for Shipping Charges, Fully Guaranteed. Genuine
Stag-Wood & Synthetie Gun Grips & Aceessories.

Buck Knives-Hond·made Leather Holsters & Bells.

New! IVOREX® GUN GRIPS
MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST.

1326 w. Britton Rd.• Oklahoma City, Okla. 73114
Call toll free 800·654-B415 Outside Oklahoma

Use the Handy Order Card in this issue
to send for your subscription now.

GET ALL THE FAST SHOOT·
ING ACTION OF AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER DELIVERED
STRAIGHT TO YOUR DOOR

HANDGUNS

A feature story on Ken Hurst Fire,
arm Engraving Company of Lynch
burg. Virginia.

The S& W M686 on the fronl cover of
this issue was engraved 11) .Iack Jone".
general manager of /--lOJ ,1', C0rnpan. '.
tht large~l commercial tilearm,' engr<1Y'
'ng company In the wprld .

COMING...
NEXT ISSUE:

INDUSTRY INSIDER
Continuedfrom page 78

BUM RULING
A federal judge in Louisiana is hearing a

case in which a plaintiffs daughter was
kilied by a man with a handgun.

The plaintiff is suing the gun manufac
turer under the doctrine of "ultrahazard
ous activi ty;'

This doctrine was originally designed to
handle damages caused by the storage of
toxic gas, crop dusting, and the demolition
of buildings. Such activities are said to be
unfeasible to ban outright, and that the
risks are so high and so difficult to elimi
nate that the party "ought not to under
take the activity without assuming the
consequences;'

Judge Henry Mentz ruled: "If car
manufacturers must reasonably expect
purchasers of their products to speed peri
odically, then surely handgun manufac
turers must reasonably expect purchasers
of their prod ucts to kill periodically."

We submit that both Judge Mentz and
the plaintiff's attorney, Windle Turley,
should both sit back and think about their
actions. This kind of thinking sets the
principles ofjustice back a thousand years.
God help us all if lawyers of ~
the Turley ilk proliferate. ~

(811) 265·0118

SASE lor Catalog

'I
Il

=~=.========.~~---

~ "AST DRAW
~ FOR THE BEGINNER

A complete instructIOn book detailed with
Illustrations on FAST DRAW, gun conver
sions and safety procedures written by three
lime world FAST DRAW champion BOB
GRAHAM. learn the secrets and lips of the
professionals so you can practice with fun
and safety. Send 57.95 to:

mE WESI'ERNER COMPANY
P.O. Box 3394 Conroe, Texas 77305

$11.75

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

3005 Monties Lane

Arlington. TX 16015

King Tube Sight. XP Conversions, SilhoueUe Rilles.
Royal Hunter

~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
~ College Park, Georgia P.O. Box 31

Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from Forcing
Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Availatile in eithe~ 38-41~44-45
cal. Brass cloth patches (Pk. 10) $2.30. Order direct or from
your dealer. Check or Money Order.

BULLET MOULDS
2207 BORDER AVENUE. TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA 9OS01

TELEPHONE: (213) 320-6973

.,..,.-;

literature $1.00

High Quality Contemporary
Styled Inline Action Muzzle
Loading Rifles & Pistols

~
~(@)~i.:]~~ "ij~~J~~!J~J J~~.

I'tJ 1449H Blue Crest lane San Antonio. Texas 78232
1-512-494-3063

SILHOUETTE GUN SPECIALIST

BAllDGUlI lUllKIT
CLASSIFIIDS

Reach more than 150,000 mail-responsive
buyers with your low mst ad in

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER.
Check this issue for details!

Designed 10 shield you from Ihe
damaging sounds associated
with the shooting sports.

For Free Brochure Contact: 1
Safely Direct, Inc.
23 Snider Way

Sparks, NV 89431 lilenaia
A.YA ",OT.CT .

H
1/3 MOON CLIPS

Use .45 acp ammo in place of .45 aU[Q rim.
For Colt 17, SSW 25 and S&vy 55 revolvers.
Allows swrage in ammo belts s..std. boxes.
Reusable indefinitely. For a FREE sample, send
a self-addressed. stamped envelope. 0fVe now
make Ruger 9mm clips.)

Clip Prices: 25 tor 53.95; 50 for 56.95 ppd.
RANCH PRODUCTS, P.O. Box i45. Matinta, OHiO 43535

. . q~.' .'J.'!.. c>
... 0*1-'0

I A beautiful collector's Item. I
Complete Kit-Easily assembled includes: Quality

machined brass key assembly; investment cast steel

L
hammer and trigger. Full instructions. Free information. J

Fernwood Gun Supply, Inc.
1341 Camino Tassaara. Dept. AH-1, Danville, CA 94526
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11275 $ 8.50
#276 8.50

#5237 16.95
#5239 19.95
#5238 16.95
#5240 19.95

#495 $12.50
#496 14.95

Munle Brake
2" GM #25 14.50
Flash
Suppressor
114' GM #26 9.95
Flash
Suppressor
1V."

Comm. #27 9.95

Bingham Battle Combat .#333 $10.95
Bingham Combat White

Outline (Illustrated) #334 13.75
Millett MK-I Fixed

Siohts
Millett MK-Illow

Profile Fixed
Sights #8345 27.80

Millett.45
Adjust-

Sights
#8336 39.65

#185 $ 1.50

MAINSPRING \\
HOUSING ~

SQUARE TRIGGER
GUARDSHOE

GI Steel #180 6.15
Stainless With Convex Follower #181 8.75

Stainless Premium #182 10.95
Colt .45 Blue #5335 16.10

Pachmayr Stainless Follower #221 2.25

Pachmavr Stainless #222 15.95
Magazine

Dev~18-ShotMagazine #18", 17.95

fint~1EXP-F.lESS

VISA

$12.50
14.95

COLT~'"
BARREL & ."

BUSHING KH

©Copyright 1983 by Crown City Arms, Inc. All rights reserved.

GI .45 Steel Magazine w/Slam Pad #186
(Installation Required)

Both For Only $4.95

LIMITED OFFER!

45 MK IV #5074
45 NM Gold Cup #5075

9MM I\IlK IV #5079
38 Super MK IV #5077

45 Comm. Barrel #5100
Accra BusiiTng GM #23

Accra Busning Comm. #24

#195
#196

EXTENDED ~
MAGAZINE CATCH

Credit Card Orders Only
(24-Ho'"s a Day):

Toll Free (800) 847-6703

$12.95
12.95

Steel
Stainless

#365
#366

SLIDE

Steel GM
Steel Short
5.tainlessGM
Stainless Short
Steel Ribbed and Ported (Illustrated)
Stainless Ribbed and Ported

EXTENDED
AMBIDEXTROUS

SAFETY

MAGAZINE
FUNNEL

Rogers E-Z Loader #188 $5.95
Jones Magazine Funnel#189 4.95

Extended Steel #372
$12.70 Extended Stainless #373

13.40 Colt Ambidexterous Safety #375
Extended Ambidexterous Safety Steel #376
Extended Ambidexterous Safety Stainless #378

SPRING GUIDE
ASSEMBLY

GM Guide Assembly
Camm. Guide Assembly

Steel GM #135 $20.95
Steel Comm. #136 20.95
Pachmayr

GM #137 27.20
Pachmayr

Comm. #138 27.20

'@ WIDE
COMBAT

GRIP SAFETY

EXTENDED SLIDE
STOP

#490
#491
#492
#493

#435
StainiR!'\s #436

Pachmayr ~tatnless #223

#345 9.95

#346 12.50

#340 $59.95
#341 67.95

ifHAMMER
Commander \CJ' #145 $11.50
Stainless Commc:lllder #146 14.95
Wide Spur #143 7.00
Colt MK IV #5015 11.40
Colt Gold Cup #5169 12.55

P.O. Box 550, DEPT. GJ
Cortland, N.Y.. 13045

Information: (607) 753-8238

GM Buffer
#362 $5.00

Comm. Buffer
#363 5.00

Shock Buff
#368

long Adjustable Alloy
long Adjustable Stainless
long Adjustable Steel
Wilson Competition

TRIGGER

RECOIL
BUFFER

To Order From The GOOD OL' GALS
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JERRY RAKUSAN

.11~~~~~:G•
WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER

OF GUN PARTS
BIGGEST
EVER

Now your
Smith &Wesson Autoloader

. . can have a complete
Millett Sight System superior to the

factory sights. The highly visible sight
picture increases your accuracy

and fast sighting capability - for
both match and duty use. Crisp click
adjustments and custom styling
will enhance the function
and look of your gun.

GET ALL THE FAST SHOOT·
ING ACTION OF AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER DELIVERED
STRAIGHT TO YOUR DOOR
Use the Handy Order Card in this issue
to send for your subscription now.

HANDGUNS

se<\e~:sso" ~
S",i'l'I~co"'bO

AOOI500~s'7 .'15

The front sights
for autoloaders come

in a choice of either the white
or blaze orange bar. You have your
choice of rear blade and front sight
styles. The front sights require Millett

Dual-Crimp type installation.

See your local dealer or send 51 for
U.S. (53-foreign) for complete catalog.

Co" •Ruger • Dan Wesson • Browning
Beretta • Sm"h Be wesson

Millett U Sights
16131 GOTHARD S1. HUNTINGTON BEACH. CA 92647

(714) 842·5575

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The two most popular revolvers used

du~ng the Civil War and the quantities
purchased by the U.S. Ordnance De
partment were the Colt Model 1860 .44
percussion (128,697) and the Reming
ton .44 percussion (115,563). The for
mer represented 34.5 percent of all re
volvers purchased, the latter 31 percent.

and the industry which serves it does not
depend on a new laser-operated double
action pistol, or a super-hot round for the
.25 auto. Technical advancements may
help sales within the immediate market,
but they do little to enlarge the basic
market.

The size and success of the industry and
the future of handgunning will depend al
most entirely on the increase in the num
ber of participants. The industry, the
shooting associations and clubs, and the
concerned participants of today must band
together in a total commitment designed to
increase the number of handgun shooters,
publicize existing handgun shooting sports
and develop new ones.

If each of us gets just one more person
interested in handgun shooting; if every
manufacturer, who is not now supporting
the sport, decides to participate; if we can
let the world know that handguns do have
a legitimate recreational purpose, then and
only then will we be less susceptible to
anti-gun harassment and strong enough to
maintain the various handgun shooting
sports as a viable recreational outlet.

Continued on page 76

HANDGUN SHOOTING SPORTS MUST
GROW IF INDUSTRY IS TO EXPAND

INDUSTRY INSIDER

I t is no secret that the gun business has
felt the effects of the recession; many

were surprised that handgun sales would
drop as dramatically as they have. As this
is written, in September, many handgun
companies are just hanging on, especially
some ofthe newer companies that have not
yet established a firm foothold in the
marketplace.

Much has been done by the manufac
turers to stimulate sales; some have offered
rebates, others have reduced their prices to
distributors. It is truly a buyer's market in
the handgun field today, and those shoot
ers who are financially able to take
advantage of the situation are reaping the
benefits.

There are those in the firearms industry
who say that as soon as the national econ
omy levels off, handgun sales will return to
normal. On the other hand, there are
strong indications that even with an im
provement of the overall economy, the
handgun business will never return to any
thing approaching the 'strength it had in
the 1960s and 1970s.

Why? The market itself-the shooters,
collectors and tinkerers-is decreasing.
Handgun shooting sports are losing par
ticipants; this, in spite of the tremendous
growth of handgun metallic silhouette
shooting and the various disciplines of
combat or practical shooting. Gone are the
great masses of bullseye shooters we saw in
~he past few decades; if they are st'll great
In numbers, they are well hidden from t _

media.

PLINKERS DISAPPEAR
How much did you read in the papers,

or see on TV, about the many gold medals
our shooters won at the Pan-American
Games in Caracas, Venezuela?

Gone, too, are the hoards of plinkers
~ho have seen their favorite shooting areas
either paved over for shopping malls, or
closed down by laws or zoning changes.

If and when the American economy re
covers, we may find ourselves without the
vast handgun industry that (I) gave us the
variety of models from which to choose,
and the innovations of the past 30 years;
(2) helped defeat many of the anti-gun
laws we faced with their contributions of
money, products and personnel, and
(3) supported the new handgun shooting
games that blossomed in recent years.

It doesn't take a genius to figure out that
the future of the handgun shooting sports
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